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INTRODUCTION
The investigation of the relationship between method
of instruction and student behavior or achievement is fraught
with difficulties. The vast body of contradictory claims by
advocates of one school of methodology over another, as well
as the contradictory findings reported in the research
literature, document a lack of reliable knowledge on this
aspect of education. Nowhere is the problem greater than in
the social studies which is charged by society with preparing
students for active citizenship, as well as passing on a body
of knowledge.
In spite of the hazards, this study attempts to
explore one small component of the effect on students of
teaching presentation. Its concern is the question: does
the degree to which students are allowed or encouraged to
think independently affect student divergent and critical
thinking patterns?
CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Confusion In the curriculum
Social studies as an educational discipline continues
to remain in a state of bewilderment. Whether this situation
arose despite the major curriculum revisions of the 1960’s
or as a consequence of it may be disputed. Either
explanation indicates a pressing need for reliable data upon
which curriculum creators and teachers can make basic
decisions promoting student maturation.
Even a random review of research literature
substantiates the diversity of opinion regarding social
studies subject matter and its method of presentation. After
visiting more than fifty social studies project centers,
Fenton (1966, p. 24) lamented, "They vary in almost every
dimension: objectives, teaching strategies, types of materials,
patterns of pupil deployment, evaluating instruments.” More
recently, Sanders and Tanck (1970, p. 384) note in their
evaluation of twenty-six projects, which in their opinion have
national importance, that
The projects are diverse in theory, goals, procedures,
style, and materials. The ways in which the projects
will be used by different teachers in various
situations will add to their diversity.
Only the authors and the dates have changed— the conclusion
3remains the same.
This is not to suggest that there are no noticeable
trends in social studies curricula. Indeed, as Sanders and
Tanck observe ( 1970
, p. 383):
For a decade or more social studies teachers havebeen urged to lead students to discover, to inquireand to wrestle with personal and social valueissues
.
This trend is so pronounced that Skretting and Sundeen (1969,
pp. 1230-1231) view the emphasis on inquiry-oriented
curricula as the latest of five major stages in the history
of the evolution of the social studies in American public
schools
.
This paradox, the apparent agreement on methodology
but continuing disagreement on " theory, goals, procedures,
style and material,” can not be easily resolved. The
rationale for asserting the greater efficacy of inquiry-
oriented subject matter is based primarily on the insights of
Jerome Bruner (Gage, 1969. P* 1^55 ; Skretting and Sundeen,
1969
, pp. 1230~1231 ). His publications, A Study of Thinking
( 1958 ), The Process of Education (i960), and On Knowing (1962),
have strongly influenced curriculum development. However,
while Bruner* s argument is convincing, it rests upon debatable
premises and assumptions; it is, in short, a theory to be
tested.
Even more directly, the present confusion results from
4attempts to translate theory into practice. The creation of
specific presentations requires that the words Bruner used
be incorporated into a new context. The nuances involved
interact with the personal predilections of curriculum
developers leading to differing interpretations of theory.
Hence, there are conflicting versions of the ’’process of
education” as it applies to the social studies.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the many terms,
each with suitable rubric but in practice often employed
synonymously, used to classify the curriculum being
developed. Sanders and Tanck (1970, p. 386 ) explain.
Practically every project claims to use discovery
or inquiry strategies, but they define the terms
in several ways and give varied emphases to them.
Some projects formalize inquiry into patterns like
problem solving, the scientific method, inductive
thinking or deductive thinking. Many assume that
discovery or inquiry strategies are more interest-
ing and effective.
To make the point more dramatically, it is reasonable
to assume that even Sanders and Tanck are unclear whether their
use of the conjunction ”or” between "discovery” and "inquiry”
indicates synonymous or alternative presentations. Frost
and Rowland ( 1969
,
p. 161) would interpret them as equivalents.
Essentially, the discovery method, inquiry training
and strategy teaching are all restatements of what
has come to be known as ’’discovery teaching.” This
stands in opposition to expository teaching.
But the following quotations suggest they may be
alternatives
.
5The discovery method refers to teaching in whichthe teacher withholds from pupils the concepts
and principles they are to learn but gives themthe instances, exemplars and problems from which
they can induce these concepts and principles.(Gage, 1969, p. 1445)
Teaching the mode of inquiry of history and the
social sciences lies at the heart of the new
social studies.
. . . The mode of inquiry require
students be able to state specifically the steps
required in the process of developing and
validating a hypothesis. (Fenton, 1966
, pp. 150 , 188)
Inquiry can be divided into four main types of
action ^"searching, data processing, discovery,
verification/.
. . . While none of these actions are
unique to inquiry they are all essential to it.(Suchman, 1964, p. 13 )
In research literature it is equally difficult to
determine precisely whether "discovery” and "inquiry"
strategies are different from a "reflective" strategy of
presentation.
Reflective thought is the active, careful and
persistent examination of any belief, or purported
form of knoxfledge in the light of the grounds that
support it and the further conclusions toward which
it tends. (Metcalf, 1963
, p. 934)
The reflective method entails casting doubt on a
dominant belief, using hypotheses which can be
tested by all the pertinent evidence available,
which is observable, conducive to experimentation
and publicly verifiable. These are the rules of
the game. (Mahood, 1966
,
p. 113)
The multiple quotations provided above are admittedly
redundant; they have been used to establish a fairly simple
premise. Present educational concepts in methodology are
hopelessly inadequate. They fail to group like present-
ations, and to distinguish merely similar presentations
.
6It is true that the social studies, along with other
educational disciplines, is now dominated by a major
curricular trend. But we have only a vague and conflicting
vision of its characteristics.
Implications for teaching
The development of competent teaching strategies
requires a body of trustworthy information regarding
curricular goals and teaching techniques. We cannot afford
to rely on the chance that the instructor will assume the
teaching posture best suited to his educational objectives
on each occasion. Yet, the literature provides little
guidance to aid him in this complex task.
The predominant view regarding teaching methods in the
social studies was expressed by Gross and Badger in i960
(p. 1305):
There is a great discrepancy in the results
reported in the numerous studies and in many
areas it is impossible to state exactly what is
the most effective approach. ... In terms of
attainment of various social studies aims differences
among various approaches frequently are negligible.
• • • One suspects that if a teacher is able and
particularly interested in, or favorable toward, a
given method it will be most effective for him.
That the decade's research has not noticeably changed this
view is reflected in the comments of Sanders and Tanck. They
are convinced:
. • . that whereas inquiry instruction ... is
an excellent form of instruction it can and is
being overdone in some projects. , . . Experience
7Profca
^
1y show that teachers are more skillfulwith one style of instruction or another and thatsome students learn better with one style Sranother.
Yet, these authors offer no hints to suggest what type of
Instruction fits which teacher or students.
The problem, of course, is that with a few exceptions,
which will be dealt with in Chapter II, research has failed
to link differences in teaching method with its consequent
effect on the students involved. Are there benefits in
using one method rather than its counterparts to achieve a
desired goal? It seems logical to assume that exposition is
better for transmitting knowledge efficiently while class
activity focused on student investigation is more effective
in developing thought processes; "however the paucity of
research does not permit a final conclusion.
" (Manson and
Williams
, 1970
, p. 78)
There are two basic reasons why the innumerable
studies comparing one teaching method with another fail to
provide the reliable data which is needed. First, Metcalf's
argument ( 1963
, p. 937) that the issue will remain unresolved
until research records both the degree to which the method
is applied and the quality of its employment appears
justified. An example of the distorted conclusions that can
result from the failure to control these factors is revealed
by Brownell n s (1966) description of his own research project.
The second and related reform that is necessary lies
in the area of research design. Most research has failed to
specify the behavior of teachers that falls within the
method being investigated (Wallens and Travers, 1963,
p. ^85), to observe directly whether such behavior does in
fact take place and, only then, to relate the differences
in the characteristics measured to the change in student
achievement (Medley and Mitzell, 1963, pp. 249-250). Given
the confusion over terminology previously discussed, these
are certainly minimal requirements
.
9Focus of_ Study
Iu order to ascertain the degree to which contrasting
teaching methods are used in classroom situations, it is
necessary to establish the type of teacher behavior that
falls under each category. This confronts the researcher
wiln a dilemma. No single list can be consistent with each
of the varied, and often contradictory, concepts which lie
behind the terminology currently employed to describe
"student process" presentation styles. Therefore, in the manner
of Frost and Rowland (1969) already cited, this study builds
upon those characteristics which are shared by all. Inquiry,
discovery, problem-solving, etc., presentations are grouped
together under an "Inquiry-Oriented" classification.
The justification for this decision is simple. The
process of problem solution rather than accumulation of
knowledge is their common primary concern. Essential to all
is that students learn to think for themselves. Therefore,
students must be allowed to suggest and explore possibilities
which appear relevant to them—whether or not the points
raised have been anticipated by the teacher. Only to the
degree that students actually participate in deriving their
own conclusions can discovery, problem solving and inquiry
occur.
Stressing the unifying aspects of these similar
approaches simplified the categorization of teacher behavior
10
Which distinguishes them from expository teaching, it
became possible to create a measure to record the degree to
which the "expository-method" and "inquiry-method" were
utilized in the classrooms participating in this research.
The goal was to determine whether a change in the
in application of a particular method, even over such a
limited period as two months, affects student divergent and
critical thinking behavior.
Evaluating Instrument s
I« Expository-Inquiry Continuum
Unlike prior research in this area, classroom pre-
sentations are not classified as exclusively representative
of either "expository" or "inquiry" methods. Rather, a
continuum is envisioned in which the method is evaluated as
tending toward one or the other of these categories, based on
the proportion of time the teacher resorts to one method or
the other. For example, a teacher may be rated as follows:
Expository 100.£ 75.% 50.% 25 .% 0.% Expository
Inquiry o.% 25 .% 50.% 75.%~100
.% Inquiry
The authorization for such a procedure is derived more
from educational research theory than an examination of
previous research. It goes against common experience to
believe that actual classroom activity can accurately be
represented as exclusively the product of any system of
methodology. Rather, all teachers alter their presentation
11
styles. The importance of this factor on research findings
lies behind the argument made by Metcalf (1963) previously
cited. B. 0thane1 Smith (1962, p. 326) reacted to the same
insighc when he noted, "But they are not pure types. I
wonder if teaching behavior is not always a mixture
. .
and that it is never all this or all that."
But, most pertinent to this investigation are the
comments of Medley and Metzel (1963, pp. 248-249)
:
The classic design does not involve any observation
of the teaching in either class to find out
whether-
-and to what degree— the method supposed to
be applied actually is applied ... /and*/ there is
no way of eliminating the possibility" "that
. . .
both classes were taught by the same method, despite
the /act that the teachers were supposed to use
different methods. But if appropriate measurements
of the teaching behavior under each experimental
condition are made by direct observation, this
possibility can be eliminated. If desired, the
relationship between the degree to which the method
is applied and the amount of pupil gain can be
studied directly.
The analysis of classroom discussion, used in this
research, is based upon a distinction made by Dewey (1914)
between intellectual "process" and intellectual "product".
.All intellectual conclusions (products) are the result of
previous intellectual "process", but once the conclusion
has been derived an explanation of its validity can also
be taught as a "product". For example, to gain knowledge
of a geographical area one can explore and then create a
diagram of the location or one can familiarize himself with
a map already available. Within the limitations of the
12
information committed to paper, the resultant knowledge is
the same, but obtained through opposing forms of intellectual
activity.
It is this basic dissimilarity which this research
holds as essential in distinguishing "exposition'' from
inquiry" teaching methods and which the analysis of teacher
behavior given below is designed to reveal.
A. Expository-Method Sequence
(1) The "Expository" sequence is considered to be
"product" oriented. The teacher has a specific
body of knowledge which he wishes to share with
the class. He knows both the correct
interpretation of the content being covered
and why he believes it to be correct. The role
of the student is to absorb and internalize this
information in the hope that it will provide a
stimulus to future intellectual activities.
(2) Verbal behavior classified under "Expository"
sequences is distinguished by the teacher's
(1) making descriptive, explanatory or declarativ
statements, (2) citing sources where answers
may be found, or (3) asking questions to which a
convergent answer is desired.
B. Inquiry-Method Sequence
(1) "Inquiry" classrooms are considered to be
13
student “process" oriented. The role of the
teacher is to facilitate the students* efforts
to define a problem, to obtain the information
considered desirable for its solution and to
generate a satisfactory conclusion. It is
the student who must create the "product."
Therefore, the teacher refrains from effecting
"closure" of the problem area (i.e., providing
or identifying the correct conclusion to the
topic under discussion)
.
(2) Verbal behavior classified under "Inquiry"
sequences is distinguished by (1) those
teacher's questions to which a divergent or
unanticipated response is acceptable, (2)
student-ini tiated questions or responses and
( 3 ) teacher responses which do not effect
"closure" in class discussion.
A third category is necessary to group together all
class activity vrhich is extraneous to formal class
exercises and which, therefor, has no methodological
orientation. Included in this category are fire drills
and those periods the teacher withdraws from class
Interaction without providing for student activity,
such as short conferences with visitors or unexpectedly
being required to leave the room.
14
"Extraneous" sequences are not used In determining
a teacher rating along the "Expository-Inquiry
Continuum." The category is simply a device to
remove such time intervals from influencing the
ratings given.
Rating class discussion on the "Expository-Inquiry
Continuum"
(1) Within weekly intervals, tape recordings of
participating classes are randomly selected
for analysis. Fifteen-minute segments of each
tape thus chosen are broken down into time
spent in "Expository" and "Inquiry" sequences
and the proportion of time spent on each noted.
(2) The mean score of each teacher f s tape
recordings, over a given period, is considered
to represent the degree to which that teacher
resorted to "Expository" or "Inquiry"
presentations in that class.
(3) The limitation of this procedure is, of course,
that only the degree to which a method is used
is recorded, not the quality of its application.
Also, other pertinent aspects of the teaching
act, such as focus of assignments, tests
administered and procedural decisions are
excluded.
15
II. Questionnaire
The above described instrument provides a means to
assess the degree to which teachers resort to "Expository"
and "Inquiry" oriented class discussions, as defined in this
study. It is believed desirable to compare the results
obtained with teacher self-perception of their teaching style.
Therefore, at the end of the study, a questionnaire was used
to allow teachers to rate themselves on the "Expository-
Inquiry Continuum.”
III. Divergent Thinking and Critical Thinking Tests
The effect of the change in the method of presentation
on student divergent and critical thinking behavior, was
measured by pre-tests and post-tests utilizing:
^ "The Torrance Test of Creativity”
The result of nine years of research by Dr. E. Paul
Torrance, this test is built upon the categories
developed by J.P. Guilford (i960). While there is
controversy as to how effectively this test measures
•'creativity, ” there can be no question that this
instrument measures many types of divergent thought.
B. "The Watson-Glaser Test of Critical Thinking”
Tne best known and most widely used instrument to
measure critical thinking is the Watson-Glaser test.
However, the evaluation of critical thinking is
16
complex and even the Watson-Glaser instrument has
been subject to criticism. (Rust et al
. , 1962 ;
Ennis, 1958)
C. ’’The Cornell Test of Critical Thinking"
Robert Ennis, a co-author of this test, has x\rritten
the most erudite criticism of the Watson-Glaser
tool. The Cornell Test is specifically devised to
overcome some of these shortcomings. Use of both
instruments should provide a reasonable appraisal
of student critical thinking abilities, vrith greater
balance than could be obtained by using either
exclusively.
17
Limitations
Attempting to evaluate teaching effectiveness is an
act of hubris. The multiple interlocking factors which unite
to create the teaching situation and the varied goals
justifiably pursued by teachers make the arbitrary selection
of any single standard unreasonable. This study, therefore,
does not presume to determine which is the better of two
teaching methods. Rather, the development of the "Expository-
Inquiry Continuum" is viewed as a technique useful to establish
specific causal relationships between the teaching act and
subsequent student behavior. Its application in one small
area serves to demonstrate the practicality of its use.
Teachers and curriculum coordinators should decide for them-
selves how to Incorporate the conclusions within their own
educational goals.
A section devoted to limitations must reinforce a
point previously made, i.e., the quality of teaching has been
ignored in this study. By general consensus, in which this
writer concurs, teaching proficiency remains the most
important factor of classroom interaction. Teaching
proficiency is many faceted. Each abstracted aspect is in
reality part of a seamless pattern, so that modifying one
portion of the presentation style transforms the significance
of all. It affects each member of the class personally. The
18
quality of instruction can make a poor curriculum exciting
and relevant j it can likewise deaden and formalize inherently
provocative subject matter. At present, it also defies
satisfactory analysis.
Personalities of students are even more complex than
teaching situations. Since this study is concerned with
changeo in student behavior which, hopefully, resui.t from
experimentally controlled variab3.es, the element of time
becomes important. In theory most classes were subjected
to a change in teaching method for eight school weeks,
that is forty days. In practice this time was slightly less
since changes in school schedules occasionally shortened
or cancelled classes. Given the normal 45 to 50 minute class
period, and assuming students normally sleep 9 hours per
day, it was only possible for the change in teaching style
to affect students 33.3 hours out of 840 activity hours
during that period—about
Obviously, it will be dangerous to infer too much
from the student change scores reported in this study.
Individual critical thinking and divergent thinking behaviour
are the consequence of one's life history. In the personal
judgment of the students tested, one suspects that social
studies were of secondary importance. Their thought patterns
were simultaneously influenced by events in other classes,
the attitude of school administrators, the role they played
19
at home and their interaction with their peers. As Murray
(1938, p. 39) has pointed out,
Since at every moment, an organism is within an
environment which largely determines itsbehavior, and since the environment changes
—
sometimes with radical abruptness—the conduct ofan individual cannot be formulated without a
characterization of each confronting situation.
Murray's quotation not only describes the underlying
dilemma; it suggests the proportion of influence the
experimental classes might effect on student behavior. One
of the environmental changes in each student’s world is
the differences in class characteristics and teacher
personality to which he must adapt. In Murray’s terms the
classroom becomes a ’’confronting situation". However,
students label it "psyching the teacher". They develop a
behavioral role which, for them, is applicable to each class.
It appears reasonable that significant changes in test scores
recorded in this research represent differences in opportunity
for students to exhibit previously latent characteristics
rather than the result of basic changes in thinking behavior.
Over longer periods of time the continued application of
these abilities would, indeed, alter their thinking habits.
No completely satisfactory test of critical thinking
ability is available (Buros, 1959, PP. 796-799). The
Watson-Glaser and Cornell instruments are probably as effective
as any available for general use and, as previously noted, to
some extent should supplement each other. Since each one
20
measures only a portion of the many factors identified under
critical thinking, both can be criticized as insensitive to
student improvement in other areas.
A more detailed discussion of this topic is given in
Chapter II, Review of Research. The evaluation of changes
in student critical thinking behavior is, of course, subject
to ume limitations of these instruments and the method by
which they vie re administered.
In this research the Torrance Test for Creativity was
used to score divergent thinking behavior. Torrance
acknowledges that the categories he used (Fluidity, Flexibility
and Originality) represent abilities which "Guilford calls
divergent thinking and I have persisted in calling creative
thinking." (Torrance, 1969) . it is difficult to separate
the criticism directed against the use of Torrance’s test
as a creativity measure from that which might be pertinent
to irs usage in this research. Cronbach’s remark (1968,
p. ^ 91 ) is representative of this group; "There is no evidence
that high F children produce responses of superior quality
in any situation." Since this paper makes no such claim for
students with high divergent scores, remarks of this type
are not considered relevant to its use here.
Recently, however, Torrance's Test has been charged
with being internally inconsistent
. Harvey e_t al
. (1970)
assume that separate categories (in Torrance ; Fluidity,
21
"ky s-ftd Originality) should, produce scores largely
ind.epend.ent of each other. Low correlations should be
anticipated. On the other hand, they forecast a high
correlation among the five sub-tests which make up the
Torrance instrument within each category, on the premise
that since the same ability is theoretically being examined
the results should be similar. In their research a contrary
trend was obtained.
This writer believes their censure is unwarranted.
Abilities do not have to be unrelated to distinguish them
for analytical purposes. There is a high correlation between
student grades in reading, writing and arithmetic, yet many
of these same students have trouble with only one specific
phase of mathematics such as long division or fractions.
Since each category explores only one phase of the divergent
thought process, the test assumes relatedness. However, to
the extent the attack is justified, it represents a limitation
to this study.
The work of Elkind ej; al. (1970) has obvious
implications to this present research. In a well designed
investigation, they demonstrate that divergent thinking tests
(in their terminology— "creativity”) are highly susceptible
to immediate motivational factors. A wide variation in scores
was obtained by altering the motivational context of test
administration. If the examination period required students
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to leave activities in which they were deeply involved, they
appeared to resent the interruption and did poorly. Those
taken from boring exercises scored significantly higher,
apparently appreciating the change in activity. According to
the authors, this pattern held at all grade levels
investigated.
The findings reported by Elkind et al. may account
for some of the large variations in student scores found in
this study. This factor, however, should only work to
increase the difficulty of achieving statistically significant
differences because it reverses the trend of the scores
recorded in this investigation. As a general pattern, higher
divergent thinking scores were obtained in classes that switched
from ’’expository" with lovr student autonomy to "inquiry" with
high student autonomy, which is exactly the opposite from
what one would anticipate based on the Elkind et al. experiment.
It does increase the possibility of a beta type error not
finding significant differences when in fact one does exist.
The sensitivity of divergent thinking tests to student
motivation remains a probable factor influencing the results
of this investigation.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
Practitioners of education have less reliable
information concerning their professional area than one would
expect in a field whose history covers so many years. It is
a discipline given more to knowledgeable controversy and
provocative inquiry than to acting as custodian of a dependabl
body of lore. Because its terms are not well defined nor
much of its research scientifically rigorous, it often lacks
that basic body of information which further knowledge
requires. As a consequence, educational literature tends to
be argumentative, inconsistent
,
often superficial, but above
voluminous. On the positive side, however, this
recognition of the tenuousness of its subject matter creates
a degree of professional open-mindness not easily found in
other fields of study.
These observations are important to anyone claiming
to review educational literature. To report comprehensively
is to dignify much that is frivolous or only vaguely
relevant, while selective reviews fail to cite evidence which
does indeed bear upon the topic covered. Because basic
theory is not yet agreed upon, the selection of documents
worthy of mention becomes a value judgment (refer Grannis,
1970, p. 292). Therefore, the following review only claims
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to cite works that have been influential in their topic areas
and those which, in this author's opinion, provide a context
for the research reported later.
Four major subject areas are considered in this
chapter, i.e.. (1) literature concerning teaching methods,
(2) research evaluating teaching methods, (3) research in class
Interaction, and ( 4 ) critical thinking and divergent thinking
tests. Many of the works noted, however, involve two or more
of the above categories which attests to the inherently close
relationship among them. There will, a s a result, often be
an overlap which can not be avoided.
As xar as possible studies are reviewed within the
classification of their primary focus. But in order to carry
such a plan to its fruition, it is necessary to follow a few
discretionary principles. For instance, it is obvious that
teaching methods can not be considered without reference to
classroom interaction. In a sense, the former are simply a
technique to control the type of classroom activity which
will take place. Within the context of this section studies
primarily concerned with evaluating specified presentation
styles are mentioned under "teaching methods" while descriptions
of classroom activity as it actually occurs are cited under
"classroom interaction"
.
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of Teach1ner
Historical Perspective
Every society must select what information it wishes
to pass on to its youth and decide on the strategies it
considers appropriate to this task. These decisions reflect
each culture 1 s value system. From Plato to Rousseau to
Bruner the record abounds with theorists expounding their
views and questioning the practices' of their time. Broudy and
Palmer (1965), Ulich (1965) and Hedegard (1967) each reviews
the insights of Important theorists in the field of educational
literature or explores the cultural trends that have
influenced these authors’ views. The Continuing Debate by
Fiedler and Vinocur ( 1964 ) maintains a similar perspective
but emphasizes recent essays. This literature indicates the
remarkable similarity in perspectives held over centuries and
which remain at the center of our educational differences even
today. The dichotomies that exist between student-centered
advocates and those who are more concerned with content or
societal needs continue, each rationalized with psychological
insignts appropriate to the cause sanctioned.
Recent attempts to clarify this ongoing debate, at
least in the field of teaching methods advocated, differ
primarily in their approach to the problem. Logic and
anecdotal evidence are no longer deemed satisfactory to
document the advisability of one system over its counterpart.
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Current theorists stress the need ( 1 ) to create analytical
models of teaching methods. ( 2 ) to define terms vigorously,
and ( 3 ) to generalize with great care conclusions drawn from
the evidence (refer. Medley and Metzel. 1963
, pp. 248-249;
Gage, 1963, pp. 96-102; and Goodlad, 1966
.
p. 141). The
Investigation of social relationships (which, after all, lies
at the heart of the teacher-student interaction) is so complex
that the immediate goal is perceived to be the development
of basic concepts needed to evaluate this field properly.
Definition
Disagreement over terms In teaching methodology
arises mainly over the determination of the varieties employed
rather than with the concept itself. Wallen and Travers
(1963, pp. 448-449) and Gage (1969. p. 1446) suggest remarkably
similar definitions of teaching methods. Characteristics cited
by these reviewers of method literature are: consistent
patterns of teacher behavior, the effect of such behavior
on the learning process, and the generalizability of this
activity to teachers in diverse subject areas. Gage stresses
that methods may be used for periods of only a few minutes or
continued for weeks on end. Wallen and Travers note the
closeness of this concept to that designated by the term
"teacher role", but warn against confusing the two.
An important clarification, however, is added by
Masslalas and Cox ( 1966
, p. 63 ). They discriminate between
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"method" and "teaching technique" both of which satisfy the
conditions noted above.
Method ... is here conceived as referring tothe overarching attitude the teacher takes towardknowledge, the materials at hand, the learning
situation and the roles he and his students are toperform.
. .
.
/Methods are/ more comprehensive,
while technique entails greater diversity.
Technique may refer to any number of practices and
approaches used in the class room.
Major Divisions
The confusion over teaching method terminology
discussed in Chapter I represents disagreements involved in
the sub-varieties of this category. The opposite is true
regarding major classifications, although this remarkable
unanimity in analysis is a fairly recent phenomenon. It
appears to result from the re-emphasis on content curricula
which emerged in the 1960's as documented by Goodlad et al.
( 1966
,
p. 15).
An indication of the changing standards employed to
delineate the characteristics of teaching methods emerges in
the Wallen and Travers article published in 1963--a transitional
period. First, they attempt to "group patterns of teacher
behavior ZT.e. methods used7 in terms of the origins of the
patterns," (pp. 4-52-453 )• Their list of six such categories
emphasizes the motivation of the teacher to resort to a given
pattern of activity, and the social role it entails, rather
than the activity itself.
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3
4,
Pa
m^n^e^Ved from teachinS traditions.(Illustration: A teacher teaches as he
was taught.)
Patterns derived from social learnings inthe teacher * s background.
(Illustration: A teacher reinforces the
behavior of pupils so as
to develop a middle-class
ideology.
)
derlved from philosophicaltraditions.
Patterns generated by the teacher's ownO 63 Ci o o
(Illustration: A teacher adopts a lecture
method because he needs to
be self-assertive.)
Patterns generated by conditions existingm the school and community.
6. Patterns derived from scientific research
on learning.
Categories based upon social roles such as teacher
dominance made sense in a period still reflecting the impact
of the famous "Eight Year Study" of the Progressive Education
Association (Chamberlin et al.
, 1942) and the Lewin-Lippi tt~
White research (1939). It is significant that both receive
exhaustive reviews in the Wallen and Travers article (pp.
470-476).
5 .
The Eight Year Study was an attempt to evaluate
scientifically the effect that progressive educational methods,
applied in high school, had on student achievement in a college
environment
. Was the deemphasis of formal structure and the
greater student autonomy in educational goals and procedures
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advocated by the progressive movement justified? Prom the
thirty progressive schools cooperating in this experiment,
1475 sub
^ ects "Were matched student for student, with graduate
of conventional schools- on many characteristics related to
academic success. These included previous scholastic
achievement and socio-economic background. The data obtained
indicated that students who received a progressive education
attained slightly higher grades in college as well as
exhibited certain desirable personality traits to a greater
degree than did their counterparts. For instance, students
trained in progressive high schools showed greater curiosity,
demonstrated more resourcefulness
,
engaged more often in
extra-curricular activity, etc., than their matched pairs.
The design of the Eight Year Study was carefully
planned to document the advantages of a progressive education.
The sheer volume of the data accumulated remains awesome.
Yet, clearly
,
it attempted too much. Not all of the relevant
factors could possibly be controlled.
As Wallen and Travers point out, ( 1963 , pp. 472-473),
/
reservations concerning the conclusions drawn were soon
published. Critics such as H.C. Johnson (19^-6) raised several
objections. They suggested that progressive schools were
noted for their college orientation, and this created a bias
in their favor since success was determined within a college
environment. Also differences in teacher competencies between
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faculties undoubtedly favored the experimental progressive
schools over traditional school systems.
Current research would tend to suggest another
reservation to this study’s findings. Progressive education
utilized a variety of learning experiences to reach its
educational goals. Several teaching methods were actually
used in progressive classrooms. A causal relationship can not
be drawn because no one knows the mixture of the stimuli which
produced the observed effect.
Lewin-Lippitt-White produced the other pillar of
research, an attempt to analyze method styles by means of
social criteria. Much that we believe about the effects of
authoritarian vs, democratic or laissez-faire type classrooms
stems directly from their research and that of others which
soon followed. These investigators explored how decision-
making processes affect group behavior by observing the activity
of fifteen experimental groups of young males in a boys’ club
setting. They placed their subjects into three categories,
thereby creating five replications of each experimental
i
treatment.
The more important of their findings indicate that
members in authoritarian led groups exhibit extremes in
behavior, acting either submissively or with belligerence
depending on the proximity of the authoritarian figure.
Laissez-faire groups, on the other hand, maintain a high
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level of aggressive behavior, apparently because they lack
the formal structure to aid them in resolving their differences.
In democratic arrangements productive behavior did not fall
off as sharply in the absence of adult leadership. Also this
latter category developed strong supportive relationships
between adults and students participating in the experiment.
The major criticism of the Lewin-Lippett-White research
is that the adult participants tended to overemphasize their
assigned rolls in a manner not probable in normal teaching
situations (Wallen and Travers, p. 476). Yet the investigation
appeared to open a productive avenue to gain insight into
the practical outcomes of presentation styles. Study after
study soon attempted to relate types of teacher-student
interaction with academic success, using authoritarian vs.
student centered categories. The works of Flanders (1951),
Rehage (1951) and Thompson and Tom (1957) are examples of
this trend.
In 1959 Robert Anderson reviewed the research efforts
of this approach to evaluating teaching methods. Included
within his summary of authoritarian vs. democratic studies
are those which investigated teacher-centered Vjs« student-
centered classes as well as other euphemisms for primarily
the same dichotomy. He found that 11 studies favored
democratic or student-centered classes, 8 favored authoritarian
or teacher-centered classes and 13 reported no statistical
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significance.
Anderson's concluding remarks (p. 212) expresses a
disappointment in the potential of such concepts for categor-
izing teaching methods. "The authoritarian-democratic
construct provides an Inadequate conceptualization of leader-
ship /i.e. teacher7 behavior." It does not group like
presentations and exclude merely similar presentations. Also,
social characteristics have, at best, only an indirect
influence on academic achievement.
Although V7allen and Travers have argued the advantages
of categorizing teaching methods in the future around
psychological learning theories, current practice most often
fosuses on intellectual factors. Shirley Engle ( 1965
, p. 16)
and Oliver and Shaver (1966, pp. 7- 8 ) both make the point
that methods are primarily designed to enhance ( 1 ) student
knowledge of subject matter and ( 2 ) the intellectual processes
by which it is obtained. However, within the social studies,
Engle would add a third category dealing with citizenship
indoctrination.^
In 1964 Engle had written what Gage ( 1969 ) believesis the
"best description of the dichotomy that exists between
those concerned with designing measurable objectives
based on the social sciences and those concerned withdesigning objectives related to moral purposes and
problems in effective citizenship.’'
Massialas and Cox (1966, pp. 6 3 -64) would concur with
these primary sentiments. They, therefore, argue that
methodlTof
be
T
only two clearly definable
+.£
bea°bin&* In the first of these—often
tho
1
^
he
r
tradit
^°
nal method— the teacher assumese role of expositor of knowledge while his
u ,
J
-Pien ^ s * • • • In th0 second ofthese, however, the teacher assumes the role of
coo
J
dinator of inquiry into testablepropositions about human affairs
... /in which7the learning situation is characterized by thediscovering, reorganizing, and testing of
This second method could be called themethod of inquiry or the reflective method ofteaching.
Frost and Rowland ( 1969 ) agree but they prefer the terms
"expository" and "discovery" as their quotation cited in
Chapter I indicated. Massialas and Cox suggest that "'lecture
method* and ‘discussion method* are erroneous terms since
neither entails a necessary attitude toward learning."
However, Gage in the 1969 edition of the Encyclopedia
onal Research fails to heed this warning. As a
consequence his format confuses rather than clarifies. Three
basic divisions are entitled "Lecture", "Discussion" and
"Discovery". (Also included is a section covering "Classroom
Discourse" which he admits "has not frequently been considered
a method," and in which he summarizes research that this
chapter treats under "Classroom Interaction".) His three main
categories hinder rather than aid a proper analysis of methods.
He describes them as follows
:
1. Lecture method—/teaching in which the teacher
communicates orally— in one direction for the
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most- part— the knowledge a:
to be acquired. (p. 1452)
2 .
3 .
withhold method—Teaching in which the teacherholds from pupils the concepts and principles
exemplars
t
prid
6arn
^
Ut glveS them the instances,
these coLep? s
Pr
°
.fr
m/hlCh they °an induoe
bv t Vw=>
* • • * the degree of guidanceteacher varies along a continuum with
J
complete direction of what the pupil
at he°o"v'
ne eXtTTL t0 Poetically no direction
gulrlan^V * * * The ranSe om completeg d
, ^
(expository teaching) to complete lackguidance (unguided discovery).
. .
. (p. 1455)
en^S^\°?^^e ^h0d"“^:eaching in which7 a teachergages v.ith two or more learners in a cooperativeexamination and comparison of views
^!ls
a
^
er
3;
Z
?
a by tnuoh Dore teacher-student and
student-student interaction than in the lecturebut
4
the range in such interaction variesinstances in which the teacher doesmost of the talking to others when he is almost
completely silent.-’ Teacher domination also varieslong a continuum from almost complete teacher
control to student control regarding agenda,procedures, etc. (p. 1454 )
~ ~
Within this analysis it is impossible to anticipate
the behavior of either teacher or students classified under
•'Discussion" or "Discovery" methods. Expository teaching has
become a form of the discovery method although elsewhere
(p. 1456 ) Gage wrote that "The discovery method is to be
contrasted with expository teaching." Discussion classes
include teachers who verbally dominate as well as those who
are "almost silent." As research categories, these concepts
are useless.
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the Effectivens^
Inquiry Methods
of Expository and
An Immense problem is confronted in reviewing the
Pertinent literature published to date. For the most part,
it has no more value than any other form of anecdotal
evidence. The data accumulated present contradictory evidence
even when, theoretically, the relationship between the same
independent and dependent variables are examined. Metcalfs
( 1963 ) pejorative comments on the "sterility" of social
studies method literature consumed the first four pages of
his article. Both Whittrock ( 1966 ) and Ausubel (1968)
reviewed research appraising the inquiry method and found it
as a class, to be .of such poor design that it is simply not
germane to an understanding of the field.
Bloom (I963, p. 388) explains why this condition
plagues method research.
frequently the research worker studies the
All too
effects of the teaching process without carefullydescribing and defining the nature of the learning
experiences. He must find ways of penetrating
eyond the labels of teaching method (e.g. lecture,demonstration, discussion, team teaching and moveto a more precise definition of what takes placein the learning situation.
In view of continuing misuse of terms, as exemplified
by Gage, it is obvious that most often research claiming to
examine the same method actually investigates dissimilar
phenomena
.
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Expository Method
Most educators concerned with teaching method suggest
that there are many situations in which an expository approach
is best to accomplish given educational goals (cf. Gross and
Badger, I960
,
and Glaser. 1966 ). Some of its attributes
are that it is an efficient method of communication. The
presentation itself becomes a model of critical thinking
behavior and. according to stern ( 1963
,
p. 428). it is
reasonably appreciated by students since no more students
"feel dissatisfied, frustrated or anxious" as in a
nondirective classroom.
"
Most research concerning expository techniques stems
from the field of learning theory. Gagne (1964) and Melton
(1964) both report that material presented within a task
hierarchy, going from the simple to the complex, provides
speed of knowledge acquisition as well as longer retention.
David AusuDel (I963
, p. 268), a staunch advocate of the
expository method, holds that a teacher's main purpose is to
"present ideas and information in such a manner that the
student organizes a body of knowledge that can be retained
over a long period of time." To accomplish this objective,
he finds that teacher presented "advance organizers" are of
great benefit. They provide conceptual categories under which
students are able to arrange the data which follows. Ausubel’s
research is notable because it contrasts the use of different
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techniques within the expository method, rather than simply
comparing "Expository" and "Inquiry" styles of presentation.
Inquiry Method
The interest in Inquiry methods of teaching is rather
recent. Metcalf (1963) points to Griffen's doctoral
dissertation as the turning point. Certainly, however, the
Progressive Education movement prepared the way for its
current popularity. But it was Bayles (I950) who initiated
the research which attempts to document advantages later
claimed for ‘'process" learning by Jerome Bruner.
The Bayles collection of studies has proven to be the
first of many group efforts to explore the practical
limitations, as well as the advantages, of inquiry styles.
These are considered to have greater reliability than "one
shot" research studies, since a team of researchers can
replicate one another’s efforts or explore variations of a
single theme. The research reported by Massialas and Cox
( 1966), Raths et al. (1967), Suchman ( 196*0 and Oliver and
Shaver ( 1966 ) fall in this category. All conclude that
inquiry-oriented methods increase a pupil's ability to think
critically without loss of normal factual information
acquisition.
Even the conclusions drawn from these multiple studies
are questionable. Ausubel and Fitzgerald (1961) examined
many of the reports published by research projects through
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i960 and found them inadequate.
resear
?
h in thls area conformed tothe minimal necessity research design (i.e. thepa
^
adiSm ) which requires that a singleribute of cognitive structure first be deliberatelv
statistical'*
US
l
nS adec
^
uate experimental and/oristical control procedures.
... (p. 52)
Studies since that time offer hope that we are slowly
accumulating the tools to improve method research, but for the
most part we must wait to receive the benefits of this trend.
It is still necessary to read research literature with
scepticism, as many times the conclusions drawn are not
warranted by the data.
in Inquiry— The Social
Studies^ (Massialas, 1963) are a case in point. These studies
are often referred to as one of the best integrated attempts
to evaluate the relationship of a carefully defined method
of social studies presentation to student achievement (cf.
Skretting and Sundeen, 1969). As summarized by Cox and
Cousins (1965, p. 91 ), four doctoral dissertations "attacked
and confirmed the overall hypothesis that growth in reflective
thinking is produced most efficiently in classrooms where
reflective thinking is valued, emphasized and practiced, and
that the goal of acquiring facts is not sacrificed. ..."
A reading of the dissertations themselves leaves one
with less confidence in such a conclusion. Although the
teaching method investigated is clearly designated by its
distinguishing characteristics, the design employed by
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these studies is poor. For instance, Massialas ( 1961 ) and
Cox (1961), as part of their research, each taught experimental
sections to engage in reflective thinking exercises, while
involving students in their control sections in a memorization
and fact-oriented presentation. According to these researchers
tape recordings clearly establish that they both were
successful in achieving their goals.
The effect of this method of presentation on student
critical thinking abilities, however, was poorly explored.
Critical thinking abilities, as measured by pre-STEP and
post-STbP tests in the social studies, indicated no difference
between experimental and control groups. The authors
hypothesized that the STEP test is an invalid measure of the
critical thinking abilities involved. By resorting to an
analysis 0 f the tapes of the classroom activities, both
investigators demonstrated that the experimental group much
more often engaged in what they considered good critical
thinking practices. Therefore, they concluded that the
experimental group developed greater critical thinking
abilities. This circular reasoning (the experimenters
deliberately caus ed the difference in classroom activity and
then used this class behavior to record differences in
critical thinking "growth" between the two groups) casts
doubt on the validity of their conclusions despite the high
regard accorded them in educational research literature.
To date, Oliver and Shaver (1966) have generated the
most sophisticated and internally valid data relating
reflective presentation to student achievement. As creators
and practitioners of the "Jurisprudential’' method of social
studies instruction, their research evaluated only this one
highly specific type of presentation. The measures used
for their evaluation of this method were carefully chosen
to record changes in the characteristics stressed by the
"Jurisprudential" approach. Prior research (Rust et al.
,
1962) had revealed basic limitations of the more popular and
highly standardized tests of critical thinking. Oliver and
Shaver, therefore, devised the Social Issues Analysis Test
(SIAT) to assess the critical thinking abilities their
Jurisprudential" method seeks to enhance.
Their two-year longitudinal study contrasted, among
other things, changes in critical thinking abilities in 7th-
grade and 8th-grade experimental classes, with control classes
grades 7 through 12. Interestingly, significant differences
In favor of the experimental group were only found on SIAT
scores. The results of student achievement on the more
conventional Wagmis Test of Critical Thinking failed to
provide similar results. However, Oliver and Shaver*s
efforts did establish that, within limits, a specific type
of social studies instruction can influence student cognitive
behavior. The basic limitation of their results is that their
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findings are generalise only to the
"Jurisprudential
method used during the study.
It appears fair to conclude that inquiry-oriented
methods (however entitled) do reinforce a different set of
attributes than expository teaching. This conclusion is
based more on theory than on documentation by research.
Wittrock's (1965. P. 33) summation of the problem acts as a
testimonial to these thoughts
hany strong claims for learning by discoverv a-to
Sf these
e
claims°h
al P
£
ycholo«r ’ But almost none
or even rloot-if, e
V
?
^P^nally substantiatedc early tested in an experiment.
Scientific data will not emerge until educators agree
both on terms and their definitions. Equally important, we
must stop drawing conclusions based on what was supposed to
occur and instead determine what in fact did take place.
Studies in class interaction are oriented to that task.
Classroom Inters c t i on
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The measurement of classroom Interaction, a developing
field In educational research, may provide the missing element
which allows methods research to obtain the reliable data
needed for its reform. By examining what actually occurs,
rather than what was intended to take place, this investigative
approach can establish causal relationships previous research
sought to document through inference.
The procedures necessary to this form of investigation
are exceptionally well defined in Medley and Metzel’s (1963)
article "Measuring Classroom Behavior by Systematic
Observation." As they explain (pp c 24?-254)
,
it is essential
that data be obtained through direct observation of the
population sampled and be systematically coded in quantitative
form into predetermined categories. The validity of the
measurements thus obtained depends upon fulfilling three
conditions. (p. 250)
1* A representative sample of the behaviors to be
measured must be observed. 2. An accurate record
of the observed behaviors must be obtained. 3. The
records must be scored so as to faithfully reflect
differences in behavior.
They further point out that those doing the coding should be
required to make qualitative, not quantitative judgments.
As Medley and Metzel report, pioneering studies in
classroom observation, such as Horn (1914), Barr (1929), and
Thomas (1929), suffered from many defects. They did, however,
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prove invaluable in distinguishing problems future researchers
would have to overcome; for example (p. 263 ), they documented
the "instability of human behavior from one lesson to another"
which indicates a need to make multiple observations of each
unit investigated.
To date, research in this area has been dominated
by those interested in the effects of classroom social
interaction on the elementary school level. Anderson and
H. Brewer (1945) then Anderson and J. Brewer (1946) studied
the classroom climate of kindergartens by registering
“Dominant" and "Integrative" behavior on an eleven-item scale.
Whithail (1949) sought to simplify the procedure of
establishing a classroom’s "Social-Emotional Climate" and
recorded only teacher behavior. Hughes (1959) accepted
Whithail ’s premise but expanded the categories to include
non-verbal behavior. The result of most of the research
conducted during this period is included in Anderson’s (1959)
summary previously cited on pages 33-34. While accurate
information regarding classroom social interaction was being
generated, its relationship to student cognitive processes
remained obscure.
That such a relationship does exist, however, appears
to be documented by research conducted by Flanders (i960 ) and
others who have used his "Interaction Analysis." By means of
a system that records the interaction between teacher and
k7
student and/or student-student, his technique allows patterns
to emerge that are germane not only to social climate but
also to the intellectual activity that takes place. Flanders
categorizes class activity within a ten-item list every three
seconds. To form a matrix, items are paired so that one check
Indicates a six-second sequence— the x axis representing
the first activity and the y axis the following activity.
Flanders' system of classification follows: (Medley and
Metzel, pp. 272-273
)
Teacher Talk Indirect Influence
1 Accepts Feeling /of student7(2) Praises or Encourages
( 3 ) Accepts or Uses Ideas of Students
( 4 ) Asks Questions
Teacher Talk Direct Influence
( 5 ) Lecturing
(6) Giving Directions
( 7 ) Criticizing or Justifying Authority
Student Talk
(8) Student Talk--Response
( 9 ) Student Talk—Initiation
( 10
)
Silence or Confusion
V
Based on a series of studies published in 1965, Flanders
reported that teacher talk consumes over 70^ of normal class
activity. Teachers who use or accept student ideas generate
higher student appreciation of their class, in addition to
raising the average of student achievement scores. Elementary
and Junior high school students from 240 classrooms (mathe-
matics and social studies) provided the sample from which these
conclusions were drawn. Johns (1966) and Morrison (1966)
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are among those who have replicated these findings in other
disciplines
.
Since i960 a new avenue has been explored. Several
observational procedures have been designed to record the
intellectual activity of the classroom. Smith (1959)
.
Bellack et al. (1965). Bloom et al. (1956). and Gallagher
et al. (196?) have all created instruments to record various
aspects of the cognitive processes which take place in the
classroom.
In a "Study on the Logic of Teaching," an initial
report of a five-year study. Smith reported on his observational
system. It consists of thirteen categories of logical discourse
by which, the author believes, classroom discussion can be
properly analyzed. Of necessity Smith’s system is as complex
as his subject matter. Also, Oliver and Shaver (1966
, p. 171)
point out that Smith completely ignores the influence which
both affective factors and classroom procedural limitations
place on the logic being observed.
The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (Bloom et al.
,
1956) is too well known to require summary here. However,
Its classification of cognitive objectives in education (from
simple knowledge to complex evaluation) provides a readily
available and high respected format for class evaluation.
Given the nature of this dissertation, the research
of Gallagher et; al. ( 1967 ) is extremely important. They
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developed a classification system derived from Guilford's
( 956) analysis of intellectual operations, consisting of
(1)
Cognitive memory. ( 2 ) Convergent thinking. ( 3 ) Divergent
thinking. (4) Evaluative thinking, and ( 5 ) Routine categories.
The last item is used as a catch all for miscellaneous
verbal activity.
The subjects of their research were 235 gifted junior
and senior high school students with a mean verbal IQ of
approximately 130
. Each class was tape recorded for five
consecutive hour periods and then the statements were
tr nscrlbed for classification by trained raters. The results
obtained were correlated with IQ, divergent thinking,
attitude and sociability tests.
Three of the many conclusions drawn were; (Gallagher
et al, 1965, pp. 564-568)
(1) Cognitive-Memory and Convergent Thinkingdominated classroom verbal behavior
.
v,T
ler
? therefor? seem to be an inescap-able baseline of factual and memorized
material that forms the basis of any class-
room discussion.
(2) The teacher controls the expressive thoughtpatterns of the class to a large extent.
(3) A teacher will modify his pattern from one
class session to another in the same series
and that one teacher's style is distinctly
different from another teacher’s.
Divergent Thinking Tests
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It Is generally accepted that one of the main purposes
of education Is to train students In proper thinking habits.
But thinking behavior consists of many complex interacting
factors which makes analysis of the phenomena extremely
difficult
.
However, Guilford (1959) has attempted to describe
these factors by means of a ’’Structure of Intellect” model.
While doubts about its validity are prevalant even such critics
as Carroll (1968, p. 254) admits that Guilford provides a
•'highly successful heuristic procedure” to advance our
information on this topic.
Guilford believes there are three main dimensions of
intellect, which he labelled "operations”, "products” and
"contents”. All intellectual abilities result from an
interaction of these aspects, one from each of these three
dimensions. The full catagorization follows:
Operation
1. Cognition
2
. Memory
3. Divergent Production
4. Convergent Production
5. Evaluation
Contents
1. Flgural
2. Symbolic
3. Semantic
4. Behavior
Products
1. Units
2. Classes
3» Relations
4. Systems
5. Transformations
6. Implications
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If Guilford's premises are correct, then ultimately there must
be 120 distinct cognitive operations capable of being
Identified. Every intellectual task requires that particular
types of "operations 11 be carried out on "content" data to
reach a certain kind of "product”. 2
It is the distinction between "convergent" and
"divergent" operations which differentiate the two types of
tests used in this research. Guilford (1959, pp. 470-4?3)
defines them as follows:
Divergent production
Generation of information from given information,
where the emphasis is upon variety and quantity
of output from the same source.
Convergent production
Generation of information from given information,
where the emphasis is upon achieving unique or
conventionally accepted best outcomes. It islikely that the Information fully determines the
response
.
Tests of critical thinking evaluate many forms of convergent
thought. Divergent thinking abilities are usually measured
by tests of creativity.
Wat son-Glaser Critical Tninking Appraisal
As noted in the manual for administering the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal (1964, p. 12), this test
2Bloom (1969, p. 595) reports Guilford has successfully
identified 82 out of 120 abilities he presumes exist.
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developed out of the research efforts of Goodwin Watson (1925)
to measure fair-mindedness. Edward Glaser modified and revised
the test for its present purpose of measuring critical think-
ing abilities. The test has since become the most widely used
of all critical thinking measures. Experimental studies
carried out by Herber ( 1959 ) and Jones (1956) indicate the
test does measure improvement in critical thinking abilities
when training is directed to this goal, on a secondary level.
In an article appraising the Watson-Glaser test, Helmstadter
writes (I965, p. 256)
:
In summary the Watson-Glaser Critical ThinkingAppraisal represents a highly professional attemptto measure an important characteristic. And,
while there may be some flaws in the test, it isdoubtfu! whether a significantly better measure
V7
";? £e found
#
until there is a major breakthrough
e
i
t
r,
er
l
n test technology or in our understanding
of the 1 thinking process’.
Cornell Test of Critical Thinking
In contrast the Cornell Test of Critical Thinking is
a recent and largely untested instrument. Its major author,
Robert Ennis (1967, p. 116 ), has provided the most succinct
definition of critical thinking--”the correct assessing of
statements.” He believes there are three dimensions involved
In critical thought: logical, critical, and pragmatic. The
logical dimension is used in determining correct relationships
between meanings of words or statements. A critical ability
is required to apply the correct criteria for Judging
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statements while the pragmatic level evaluates background
information in order to determine if a statement is good
enough for the purpose intended.
Through the Cornell Test, Ennis attempts to provide
a means to determine student strengths and weaknesses in what
he believes to be the three major dimensions of the critical
thinking process. Since it focuses on aspects not evaluated
in the Y/atson-Glaser test a balance not otherwise attainable
may be achieved by using both.
Torrance Test for Creativity
Guilford J s ‘'Structure of Intellect" Model provided a
breakthrough for educators concerned with creative thinking.
All agree that divergent production is essential in creative
thought; indeed, Guilford focused on divergent thought as the
basis for creative performance. Unfortunately, the two
terms are treated synonymously in much research.
Based on Guilford’s own reasoning (1966, p. 188), test
of creativity should measure "fluency" of concepts (how many
variations of a theme can be generated), "originality " of
use and "elaboration" regarding application. The problem with
this approach is three-fold: (1) Use of these multiple
categories tends to make them culture-biased
,
as the work of
Iscoe and Pierce-Jones (1964) and Torrance (1962) demonstrated
Concepts which are novel to one sub-culture often are
commonplace In another setting. (2) The scoring of both
originality" of ideas and their "elaboration" allows greater
leeway for raters to apply value judgments ln derlvlng
(3) Holland s (1968, p. 297) criticism of Torrance's Test of
Creativity can be generalized to other creativity measures.
He notes that while studies indicate that the reliability
and internal validity of the test is acceptable, "the failure
to deal with external validity remains a serious objection."
No one knows how well these tests discriminate between creative
and non-creative individuals.
The use of divergent thinking tests as creativity
measures makes it difficult, in reviewing the research, to
separate conclusions reached which apply only to one concept
and not both. The following comments do not attempt that
task.
Still at issue is the question of how closely
divergent thinking scores relate to measurements of IQ.
Some studies report low correlations (Getzels and Jackson,
1962) but these findings have been criticized (Wallach, 1968).
The majority of investigations on this point tend to
indicate that creativity tasks do involve abilities measured
by IQ tests, but it is only a factor in the lower ability
groups and specifically not a factor in high IQ scoring
students (Taylor and Holland, 1962).
A second phenomenon in divergent thinking tests has
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been documented by Torrance (1962, 1964 ) . He found that
children drop in divergent production at about age five, and
again in grades four and seven. Since these are periods of
intense socialization for children, he believes the two are
related. After grade seven divergent achievement rises
steadily through high school.
Divergent achievement has been demonstrated to be
influenced by school characteristics on several occasions.
Whitmill, (1968) notes in his dissertation abstract that he
found that students tend to have greater success on convergent
tests when classroom teachers resorted to much lecturing and
student recitation. Divergent scores were higher if teacher
encouraged teacher-student and student-student interaction.
The Torrance Tests of Creativity grew out of the
research of its author at the University of Minnesota. Many
of its categories parallel Guilford’s exercises to measure
the same phenomena. Because it has been made available for
general use a large body of data has accumulated regarding
its application in a variety of populations. Most of the
criticisms made against this measure object to its use as a
test of creativity. However, Holland (1968) believes
"Torrance has made a large, substantive contribution to our
knowledge of creative imagination" in developing this research
instrument
.
Wallach ’ s (I968) judgment of Torrance’s Test is much
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m0re t iCSll v JJg a.T'p'iipe; +‘V-t<a+- 4 . ,rgues that in its present form achievement
scores are too closely related to IQ measurements to be
useful as practical predictors of future student behavior.
He thus fears Torrance is not measuring
"creativity" but
rather thinking rer se. Wallach does allow that the "Fluency-
scores are sufficiently independent of general intelligence
to be useful. He argues, therefore, that the Torrance Test
should be used only with extreme caution although its
facility for assessing
"fluency may represent an approach
that has the potential for defining a considerably different
kind of talent than is caught in the net of the general
intelligence concept, but this would constitute a very
different kind of emphasis than the Torrance battery provides.'
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The investigation described in the following pages
took place between February 24 and May 3 0, 1969
. It involved
nine teachers and their students within four school systems
chosen to represent a variety of community and educational
environments. As stated previously, the purpose was to
determine if student critical thinking and divergent thinking
behavior would be affected by changing their teacher’s method
of classroom presentation.
^3g^g£^^nlg_tlcs of Cooperating School s
The following description of the schools which
cooperated in this study is intended to suggest the variety
of educational environments included in this research and the
variation in learning situations which were concurrent
factors.
The four high schools had several attributes in
common. They were all comprehensive high schools which
stressed academic rather than vocational subjects. Student
populations varied between 850 and 2000. All were pre-
dominantly white, although an increasing number of Blacks
were beginning to attend the two urban schools.
Urban vs. suburban location proved to be related to
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other important school characteristics,
were older and over-crowding was a severe
The urban buildings
problem. This led
the faculty and admini strati on to maintain a greater control
over the movement of their student population. In these
schools educational services which theoretically were
available to all students were only used by a few. A marked
contrast in the enforcement of library permission slips and
library behavior prevailed between urban and suburban
settings
.
Guidance departments were also placed under great
pressure. A noticeable discrepancy existed between what they
desired to do and what they could physically accomplish.
Time allocated to individual conferences was less in urban
schools. There were fewer guidance department initiated
changes in student schedules. Students found it more
difficult to arrange appointments to resolve personal problems
in the urban schools.
Remarkably
, there was not a corresponding callousness
in staff attitude toward students. Rather, those teachers
and guidance personnel involved in this study were frustrated
by their inability to meet student needs and improve course
offerings. Through personal effort they did much to mitigate
and humanize the limitations inherent in their school
facilities. Of the four schools investigated, Hartford, for
example, had the most comprehensive library display of topical
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readins matter—but the proportion of students who utilized
this service was small. Conversations with teachers revealed
that they were aware of, but unable to deal with individual
student problems.
No investigation of teaching methods takes place in a
sterile sociological setting. The educational atmosphere
within each school reflected community problems as well as
Instructional goals. Background information that appears
pertinent is provided below.
1. Bulkeley High School, Hartford, Connecticut.
Hartford is an urban community of approximately
160,000 people
.
1
Economically, the community is
dominated by the insurance and defense industries.
Hartford suffers all the problems of an urban area
where large minority populations are forced to live
within a small portion of the city proper. The
social tensions inherent in such a situation are
revealed by two recent riots and subsequent city
imposed curfews. Bulkeley, still outside the ghetto
area, is attempting to adjust its traditional
academic and college-oriented curriculum to the
r
P°P ulat i°n figures are based on i960 census.Institution population data obtained from official literatureor personal conversation with administration.
6 ?
changing needs of the community.
Bulkeley High School, erected in 1925> is a sound
but drab building. By 1969 its approximately 1700
students badly overcrowded its facilities, curtailing
man
<y extra curricular activities
Westfield High School, Westfield, Massachusetts.
Westfield High School in 1969 serviced approx-
imately 1000 students in a thirty-three year old •
structure. The building was overcrowded and inadequate
for its purpose even by minimal state standards, in
1969 Westfield High School lost state certification
as a secondary school. Students’ resentment of their
educational surroundings was voiced in two of the
tape-recorded class discussions. Facilities were so
strained that male faculty members used a corner of
the maintenance area as a teachers' room. To date
the citizens of Westfield have not approved the
necessary bond issue to finance a new educational
plant or to expand the old one.
Timberlana High School, Plaistow, New Hampshire.
Timberlane. is a regional high school that
services the rural districts of Atkinson, Danville,
Plaistow and Sandown, New Hampshire. It is an area
which is in the process of becoming suburban. Haverhill,
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Massachusetts, is less than ten miles away, while
both Lawrence and Lowell, Massachusetts, are within
easy commuting distance.
Built in 1966, the physical plant is spacious,
cheerful and contains many innovations. The school
district sought, with the aid of outside funds, to
create a "lighthouse school”, an educational setting
to serve as a model to other communities (refer
Timberlane, 1966). a variety of educational
facilities are incorporated into the design of the
building. Appropriate classroom sizes provide optimum
learning areas for seminar, regular class and large
group instruction of up to 300 students. Pleasant
conditions for independent study are available. The
school day is structured around flexible scheduling
units of 20 minutes’ duration in place of the
traditional scheduling arrangement of rigid 45 or
50-minute class periods.
In the last two years, the Timberlane. Regional
District has questioned whether the value of these
educational innovations is worth the additional cost
to the taxpayer. A noticeable retrenchment was in
process during the 1968-69 school year. Student
prerogatives were encroached upon. The stress on
individual interest in a content area was replaced by
the desire to convey a given body of knowledge to the
students. This was specifically true of the social
studies department, two of whose members cooperated
m this research. To summarize, the 1968-69 school
year was a period in which the Timberlane Regional
School District changed orientation from that of a
leader in educational innovation to a more con-
ventional institutional setting.
South Hadley High School, South Hadley, Massachusetts.
South Hadley is a small (approximately 15,000
people)
..'suburban bedroom community bordering the
greater Holyoke-Springfield industrial area. The
town is divided between business executives and Mt.
Holyoke faculty who largely reside in South Hadley
center and the ’'blue and white collar" workers whose
residence is primarily in South Hadley Falls. This
dichotomy results in some conflict of interest over
educational goals and willingness to meet rising
school costs. The fast rate of population growth has
placed increasing demands on the tax base reauired
just to maintain educational standards.
South Hadley High School is housed in a conven-
tional but modern building erected in 1955 . In the
spring of 1969 its planned student capacity had been
reached. Up to that date the town consistently
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provided the money required to implement school
committee recommendations. The faculty, by and
large, consider employment at South Hadley High
School desirable.
Choice of Cooperating Teachers
The choice of cooperating teachers was mainly dictated
by the requirements of the research design. It was necessary
to select teachers whose normal teaching style was judged
to exemplify the inquiry or the expository method of
presentation. Furthermore, each of these teachers had to be
willing to reverse the orientation of the classroom pre-
sentation as required by the investigation. Obviously, only
teachero who would accept additional demands on their time
and energy offered their services. They, therefore, cannot
be considered to represent a random population.
iiach participating teacher received the same
explanation concerning his role in the study and the ends to
which it was directed (outline of teachers' orientation given
in Appendix, pp. 210-211)
. In an effort to avoid biasing the
data, teachers were not given any indication of the standards
that would be used to rate their performance. In the same
manner, the type of tests administered by the guidance depart-
ments was withheld, as was the nature of these tests they them-
selves would give students; nor did they know that some tests
might be repeated. A discussion regarding the distortion of
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research data caused by participants having prior knowledge
of the relationships being examined (refer Rosenthal, 1968)
satisfied the teachers that they should not have access to
the above information until the study had ended. Only after
the last test was completed did each receive a full
explanation.
One of the intentions of this investigation was that
teachers change their style of instruction in a manner
consistent with their own personality. Each was assured that
if problems developed, the researcher would be available for
consultation or to aid in obtaining materials to facilitate
the change in method attempted. But each instructor was
left to judge for himself the type of aid, if any, that was
appropriate. Several took advantage of this offer. Where
xpository units were desired an appropriate text was made
available. Those seeking inquiry material were provided
units from either the Amherst1 or Harvard 2 history series.
—
and Test Administration
There was a need to provide students with some
explanation for the changes in their school lives caused by
Richard H. Brown and Van R.
Committee on the Study of History.
Cooperative Research Project //H-168
.
Halsey, Jr., directors,
U.S. Office of Education,
Amherst, Mass.
Donald W. Oliver and Fred M. Newmann
Issue Series, Harvard Social Studies Project.
( eds
. )
,
Public
Cambridge, Mass.
the research. Once again, the goal was to satisfy legitimate
curiosity without biasing the data to be collected. Guidance
departments were given prepared statements to read (1) at
the introduction to the initial testing period. (2) as an
introduction to the Torrance Tests of Creativity, and as the
introduction to the final testing period (refer appendix
P* 212-21*1).
This procedure was possible because, with the exception
of the Cornell Test of Critical Thinking, all tests were
dministered by the appropriate guidance departments. The
advantages obtained in having guidance department cooperation
include: greater uniformity of test administration within
schools, test administrators who are familiar with formal
testing procedures and it was possible to withhold from
teachers a knowledge of the tests used until after they had
been taken by the students.
Design
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According to Medley and Mitzel ( 1963
, p. 248):
^rm^
eLe^?Ct iTeneSS must ultimately be defined interms of effects on pupils, in terms, more specificallyof changes in pupil behavior. i ’
This investigation, therefore, treats teacher method of
presentation as the controlled independent variable and student
achievement on the multiple tests administered as dependent
variables
.
Any study
,
however, that attempts to assess the
interaction of teaching technique on student performance is
faced with a basic dilemma.
A. If the researcher attempts to present contrasting
styles of presentations himself, the investigation
will be subject to the bias of the investigator’s
predilections, which are usually compounded by his
full knowledge of the evaluating instruments and
the hypotheses being tested. The Indiana Studies
reported on p. 42 are a good example of this major
source of error.
B. If, on the other hand, different teachers are chosen
for each method examined, the results are obviously
subject to a distortion caused by individual teacher
characteristics. As noted in the review of literature,
this factor is often held to be a major influence on
f**
the data obtained.
This study chose to adopt a third method. Teachers
inclined toward one of the two methods being
investigated attempted to change their teaching
style
. The degree of change achieved is related tc
differences in student divergent and critical thinking
behavior as determined by the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal, the Cornell Test of Critical
Thinking and the Torrance Test of Creativity.
Therefore, teachers judged by their department
chairmen, and who themselves agreed with that judgment,
SS strongly oriented toward either the "Expository"
or the "Inquiry" method were chosen to cooperate in
this research. These teachers were asked to change
the primary orientation of their presentation style
from one method to its counterpart. For Instance, a
teacher identified as normally "Expository" oriented
tried to use an "Inquiry" method of presentation.
During the same period, a fellow teacher was requested
to change from an "Inquiry" to an "Expository"
presentation.
A diagram of this design is provided below:
Expository Inquiry
Start of Study Teacher #l^^^Teacher #2
End of Study Teacher #2 Teacher #1
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The crossing of presentation styles within each
participating school serves a dual purpose.
(1) It is a very conservative approach to the problem.
The bias created by an interaction between
teacher preference for a given method, with the
use of that method, is avoided.
(2) This design allows for measurement of the variable
introduced over the course of the Investigation.
a * During the first three to four weeks of this
study, teachers maintained their accustomed
teaching style. Evaluation of tape recordings,
randomly selected from this period, allowed
usual teaching styles to be registered on
the
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum" explained
in Chapter I .
b. For the remaining eight weeks of the study
teachers assumed the alternate teaching method
described in this study. This change in
classroom presentation was also recorded on
the "Expository-Inquiry Continuum".
c. The difference between the mean score obtained
during the first period and the mean score
obtained during the second period is con-
sidered the degree of change in teaching
method for each teacher. The relationship
Of this mean difference in teacher perform-
ance to student achievement on the Torrance,
Watson-Glaser and Ennis Tests is considered
to reflect the impact of changes in methods
on student thinking.
d. Changes in student pre-test vs. post-test
scores are correlated with the change in
presentation style.
As explained, the basic design pairs two teachers of
contrasting teaching styles within each participating school.
Teachers in only three of these high schools attempted to
reverse the method of their presentation. There will, there-
fore. be six classes which are to be treated as experimental
groups.
In control groups teachers maintained their customary
teaching style throughout the period of research. However,
class sessions were tape recorded, students given all tests
and teachers involved in the same experimental atmosphere
as teachers of experimental classes. This control category
included the classes of both teachers at Westfield High
School and the class of a third teacher at Bulkeley High
School
.
•^^9- P.e_sAg_n and Possible Sourc es of Inva1 i
d
lty
Elements of two basic designs described by Campbell
and Stanley (1963) are concurrently utilized in this
experiment.
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1 . Experimental classes are compared by a simple
version of the Counterbalanced or Crossover
Design (#11 in Campbell and Stanley’s article)
can be diagrammed
This
xl° *1° x2 °
x2° x2 0 x-^0
where x
1 represents a predominantly Expository-
oriented teacher presentation, x2 represents a
predominately Inquiry-oriented teacher presentation,
and 0 represents the designated divergent and
critical thinking measures.
2. The relationship of control classes to experimental
classes is best described as a modified form of the
Nonequivalent Control Group Design (#10 in Campbell
and Stanley’s article). The design of the control
groups can be diagrammed
x
x
o X 0
J.
xl°l
o
C\JX x20 x2o]
Westfield High School
x2
0 X2° x20 Bulkeley High School
The degree to which sources of invalidity are controlled
by this design can easily be discovered through reference to
the Campbell and Stanley article. Since students were not
randomly assigned to classes, the interaction of class selection
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other factors remains a possible source of invalidity.
All other aspects noted by Campbell and Stanley as possible
sources of internal validity have been controlled. Of the
external sources of invalidity, only reactive arrangements
may possibly affect the results.
to Method of Presentation
The two periods of testing prior to the change in
experimental class instruction came approximately one month
apart. For testing purposes only, students were randomly
assigned to one of two sub-groups within their class. The
sub-group which took the divergent thinking test during the
first pre-testing period, received the critical thinking
test during the second pre-testing period. The other sub-
group was given these same tests in reverse order.
This system of initial testing was used to determine
the stability (over a one-month period) of test scores when
no change in teaching method took place. Major fluctuations
would indicate that test scores are inadequate as a dependent
variable within the context of this research. Conversely,
stable scores during the pre-testing period should reinforce
the premise that changes in pre-test vs. post-test scores
are related to changes in teaching style.
To clarify the relationship of testing procedures
with teaching methods employed, the following chronological
diagram if offered.
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Teg_ting Sequences
Date Sub-Group__A Sub-Grou£_B Teaching Me thod
h. 20 Uatsnn-^QdQv, mFeb W o Glaser Torrance
Divergent
Thinking Thinking No
Mar. 20 Torrance
Divergent
Thinking
Wat soil-Glaser
Critical
Thinking
change
both
experimental
and
Mar. 2b Cornell Critical Thinking
control
classes
Mar. 25
Experimental
classes
change
May 23 Torrance Divergent Thinking
May 2b Uatson-Glase r Critical Thinking Control
May 25 Cornell Critical Thinking
classes
no change
Statist i cal Method
s
Descriptive statistics are used to compare teacher
self-perception, with an analysis of tape-recorded classes,
regarding the teaching method employed during the period of
this study.
Descriptive statistics are also used to analyze
major class characteristics and student success on tests.
Statistically significant differences between treatments for
both teachers and students are obtained by use of Fisher’s
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t test, analysis of variance and analysis of covariance
techniques. Explanation of these statistical methods are
available in Dixon and Massey (195?)
.
A diagram of this procedure follows where E
-.I
represents a change in method of presentation toward greater
use of inquiry sequences. I-,E represents a change in
method of presentation toward greater use of Expository
sequences, and I-.I or E-_e represents stability.
School 1
E—>1 I—>e
School 2 School 3
E->X I—>E E—>1 I—>E
Torrance
School 4
I—?I E-^E I—*1(con- (con- ( con-
trol
?_ trol) trol)
Watson-
Glaser
Cornell
Analysis of Data
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Conclusions drawn from this research are based on
an analysis of the data relatins to the following questions
Where applicable the appropriate null hypothesis is stated.
A. Questions designed to evaluate the degree of teacher
success in altering method of presentation. The
change in teacher behavior to occur without a formal
change in class environment, or controlled by highly
structured content material.
1. To what extent are Expository-oriented teachers
and Inquiry-oriented able, through their own
efforts, to alter their method of presentation
as measured along the "Expository-Inquiry
Continuum?"
(Descriptive Statistics)
2. Null hypothesis
There is no significant difference in the
extent to which Expository-oriented teachers can,
through their own efforts, resort to an "Inquiry”
presentation, and Inquiry-oriented teachers can,
through their own efforts, resort to an "Expository
presentation as measured along the "Expository-
Inquiry Continuum."
(Analysis of Variance)
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B. Questions concerning the accuracy of teacher self-
P r eption concerning their own teaching method as
rated along the
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum,"
compared to the rating obtained by an analysis Q f
randomly selected tape-recorded class discussions.
1. How accurately do "Expository" and "Inquiry"
oriented rate their normal method of presentation
on the Exposi tory-Inquiry Continuum?"
(Descriptive Statistics)
2. Null hypothesis
a. Null hypotheses to determine the statistical
significance regarding the accuracy of self-
perception between "Expository" and "Inquiry"
oriented teachers as to method used. The
accuracy to be determined by a comparison of
self-ratings along the "Exposi tory-Inquiry
Continuum" with an analysis of randomly
selected tape recordings of classroom verbal
activity.
2x2 Analysis of Variance.
Normally Normally
Expository- Inquiry-
_
Teaching Teaching
Uses Expository-
Method
Uses Inquiry-
Method
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Cell scores to be determined by the differe
between the analysis of tape recordings and
teacher self-parception ratings.)
nee
Null hypotheses concerning changes in student
divergent thinking performance
Torrance Tests of Creativity,
student pre-test and post-test
the direction of change as well
as measured by the
Changes recorded in
scores to include
as the amount.
Mull hypotheses concerning changes in student
Critical Thinking performance as measured by the
Watson-Glaser instrument and the Cornell
instrument. Changes recorded between individual
student pre-test and post-test scores to include
the direction of the change as well as the amount.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This study investigates the extent to which student
critical thinking and divergent thinking behavior are
effected by the type of method used in a classroom.
Experimental teachers, therefore, were requested to alter
drastically their normal method of presentation so that the
degree of change in method could be measured and related to
changes in student cognitive behavior on tests which
assess these characteristics.
and Teacher Self-P^.^rvM^
The "Expository-Inquiry Continuum" provided a method
of measuring actual teacher performance during the period
of experimentation. Comparisons were then made revealing
the degree to which teachers, through their own efforts,
changed their method of presentation, and how accurately
they perceived the degree to which they used each method.
Rater Reliability
A description of the "Expository-Inquiry Continuum"
is provided in Chapter I (pp. 10-1*0. All ratings of
teaching method along the continuum, reported in this
research, were derived by analysis of the tape
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recordings. Under these circumstances, rater reliability
is obviously an Important factor.
Testing of reliability was accomplished with the
aid of two outside raters who independently evaluated
ten randomly selected tape recordings pre-scored by the
writer. Neither of these outside raters had knowledge
of how the tapes had previously been evaluated. Raters
were trained by familiarizing them with the "Expository-
Inquiry Continuum" including practice evaluation of two
tape recordings not Involved in the rater correlation.
Discussions were held on any points raised by this
exercise
.
The outside raters then proceeded to score tape
recordings upon which rater reliability estimates are
based. The following scores resulted (see Table 1
, p. 87).
Analysis of variance techniques were used to derive
the Spearman-Brown prediction formula ( cf . Winer, 1962,
pp. 124-128) of rk = 1 -
MS within subjects
MS between subjects’
where: r^. is the correlation between raters,
k is the number of raters used,
MS within subjects is the mean square of
variation within subjects,
MS between subjects is the mean square of
variation between subjects.
table 1
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Computing the appropriate Analysis of Variance
provides the following:
Between teachers
Within teachers
42, *100
2,027
9
20
Fig. 1
^715.55
IOI
.35
r
3 “ within teache rs
MS between teachers
r
3 =
l.
Wl 5.55
=
.98
In theory, this indicates that (Winer, 1962
, p. 128):
***
!?
e exPQ riment were to be repeated withanother rand°m samPle of /sic. three7 judgesbut with tne same people /T7e. tape record -
1
nic7
from°?S
e
two
10n
,
tetrr tKr^an ratings obtllnedsets of data on the same peoplewould be approximately /sj c , . 987 .
and Teacher Self
-Percept ion
Two points require clarification prior to reporting
the data obtained. Data are classified under "No Change"
and "Change" categories. The "No Change" classification
covers the initial time interval of approximately one
month during which experimental teachers maintained their
normal teaching style. The "Change" classification refers
to the latter period of approximately two months during
which experimental teachers attempted to switch their
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method of presentation.
Recorded scores are expressed In percent of
"Inquiry
- Method" used by a teacher. The "Expository -
Method" percentage can be obtained by subtracting the
reported figures from 100. Scores listed in "Individual
Teacher Performance Charts" (Appendix pp. 216-224). "Teach,
Self-Perception Ratings" (Appendix pp. 225-234 ) and the
tabulation of results given below all follow this practice.
Table 2 on page 9 1 contains the data necessary to
answer questions regarding the degree and statistical
significance of teacher success in altering their method of
presentation. It also provides the information needed to
determine the accuracy of teacher self-perception as to
method used. This table is a compilation of information
ta^en from "Individual Teacher Performance Charts" and
"Teacher Self-Perception Ratings."
Schools and teachers are coded in the following
manner:
School A - Vfestfield
School B - South Hadley
School C -* Timberlane
School D - Bulkeley
Teachers are classified by numbers 1-9. Even
numbered teachers were Initially Judged "Expository-
90
oriented", odd numbered teachers were Initially Judged
"Inquiry-oriented". Teachers No. 1
.
2
.
and 9 were control
teach-rs. Teacher No. 9 was not paired.
Overall comparisons of teacher self-perception
ratings to observed performance as measured by analysis
of tape recorded classroom discussion are given in
Table 3 , page 92. Equal weight has teen given to the
mean scores for each period. Discrepancy scores represent
total margin of error without regard to whether self-
P 'opcion ratings fall above or below measured performance.
Mean discrepancy scores can not, therefore, be computed by
subtracting the mean of the measured scores from the mean
of the perceived scores.
Figure 2 (p. 93 ) provides a visual representation
of this cata. Self-Perception scores and measured
scores are superimposed on each other to reveal
discrepancies
.
A series of t tests were computed between teachers
initially identified as "Expository-oriented" and those
Initially identified as "Inquiry-oriented" on categories
within "Change" and "No Change" periods. This test is
based on the formula:
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TAJdLfi 3
C”M,ISSAF “™= *>
Total sample
_ Both periods
Kean Self-Perception SO ?Mean Observed 27*4
Mean Discrepancy 30.0
initially identified asExpository-oriented”
A. Both periods
Mean Self-Perception 46.5Mean Observed 28 3Mean Discrepancy 29.0
B. Period of "No Change”
Mean Self-Perception 25.5
Mean Observed " 9^8Mean Discrepancy 26!
8
3 .
C. Period of "Change”
Mean Self-Perception 67.5
Mean Observed 46.8
Mean Discrepancy 31.2
Teachers initially identified
"Inquiry-oriented” as
A» Both periods
Mean Self-Perception 53.2
Mean Observed 26.7
Mean Discrepancy 30.9
B. Period of "No Change”
Mean Self-Perception 70.2
Mean Observed 36.4
Mean Discrepancy 33.8
C. Period of "Change”
Mean Self-Perception 36.2
Mean Observed 17.0
Mean Discrepancy 28.0
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Contrast
measured
be^en self-perception andgiven in % of Inquiry MethodUsed
As Measured
I U Self-Perception
N
0
P
e C
r H
i A
o N
d G
E
o
f
98
84
70
oriented Teachers
98
88
Inquiry—
-oriented
Teachers
P
e
r C
I H
o A
d M
G
o E
f
Expository- Inquiry-oriented
oriented Teachers Teachers
98
84
70
56
42
28
14
0
Figure 2
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t = Dixon and Massey,
1957, pp. 122-124)
where t = computed t value
X1 “ mean of sample 1
X2
= mean of sample 2
S
P = pooled standard deviation
% - number of units in Sample 1
N2 “ number of units in Sample 2
Ths statistical significance of the comparison made
by tne t test method are reported in Table k, page 95.
An "Analysis of Variance" was computed to determine
whether there were significant differences in the accuracy
of teachers' self-perception during periods of "No Change"
and "Change". Discrepancy scores for both periods were
contrasted in this analysis. In order to include both the
direction as well as the magnitude of deviation from
measured results a constant of 65 was added to all scores.
Only the ratings of paired teachers were tabulated.
As Figures 3 and If (page 96 ) Indicate, there is no
significant difference between the accuracy of teachers'
self-perceptions on any of the factors examined.
Did experimental teachers who sought to modify
their method of presentation achieve a statistically
significant change in teaching behavi or as measured along the
95
BETWESH
S
1EACHEHS INITIALLY IDPCT?^m
L slGt'INCA.MCE
ORIENTED" OR "INQUIRY nRTL^™ TIFIED AS "EXPOSITORY-«ss“'s,sr™’
Categories Compared t score
1. Period of "No Change"
’’Expository-oriented”
with
"Inquiry-oriented
teachers
•A. Self-Perceptions
B. As observed
i<?)
t(?)
= 3.73
= 1.62
-.995 = 3Ji"J
.005
None
C. Discrepancy between
self-perception and
measured ratings
t (?) = 0.54 None
2. Period. of "Change”
"Expository-oriented
with
"Inquiry-oriented
teachers
A. Self-Perception K?) = 2.79
j
t
>95 = 1.895
.05
B. As observed t(?) ~ 1.76 None
C. Discrepancy between
self-perception
and measured
ratings
t (7) “ 0.28
l
i
None
96
Teacher Sel?-p|rc?pUon^aLdariTe f°r Accura<=yduring Periods of "No ch^* ge
.
”
of
021
Discrepancy Discrepancy
"No Change
” ^ <— "Change i
Expository
43
87
21
84
235
49
26
86
16
It?
412
Inquiry
4
45
51
8
108
~s~
34
87
J8m
295
3*0 364 707
Figure 3.
of "No Change” and "Change.”
*
-Station during Periods
— — 4 Sura of Squares! df Mean of Square
Between
-«•-
—
—-
Periods 27.5? 1 27.57 Not sig.
Be tween
Me thod~orien-
tation 855.5? 1 855 . 5 ? Not sig.
Interaction 1172.30 1 1172.30 Not sig.
Residual 44503.00 12 3708.70
Figure 4
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum"? Figures No,. 5 and No. 6
(page 98) respectively provide data and computation of an
Analysis of Variance directed to that question. Only
scores of paired, experimental teachers are evaluated.
Classrooms are designated by the following notation:
Expository presentation changed to Inquiry f ->tInquiry presentation changed to Expository!
The hypothesis of no significant difference
96a
between teaching methods for both initially "Expository-
oriented" and initially
"Inquiry-oriented" teachers between
periods of "No Change" and "Change" is rejected at f.05
level of probability.
y/
^^-^^^J^2S_of^tndgivt_Ctmgctgrt
-
stlc8 and Test
Student critical and divergent thinking test scores
are considered the dependent variable in this study's
research design. A statistical description of student
characteristics for the total sample is available in
Section A of Table 5 (p. 99). Section B of this table
provides interpretative data for each test administered in
both pre-test and post-test periods.
Averaging the performance of students from all nine
classes erases trends associated with experimental
treatments, since the effects of contrasting presentations
tend to cancel each other. Table 6 (p. 101) compares the
means and standard deviations on each category considered
in Table 5 for students from initially
"Inquiry-oriented"
and initially
"Expository-oriented" experimental classrooms
and control classrooms. In Table 6, the relationship between
method and student achievement can be seen. Also each can
be compared with Table 5 to note the degree to which
they deviate from total sample performance. Those whose
wish to checlr these same categories for students within
each classroom to group norms will find the appropriate
tables in Appendix (pp. 235-253).
As described in Chapter 3, p. 78, two sub-groups
within each class were (distinguished for testing purposes
along the ”Exposi tory^lnquir^Conti-
6 in
,,
M® thods as Measured
E
~>E
171
Figure 5
22
8
6
35
"Change”
61
91
26
ITS
55 7
74 27
6 6
135 4o
218
214
175
3^9
Analysis of Variance
"Expository-oriented"
Teachers
.
for
,
D
f,£
ferences in Use of Methods inand "j.nquiry- oriented " Experimental
1 Sum of Sa uares df i Mean of Squares F
Between
Periods 184 1 184 Not sig.
Between
Method-orien-
tation 158 1 158 Not sig.
Interaction 4650 1 4650 7.42
Residual 5011 8 626.38 mm mm
Figure 6
F
95 (1.8) = 5.59 Computed interaction
F = 7.4
2
99
S™E"S ' cuss
“s&TSKr
Sample )
Size
I Mean S.D.
SECTION A : STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Year in H.S
Age
Sex
IQ
222
222
222
189
2.649
16.342
1.174
1.188
S.E. of Maxi
-7 Mimi-
_Jjean 1 mum 1 mum
O.079
0.080
4.000
19.000
1.000
14.000
inn nf? ( Male - 1, Female = 2)109.164
|
9.909 i o.721 134.000 84.000
Method Experienced (Expressed i n * ^ l , v
"No Chans-e" 2??
P
it ^ Inquiry)ng
"Change
"
Degree
Altered
22
222
222
24.284
30.432
6.149
23.317
26.396
36.921
1.565
1.772
2.478
74.000
91.000
3.000
6.000
SECTION B. STUDENT TEST SCORE CHARACTERISTICS
83.000 -4aooo
Wat son-Glaser
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interp.
Eval.
Total
Pre-te
184
184
184
184
184
184
9.832
IO.549
I6.859
16.880
9.571
63.810
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interp.
Eval.
Total
195
195
195
195
195
195
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity |l 193
Flexibility
j| 193
Torrance Post-test
Fluidity
Flexibility
179
179
9.831
10.503
I6.369
16.146
9.108
61.969
7^.819
39.430
7^.447
42.089
2.772
3.317
3.236
3.259
2.087
9.441
2.946
3.359
3.479
3.856
2.162
10.916
24.662
10.685
25.468
ill. 248
0.204
0.245
0.239
0.240
0.154
O.696
0.211
0.241
0.249
0.276
0.159
0.782
1.775
0.769
1.904
0.841
16.000
16.000
24.000
24.000
16.000
92.000
17.000
16.000
25.000
24.000
14.000
87.000
2.000
1.000
10.000
8.000
3.000
41.000
1.000
0.000
4.000
5.000
1.000
28.000
156.000
74.000
161.000
75.000
29.000
4.000
29.000
17.000
100
TABLE 5 Continued
Sample
——
____
Si ze Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Me an
Maxi- Mini-
Cornell Pre-tes t
iil Lull mum
Interp &
Eval.
•Apply Correct
191 14.387 4.512 0.326 22.000 0.000
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total 1
190
190
190
190
7.090
10.811
4.658
36.179
4
. 35?
3.515
2.699
10.805
O .316
0.255
0.196
0.784
21.000
15.000
11.000
63.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Cornell Post-test
Interp. &
Eval.
Apply Correct 1
181 14.774 4.576 O .340 24.000 1.000
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
!
181
181
181
181
8.365
10.696
5.050
38.834
4.837
4.298
2.669
12.375
O .360
0.319
O .198
0.920
21.000
15.000
11.000
63.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
4.000
101
TABLE 6
TOTAL SAMPLE
F
DIVIDED^IMTO
T
I™T?AL?f^yp°NS F°R STUDaNTS OF
11INITIALLY-ORIENTED" EXPERIJIENTAL^SECTIOFS
T^D " ^
AND A CONTROL SECTION
Experimental
"Expository" to
"Inquiry"
Samp.
Sizd Mean ? S.d.
Experimental
"Inquiry" to
"Expository"
Samp.
.Size Mean
SECTION A : ISTUDENt!
Yr. in
H.S.
Age
Sex
CHARACTERISTICS
69 2.174 0.35?
69 15.710 0.941
,
69 1.420 --
(Male =1
, Female - 2 )
||
53 108.964(10.018
I
70
70
70
50
S.d.
Method Experienced (Expressed
"No
Degree
Alt’d
Watson-Glaser Pre-test
2.486 1.248
16.071; 1.289
1.529( —
112
. 260
! 9.439
Control
Samp
.
Size
83
83
83
in % of Inquiry)
Infer.
:
Assum.
Ded.
Interp.
Eval.
Tot.
62
62
62
62
62
62
10.484
10.339
17.694
17.484
9.871
66.726
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Infer. ‘69
Assum. 59
Ded. 59
Interp
. 39
Eval. R9
Tot.
.59
10.848
10.559
17.136
17.593
9.390
7.400
1
70 43.357 30.246
!
25.058 70 14.057 10.02 9
i25.587 70 -29.800 23076
TEST CHARACTERISTICS
2.815 9.717 2.445
3 .566 9.793 3.183
3.472 16.151 3.053
3.061 16.849 3.576
2.214 9.396 1.702
9.807 61.906 9.904
be
2.941 9.690 2 . 664
3 . 616 10.828 3.152
3.441 15.879 3.124
3.046 16.052 4.174
:
2.197 8.897 2.322
10.841
* 61.397 10.348
83
83
83
69
69
69
69
69
69
78
78
78
78
78
78
Mean
3.313
17.096
1.602
83 107.434
17.024
18.108
1.084
9.333
10.370
16.652
16.362
9.435
62.652
9.167
10.218
16.154
15.115
9.051
59.705
S.d.
0.492
0.835
9.781
32.869
7.633
5.422
2.888
3.115
3.028
3.129
2.233
8.164
2.974
3.325
3.697
3.858
2.012
-0.829
102
TABLE 6
-Continued
Experimental
"Expository" to
"Inquiry"
Samp.
.
5ize_[_ Mean I s.d.
Experimental
"Inquiry" to
"Expository"
Samp.
Control
Torrance
Fluid.
'
Flex.
Torrance
Fluid.
Flex.
Cornell
Interp
Eval.
Apply
Crit
.
Ded.
Assum.
Tot.
Cornell
Interp.
Eval.
Apply
Crit.
Ded.
Assum.
Tot.
Pre-test
|
62 7?.387
62 41.129
Post-test
56 83.375
56 45.196
Pre-test
&
62 14.645
$2 8. 065
62 11.903
$2 ; 4.758
62
,
33.597
’ost-test
58 15.241
9.276
3-1.379
[5.017
41.172
24.547
ia 274
28.075
32153
s.d.
24.689
11
. 420
4.073
2. 844
2.546
9.693
3.854
58 14.982
6 . 24l
10.189
^ * 793
35.224
4301
3.744
2 674
10.927
55 15.709 4.153
4.483
4.073
2.750
10 *533:55 139.439
8.091
10.655
5.109
4.915
3.879
2.740
IL.764
68
68
68
68
68
13.676
6.929
IO
.357
4.457
34.829
13.618
7.809
10.147
5.029
36.353
22.147
10.381
4.948
4.534
3.675
2.873
11.407
5.241
5.020
4.?5 1
2.580
13.935
103
only, one of these sub-groups took the Watson-Glaser
pre-test at the start of the period of "No Change" and the
Torrance pre-test at the end of that period. The other
group took these same tests In reverse order. Comparison
of their test scores provides an indication of how stable
these de pendent variables remained during periods when no
change in method took place. Table ? (p. i 04) contains
the relevant descriptive data for, these two sub-groups.
Although 222 students attended classes involved in
this research, only 104 students took all six critical and
divergent thinking tests. This is not surprising since
these tests were spaced over a three month period. In
computing the various correlation matrices and analyses of
covariance reported later, only results from those
students who had taken all six tests were used in the
calculations. For this procedure to be valid, however,
this sub sample must be representative of the larger
population. Table 8 (p. 107) compares the means and
standard deviations of student and test characteristics for
both groups to indicate the degree these 104 students are
representative of the total population studied.
104
TABLE ?
C
m-?ESnTO"sTO-GROu™
DEPENDENT VARIABLES DURING PERIOD OP "NO^CHANGE"
Sub-Group
~A
Samp.
:
Mean
| s.d.
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Year in H.S.
Age
Sex
IQ
116
116
116
99
^ub-Group B
Samp
.
’
_Size
i _Mean 1 ,s.d.
2.655 1.039 106
16.371 1.212 106
1.517 (Male ni)io 6
(Female =2)
108. 778
|
9.664 90
'"SfcS6"06' iENreJ se* HL* o? Inquiry \No Change"
"Change
"
Degree Altered
116
116
•116
23.793:23.197 ,iio 6
29.879 25.617 ,106
6 . 086
; 35.931 106
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Inference
Assumptions
-V- Deduction
Interpretation
Evaluation
Total
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interpretation
Evaluation
Total
Torrance Pre-tes
Fluidity
Flexibility
Torrance Post-test
Fluidity
Flexibility
e-test
93 9.710
i
2.780
93 IO .763 3.415
93 17.011 3.393
i
93 17.011 3. 080
93 9.850 2.126
93 64 . 366 8.755
st-test
104 9.500 2.818|104 IO .365 3.298
104 16.173 3.624
104 15.894 3.615
104 9.135 2.204
104 61.115 10.287
98 73.418 24.818
98 39 . 122
j
11.666
3 1
94 74.128 27.468
1
94 42.011 12.207
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
95
95
85
I
85
2.745 1.005
16.311 1.166
1.528 (Male =1 )
(Female «®2)
109.589 10.209
25.264
30.245
4.981
9.956
IO
.330
16.703
16 . 747
'
9.286
63 . 242
10.209
10.659
16.593
16.420
9.077
62.945
76.263
39.747
74.800
23 . 669
26.791
37.755
2.773
3.218
3.079
3 . 444
2.018
10.111
3.057
3.439
3.310
4.115
2.125
11.572
24.548
9.622
23.216
42.177 110 .156
105
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. and
Eval
.
Apply Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
Cornell Post-tes
Interp. and
Eval
.
Apply Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
TABLE 7-—
-
Continued
Sp.lL"Group A
Samp.
Size Mean S.d.
98 14.192 4.624
98 7.429 4.706
98 10.816 3.562
98 4.500 2 . 641
98 36.367 11.102
95 14.832 4.284
95 8.674 4.817
95 10.474 4.148
95 4.884 2.653
95 38.958 12.665
Sub-Groun B
Samp.
Size
92
92
92
92
92
86
86
86
86
86
Mean
14.598
6.728
10.804
4.826
35.978
14.709
8.023
10.942
5.233
38.698
S.d.
4.403
3.945
3.484
2.764
IO
.536
4.904
4.865
4.469
2.691
12.118
106
S^-^gatJ^S-B^atlonahlM
Methodj^ecLand Student nnmin..
Behavior
The primary focus of this section is to report
^ analysis of the covariance which existed during the
period of investigation between the independent variables
method experienced by students) and dependent
variables (student test score totals). To interpret
these findings correctly, it is helpful to know the
relationship which existed within each dependent
variable. The following correlation matrices are
reported to provide that information. Tables 9A and 9B
(P. 109) report within-test correlations for the
"Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal". Tables
and 10B (p. no) report within-test correlations
for the Cornell Critical Thinking Test. Tables 11A
ana 11B record the correlations between pre-test
totals with the method of presentation during the period
of "No Change" and post-test totals with the method
of presentation during the period of "Change", (see
P. 111).
Within-test correlations are not available for the
107
TABLE 8
OF TOTAL°SAKPLE^AND
DIVERGENT THIf®ING°TESTS
°EITICAL Aro
Total Sample
Mean s.d.
SE
?ear
N
in *h 3
TUDEP^c5^ cTSHISTICS
Age
Sex
IQ
2.649
j
1.174
16.342 ' 1.188
1.523 (Male = 1
Female = 2 )
109.164
Method Experienced
"No Change
" 24.284
"Change" 30.432
Degree Altered 6.149
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
9.909
23.317
26.896
36.921
Took
Me an
2.837
16.442
1.510
HO
.327
Watson-Glaser Pre
Inference
Assumptions
Deductions
Interpretation
Evaluation
Total
test
9.832
IO
.549
16.859
16.880
9.571
63 . 8IO
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Inference
Assumptions
Deductions
Interpretation
Evaluation
Total
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity
Flexibility
9.831
IO .503
I6.369
16.146
9.108
61.969
74.819
39.^30
Torrance Post-test
Fluidity
Flexibility
74.447
42.089
2.772
3.317
3.236
3.259
2.087
9 . 441
2.946
3.359
3.479
3.856
2.162
10.916
24.662
10.685
25.468
11.248
22.702
30.702
8.000
10.154
10.587
17.385
17.587
9.692
65.615
IO
.317
11.067
16.750
17.346
9.279
64.740
76.019
39.923
77.760
43.750
All Tests
i S.d.
0.946
1.139
9.446
20.307
26.554
35.520
2.654
3.264
3.179
3.305
2.015
9.020
2.911
3.316
3.636
3.315
2.143
IO .589
26.187
11.728
25.985
11.402
108
TABLE 8 Continued
Cornell Pre-test
Interpretation
Eval
.
Apply Correct
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
Cornell Post-test
Interpretation
Eval.
Apply Correct !
Total Sample
Mean i s.d.
&
14.387
7.090
10.811
4.658
36.179
&
14.774
4.512
4.357
3.515
2.699
IO.805
4.576
Took All Tests*
Mean
f s.d.
14.250
7.289
11.212
5.036
37.019
15.212
4.748
4.515
3.332
2.773
11.221
4.071
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
I 8.365
! 10 . 696
5.050
I
38.834
4.837
4.298
2 . 669
I2.375
8.606
11.750
5.394
41.019
4.739
3.555
2.579
11.337
Ss PORS\oC2SSN?fWHO ?K“S1Sf®
Pre-Test
—
-— Unf
.
Assump. Ded
.
T who v*
Inference
Assumption
Deduction
Interpretatior
Evaluation
Total
1
jl.000
0.019
0.268
0.420
0.211
0.602
1.000
0.161
0.088
0.121
2^515
1.000
0.272
0.137
0 . 641
1.000
0.229
0 . 646
1.000
-
0
-.A8
7
! 1.000
B
Post-Test
1 llnf.
...
Assump. Ded. Inter
.
Eval
Inference
Assumption
Deduction
Interpretation
Evaluation
Total t
1.000
0.102
0.489
0.^13
0.319
0 . 66 9
1.000
0.318
0.177
0.148
0.535
1.000
0.524
0.384
0.820
1.000
0.500
0
. 76^
1.000
0.626
^looai
1.000
±U
fSLSSSSiSS gcSSSS0”5
A
A
Pre-
B
Test
c D F
A
B
C
D
Total
1.000
0.130
0.307
.
0.235
0.649
1.000
0.382
O.452
0 . 680
1.000
0.543
0.751
1.000
0.695 1.000
B
Post- Test
1 * B C D E
A
B
C
D
Total
1.000
0.346
0.381
0.245
0.687
1.000
0.463
0.345
0.781
"
1.000
0.554
0.787
1.000
0.655
.
1.000
Ill
TABLE 11
0F test score totals
method EXPERIENCED FOR 104
took all six tests
A
Pre ~ Te s t
1
Observed
Method-
Period of
J'No Change "
Watson-
Glaser
Torrance
Flu id i fv! T71 pyI W 1 < f ,r Cornell
Method
Watson-Gla.
Tor.
-Flu.
Flex.
Cornell
1.000
0.008
0.030
0.021
0.018
1.000
0.142
0.176
0.621
_J. Jr "L -L u ,/ --L“X-L Dill ty
'
^
'
I
1.000
I
0.837 1.000
0.230 0.207 T OOO•1 • UUU
B
Post- Test
Observed
Method
Period of
"Mo Change"
Watson-
Glaser
Torrance
Fluidity 'Flexibility
Method
Watson-Gla.
Tor .-Flu.
Flex.
Cornell
1.000
0.204
0.173
0.142
0.093
'
1.000
0.332
0.344
0.640
' T“ ' r -
1
1
1.000
0.657 1 1.000
0.249 1 0.283 1.000
112
Torrance to.t of Creative Minkin,. The total scores
for each dimension of the Torrance Test are considered.
„
auth°f. to be
.non-additive. Divergent thinking
'Fluidity" and "Flexibility" are. therefore, treated as
separate dependent variables in this research.
Correlations are computed by the formula:
r where
s..
£ Xi Yi - EXi Y±
Ex
3
2
- TTx^T2
"
N
where: £ - sum of the numbers
X1 E scores of pre-test
X
i
- scores of post-test
XY
- product of the test scores correlated
N - number of test scores recorded
S
x
= standar<1 deviations of pre-test scores
Sy : standard deviations of post-test scores
Tables 12 - 15 report the results of an analysis of
covariance comparing the effects of the type of teaching
method (independent variable) on student convergent and
divergent thinking as measured by their test score
achievement (dependent variables). The analysis of covariance
technique offers a conservative approach to calculating the
113
TiittLE 12
======r^S9!UV
WATSON-GLASER
Classifications Sum of Squares Deri
— -
ComPared
| of Resid uals !d ;f. F
Equivalent One
-Wavved Derived Table
.$>
. i t
E-^I, E —>
I
~*E. I
^?J *a£Sf. . 738.029
!
34.296
-————
—
'• 1 tninT^Q.oni^ 99
-—
E ' E ~^ 1
' 1 0.160 0.400
1
-Within 32^0.ftV7TT9~“ —
-
Sig,
<L01
None
-2iL— E i Between 2 Q 3.515 ±
—
i-iL- 574 2.1 39 2?o i (5
°
t. n? ,
I Between 146.617 i 3.171 -i 7 o-. ^5^°)
— l
Wi tFi n Ten4771ITT -— i _<*Q 5
Jj E—* E owegn i / i . 2 2
.
Ji.LtH i n ~2o257?7
ILz±.L>, I—>1 I Between 97 . 324-6
- Within 2 5lcTP.1T
~97. 5(50)
E—>E , I—>1
To 1.379
1.900
3.161
'
r
9.992
None
“995(30)
2.75 k.005
I
TABLE 13
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*“ K^™sKaBaswa.--
»
TORRANCE FLUIDITY
Equiv-
Classifications Sum of Squares n -.„. j ^Gnt One-WayCompared ’ nr nQoJji. „ Derived Derived Table
I-—
->E, E —>1E—>E. I—
->I
s
w.F :T sT * ‘n -. u.,,-, > » » m — i »» «.,
— ^ -j. _ M | A
.
Z
.
"fc
3.82 7_Among 3441 .375 3
-_Wi thin 2~96717420 QQ
~ <.025
1— Between 2183.454
1
i
!
-
Ai3?z
^t^n 15.887 ! 1 0.046
! 0 215In Mr? - ~ us ~-.L u »ithinHOSl5Lr591 ~49~~
£99 ( 60 )
<•01
None
~T E
.
i .
,
LlTIL^
B
e tween 1788
.
5
74 1 5.670
— 1 Within 13^^.121^4^1'^ ,2jJ8l
Between 1435.018 1 I4.Q20 2 218
I
j
“
1i—>1.
.
I
.^»J_lBgtwgeti 103.129 1 0.in6 1 O.SitS
— ; V)1 th 1 n 1 21?7T-ftT~Tro -=2-
£97. 5(^0)
2.02 i<.0? S
-97.5(50)
JLiPJl- '<'.025
E-—?E
,
I—Vi Be tween 988.791
9
”
Within 935oSiTjr 3.807
None
1.951
T
-95(30)
1.70
-<L°i
TABLE 14
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TABLb
A™
TORRANCE FLEXIBILITY
Equiv-
Classi floations Sum of no von - . __ . alcnt On©—Way
-
Compare d > S? Residuals ^' f
Der
J
Ved Table"
*
I 1 ' t
| Sig.
J 1.648
I^E, E—>1
,
Among; 306.275 j
— Within o"~q-q
J
I
BetW|^221.62V 1 ! .4.206 2.051
hasa^?6i_lLo.502 0
.
708
-
— .
Within 3467 .IT;L4^4q —' ——
~
i^NNffiWU .fcwTUt
None
—97.5(60)
2..00_ V.025
None
— Bftween 8;U\118
__
1 ' 1.289 k .136
—
1 With in 348 0T837 5IP
‘ p*— •
—
iEetween.
. .
1_. OUj 1 0.002 ! 0 . 001
—— LWithin ™—
E^E, I li 0-169 0 .608Within 1819.520 "j~
None
'None
None
None
table 15
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TABLE
AND
==- :o^m J^feVo1^^4^ES
Classification
Compared
CORNELL
s Sum of Squares
of Residuals
TEST
,
d . f
.
Derived
P
Equiv-
alent
Derived
t
One-Way
Table
t Si p-
I—
->E, E—»I t
E * E, I—> T Amonp: 178.760
n rT ‘
1.006
JL
NoneWi thi n '5F6T“77qq
E—> E. E
—
Between 6.707
yy
.p.349 None1£7
0.122
_Within $TEq cq?
I
—
>E, E—>E Between 61.961 1
Within 3T5B^TTTlo 0.970 0.985 None
I~>E, I—>1 Between 123.227 1 1.986 1 . 409 NoneWi th i n 2 72 9"r620
E—>1. E —* E
.Between 16.290
Within 297(0-71
1or
... . .
0.302
~
1 “ ""
O.549 None
E—>1. I-—«
T
Between 106.231
O-L-
1
27rT~
_
1.909 1.382 NoneW 1 th in 37 pTTVT’T'h
E-
— I —>T
Lr'y
.
0.541 None
Ee tween 22.014 1 0.292
V/i thin 9 7TO—STT
—
* *' *- **' •“
•u WU i 36
11 ?
statistics significance of the data obtains. Essentially
this technique partial* out differences in student ability
'
Present at the time the pre-tests were administered to
obtain the appropriate P score upon which the statistical
Significance is determined.
As Dixon and Massey (195?. p. 209 ) explain the
procedure,
In this case we test Tni’ o ^
of ^ *“Lces
quantity based on the ass’ocS^^"f
Winer (1962. pp. 5 ?8-58l) points out such a procedure
“ 6Specially important in situations where the researcher
is not able to randomly assign the units to experimental
groups, m such cases "statistical control is achieved
by measuring one or more concomitant variates in addition
to the variate of primary interest."
The following tables record the probability of
post-test student scores resulting from differences in the
teaching experienced. Analysis of covariance F scores
are converted into their t equivalents (t 2 = F) so that
the more conservative one-tailed hypotheses may be
considered. Experimental classrooms are designated by
the following notations.
1. Experimental sections
118
Expository to Inquiry = e ^ tInquiry to Expository = I *g
2. Control sections
EX
^i tZry with no chanSe inmethod s g—*g
^SetSdf t^I °hanSe ln
Since one-tailed tests are dependent upon direction
as well as magnitude of variation. Table 16 records the
Mean achievement within each category for all tests.
It will be noted that the sample of 104 does not differ
appreclally from the total student population recorded
in Table (p. 119 ) #
119
TABLE 16
DIFFERENCE IN POST- wTMTTn t~,
SCORES FOR ALL EXPERT « 55:TEST "BAN
ONLY 104 sS/T®-™ »‘®«.
SIX TESTS IFCT.Tn-^n
ALL
Torrance
Fluidity TorranceFlexibi li tv
r————
Watson-
Glaser Cornel 1
- 5.3 * 1.3 - 0.1 45.8
+ 6.3
+ 5.6
-0.3 +4.1
- 8
+ 3.6 -4.8 43.3
+11 457 +3.0 4l
.5
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OP RESULTS
A major aspsct of the research reported in this
study was the development of the
"Expository-Inquiry
Continuum. For reasons covered in Chapter II, "method"
research must base its conclusions on data obtained
through direct observation of classroom behavior if it is
to increase the reliability
“ iinaingt,. nowever,
up to the present the systematic analysis of classroom
interaction has been dominated by investigators
concerned with evaluating social relationships between
teacher and student (Anderson, 1959 , and Flanders, i960),
the logic of classroom discourse (Bellack, et al .. 1965)
r th- efficacy of a particular curricular approach (Oliver
and Shaver, 1966 ). None of these approaches directly
onfronts tin. problem of defining teaching methods per se
in behavioral terms. And without such a definition we
cannot begin to measure the relationship of a given method
to specific student accomplishment especially since
Instruction occurs within a variety of educational
settings
.
The development of the "Exposi tory-Inquiry
Continuum" is an attempt to fill this void. It is based
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upon the premise that at the core of each method
distinguished in this research, it is the teacher who
"exposits" but students who "inquire." albeit under teacher
ance. The continuum provides a systematic method to
measure the degree to which teachers employ strategies
toward each of these ends. lt is applicable to many
discipline areas and to a variety of learning situations.^ continuum, then, is an attempt to apply analysis of
classroom interaction techniques in the field of teaching
method evaluation.
-
r
Teacher Self Percent
i
on
Beliabil i ty
The usefulness of a classroom observational technique
is dependent upon the degree to which the scoring procedure
produces similar results among a number of judges when they
Independently evaluate identical classrooms. Table 1 (p. 87)
indicates the ratings given ten tape recorded classroom dis-
cussions by three Judges. Each Judge independently analyzed
the same fifteen minute tape recorded segment. None of the
Judges knew how others had previously evaluated the segment
he was scoring. A rater reliability of .98 was obtained (p. 88)
The highest recorded discrepency between judges
(amounting to a difference of 5 per cent) occurred in tape
Since 1 per cent of 15 minutes equals 9 seconds, the
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evaluation of approximately 4 5 seconds is m question.
This suggests that an entire sequence was scored in a
contrasting manner by two of the three judges. However,
the
.98 reliability (Figure 1, p. 88) ls considered more
than ample for the purposes of this research.
^^^X^Msa^and ^eacher Self-Percenn
Many educational studies indicate that, with
pioper training, teachers can successfully alter their
instructional style (cf Suchman. 1964)
. m contrast,
this research sought to explore the extent to which teachers
can. through their own efforts, successfully change their
teaching methods. To determine the effect of instructional
method used on student achievement under normal environ-
mental conditions, it was essential that the teacher not be
restricted by a set of pre-conditions within which the
change in presentation style should take place.
A slight deviation in the research design proved
necessary. For a variety of reasons tape recordings of
each teacher's class were simply not available every week.
Teacher illness was a problem. In one school the tape
recorder was stolen and not replaced for a three-week
period. In other schools minor breakdowns in equipment
prevented the recording of class discussions for
three- to six-day periods.
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However, the original schedule was followed as
closely as possible. A mini™, of three tape recordings
of each teacher's class were analyzed from the initial
period of "no change" in teaching methods. A minimum of
seven tape recordings taken from the second or "change"
period were analyzed. On occasion two tape recordings
from the same week were used, with the additional tape
recording also randomly selected for analysis. Only in the
school
7.- 3 is it considered possible for these
adjustments to have biased the data. At this school,
because of the stolen tape recorded noted above, the
rating of teacher performance during the second of "change"
period Wes baaed exclusively upon tape recorded classroom
activity monitored during the last five weeks of the
study.
As noted previously, after the research had been
completed teachers rated their own performance along the
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum" during both experimental
periods. This self-perception index represents, of
necessity, a £ost-hoc evaluation; but since teachers had
still not been introduced to the behavioral definitions
used in this research their self-ratings reflect their
personal conceptions of "Exposi tory" and "Inquiry"
presentation styles. It is this post-hoc self-evaluation
which provides the "Self-Perception" scores in the
0 , . 12sec cion which follows, (nefer Appendix pp. 225.334
for individual teacher self-ratings.)
The data available in Table 2 (p. 91 ) and its
su^ar, in Table 3 (p. 92 ) indicates the extent to which
acher. involved in this study altered their teaching
methods in accordance with the research design. Self-
Perception and discrepancy figures for the same periods
»a*e it possible to contrast the accuracy of teacherf perception with their observed performance. Category
totals, means and standard deviations are given to
facilitate analysis,
As the summary indicates, experimental teachers did
successfully modify their normal teaching methods. For
those identii ied as initially
"expository oriented, the
observed average movement along the
"Expository-Inquiry
Continuum" was from 9.3 in the period of "no change" to
W.B during the "change" period or a higher "inquiry"
rating of 3? points. Teachers identified as "inquiry"
oriented had less room for movement. Their average
observed performance during the first month of "no change"
was rated at 36. b on the continuum. These "inquiry"
oriented teachers only had an average rating of 17 points
during the period of "change"—a drop of 19 points or more
than 50 per cent of their normal use of "inquiry
techniques
,
If we break these fimirooi Jgu es down into treatment
categories we get the following:
E
Period of "no change"
Period of "change"
Amount of change
12
59
+4 7
T _ Control
-=• I —^E_ and I
—
bS
13
-32
17
18
1
Ihe average change in ratings given experimental
teachers (E jI = *7f I_* , 32) should bo contrasted
with the relative stability between the two periods of
teacher performance in control classes (E—>E and i
.
the latter group the average observed difference in
performance only amounted to 1 point. (Teachers 1
.
2
and 9 In irbie 2
.) it would appear that most teachers
maintain a stable method of presentation but are capable
of altering their usual method of presentation to include
greater use of either "expository" or "inquiry" strategies
if they desire. However, a teacher’s ability to perceive
the degree to which he practices one method or its
counterpart is seriously questioned.
Teachers who participated in this research apparently
only had a vague sense of the degree to which they resorted
to one method or its counterpart. Data regarding the
accuracy of teacher self-perception of methods used is
also available in both Table 2 (p. 91) and its sunmary
Table 3 (p. 92 ).
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The mean discrepancy for all teachers in both
Periods amounted to an overestimate of
-inquiry-, percentage
by 30 points along the
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum." As
a group, neither initially
"expository" nor initially
"inquiry" oriented teachers varied as much as 4 points
from this overestimate during either period of research.
Very few teachers underestimated how often they resorted
to "inquiry" procedures during either period. Figure 2
(p. 93) presents a visual representation of this data.
No systematic Investigation was made to account
for these large discrepancy scores. However, several
trends did emerge which are worth noting. There apparently
is a confusion over terms. Teachers who treat topics of
current interest considered themselves "inquiry" oriented,
hether or not they use "inquiry" procedures. The
-read
and regurgitate" syndrome still is confused in some
education minds with "inquiry" procedures. Classrooms
with relaxed rules of discipline are associated with an
"Inquiry" orientation. But above all, teachers apparently
like to believe they are much more "inquiry" oriented
than is actually true. The current popularity of
-inquiry-
instruction may have been more effective in changing a
teacher's self-image than in changing a teacher's method
of instruction.
A series of t tests were computed (Table 4, p. 95) to
128de termine the statistical sis„i fioanoe^
chosen as
"expository., oriented and those chosen as
"inquiry oriented on the categories already discussed.
Thus differences between the two groups as to self.
Perception, observed Performance and discrepancy ratingsWing periods of both "no change" and "change" were
examined. A sig„ifloance at tho less th£m ^^ ^
Probability was found for only two classifications. The
recorded differences in initial self.perception ratings
between the two groups would occur by chance less than
•005 times. During the period of "change" they still
Perceive themselves as two distinct teaching groups but
^ ^ <*°5 l6Vel °f Probability. This is not surprising
for differences in initial self-perception of teaching
style were a primary reason for the selection of these
teachers to cooperate in this study. The teachers did
indeed perceive themselves as representing two distinct
teaching styles and in their own estimation they did
successfully change their method of instruction as required
by the research design.
Two factors made it difficult to obtain a significant
difference between groups for the remaining categories
listed in Tables 2 and 3. The system of classification
combines both experimental and control classes within the
teacher's initial preference for a given method. Since in
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control classes no attempt was made to alter instructional
strategies, their inclusion with experimental sections
acts to restrict trends emerging from the data during the
change peiiod. Also, the small sample of 9 teachers
makes it difficult to distinguish statistically between
groups whose scores are not relatively stable. This
easily result in a beta type error or failing to reject
the hypothesis of no difference between groups when in
fact a difference does exist (Dixon and Massey, 1957, p . 88)
As noted in Figures 3 and k (p. 96) computation of
a 2 x 2 analysis of variance indicates how little the
accuracy of teacher self-perception as to method used is
affected by a teacher's preference for a given method.
Only discrepancy ratings for paired teachers (contrasting
orientations within the same school) were used in this
analysis. The format allows evaluation of possible inter-
action effects between self-ratings given for both research
periods and teacher affinity to one of the teaching methods
investigated in this study. The insignificant F ratios
obtained by this analysis confirm that the accuracy of
teacher self-perception is not affected by a previous
inclination to use one method rather than its counterpart.
The margin of error is equally large for both groups.
A similar 2x2 analysis of variance was computed
to determine whether experimental teachers did in fact
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significantly alter their method of presentation as
measured along the «Expository-Inqulry Continuum-, between
no change.- and
.-change., periods. This same analysis
also evaluates whether a significant difference existed
between
"expository" oriented t ,y teachers and "inquiry"
oriented teachers during thaS e same Periods. Figures 5 and6 (P» 98) report the rp^nifo ^ .nS esults of this analysis. The null
hypotheses of no significant difference between periods
for the same group and no significant differences between
groups for the same period are both rejected at the <. 05level. 3
Therefore, as far as can be statistically determined,
cooperating teachers were able to carry out the research
design as planned. Within a normal variation control
teachers maintained a stable rating on the "Expository-
Inquiry Continuum." mere was a statistical difference
between teaching methods used by initially expository
or initially inquiry oriented teachers. Both E - I and
I-»E groups significantly altered their method of
presentation during this "change" period.
SSta_Cesci^£tive of Student Characteristics and Test Results
Multiple interpretations of test results are always
possible. Knowledge of student characteristics reduces
the number of explanations which can account for the scores
achieved. For this reason Table, < ns 5-8 reviewed under this
sub-title are divided into two parts. Section A presents
data about the students themselves. Section B contains
test achievement data.
A statistical description of the total student sample
is available in Table 5 (pp. 99-100). Hot only does it.
by itself, reveal nany interesting relatlonshlps but it
proviaes base line data for comparison to other tables
which record the achievement of sub-groups discussed later.
Because the sample was drawn from students
attending four school districts in three different
states their degree of similarity on other dimensions
assumes greater than normal importance. Community and
socio-economic factors have already been discussed in
Chapter III.
As Table 5 indicates students from all four years of
high school participated in this study. Although they
averaged slightly over 16 years in age, individual ages
ranged from 14 years to 19 years. Almost an equal number
of male and female students were represented. Data regarding
IQ scores requires explanation. One school gave no IQ
tests which explains the smaller sample size for that
factor. Most frequently Verbal Otis Gamma test scores
were used by school systems. However, one school district
reported an almost equal number of IQ scores based on the
Lorge
-Thorndike test ^
the ,
N° Sttempt has made to equatetwo systems of IQ testing.
Student
"Method Experienced" scores are taken from
* SpPr°Priate tocher ratings along the "Expository-
Inquiry Continuum.
" Total student sample averages *m
T;
er Sli£htly fr°“ — r rating averages because
s udent averages are weighted by the number attending
each class. The actual total sample differences amount
to
:
1. Headteacher rating period of "no change"
2. Mean teacher rating period of "charge"
(Taken from Table 2, p. 91)
l’
of
a
^fchISge"
M
!
t
24
d
3
Experlenoed " period
' 2?“oS- t
-"3S!S
0d Experlenoed " Period
(Taken from Table 5, p . 99)
Form Ym of the "Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal " was used for both pre-test and post-test critical
thinking evaluations administered by guidance department
personnel. Since a period of two to three months
separated testing periods, depending on the testing section
to which a student was assigned, practice effects are not
considered an important influence on test results. The
slight drop in total test score means, from 63.8 in the
133Pre-test to 62.0 in the post-test, tends to strengthen
premise. In any event practice effects would
apply equally to all categories and this research focuses
upon differences between both experimental and the control
categories.
Normative test data for the Watson-Glaser test,
available in their Test Manual (1964, PP . 4-7), is based
on test results for over 20,000 high school students in
14 StateS
‘ data ^oludes Otis Gamma IQ scores and
percentile ratings for these students, as well as Watson-
Glaser Test scores and percentile ratings. For grades
9-12 combined, students with an IQ of lo9 averaged
"Critical
Thinking Appraisal” scores of 6l.
The mean student Watson-Glaser test achievement in
this study compares favorably to the national norns cited
above, for their IQ and grade level.
Mean student IQ 10 oMean ka tson-Glaser Pre-test 63 8Mean Watson-Glaser Post-test 62.0
Verbal forms A and B of the Torrance Tests of
^eative
^IMnking were used to test student divergent
thinking behavior; Form A in the pre-test and Form B in
the post-test. Because this battery of tests is
comparatively new, the normative data is based on very
small samples. The Norms-Tochnical Manual (1966) fails
to provide any data for high school students for Verbal
134FOrm B
- Fluency and
m®ans ^ standard
deviations for Verba! For, A are based on a saraple Qf
only 224 students within one California school district
(P- 66). scores which are reported for each grade level
have been averaged together to obtain the means and
standard deviations for grades 9-12 combined.
A comparison of the data provided in the Norms-
^th scores achieved by students
participating in this research (taken from Table 5) is
given below:
California Study
Means
St»d.
Devi-
ations
Pre- test Pnfit-f-Aof
Means
St 'd.
Devi-
ations Means
St'd.
Devi-
pfl rtho
Fluency 7^.2 26.4 74.8 24.7 74.4
04. L*
_L Ulio
25.5
Flexi-
bili ty 35.1 9.5 39.
b
10.7 42.1 11.1
The result obtained for student achievement in this
research regarding divergent thinking as measured by the
Torrance Test appear normal for their IQ and grade level.
They are equal to the California students in fluency of
response and slightly superior in flexibility of
response
.
To insure that the evaluation of student divergent
responses is not confused with evaluation of student
creativity, only the fluency and flexibility categories of
the Torrance Test are reported in tv,-
f
thls research. Defense
this decision can he made on several bounds. As has
en mentioned. most of the criticism directed aSainst
orrance test results from the controversy as to
whether his total battery does, indeed, measure creativity.
ese objections are thereby avoided. Even Wallach (1968)quoted in Chapter IT rm Ccr , _11. pp . 54.55, belleves that the fiuen
category measures an important thinking prooess ^
evaluated by IQ tests. He concludes that it is a division
which adds to our knowledge of student cognitive
characteristics.
But as Torrance (1966. PP . 6 2-73 ) points out. to
onsider fluency scores by themselves is dangerous, "A
person can produce with very little intellectual energy a
large number of common, obvious, banal responses." since
flexibility measures a rarsnn’c? .vi-m.pe son s ability to produce different
tffies_oOdeas. the reliability of inferences which may
be drawn from flexibility scores are enhanced if both
categories are considered together. Within the context
of this research a rise in fluency ratings without a
corresponding rise in flexibility scores should be
interpreted differently than a gain in both categories.
Only for the Torrance Tests did correcting of
examination papers prove to be a problem. Both critical
thinking tests used the multiple choice form and the grading
136of these tests was a simple mechanical process.
very nature of measuring divergent responseSj
prohibits the pre-selection of correct answers-the
g ader must evaluate answers according to rules
established by Dr. Torrance.
In order to avoid any possibility of distorting
the, data through investigator knowledge of the research
design the Torrance tests were sent for scoring to a
Professional scoring agency whose staff had been trained
y Dr. Torrance. The agency was never informed of the
nature of the research. Many of their employees were
olved in the scoring process. For personal economic
reasons pre-tests and post-tests were sent for
scoring approximately one year apart. Under these con-
ditions only random scoring errors should have occurred
in rating the Torrance tests used in this research.
The Cornell Critical Thinking Test, Level X, was
the only test administered to students by their own
teachers. Greater differences between conditions under
which students took the test should be anticipated.
Unfortunately, there is little normative data available
to compare results obtained in this study to previous
test outcomes. Test Level X was used in both pre-testing
ana post-testing situations. A top score of 71 and low
of
-35 are theoretically possible based on the suggested
13?
scoring formula of one point awarded for each correct
answer and one half point subtracted for each wrong
answer. A sizable sample of over 1100 eight-grade students
from a central New York state district represent the
closest grade level to obtain comparable test data. For
this group thee scoring between 35 and 39 were in 75 th
centile ox tnose tested. it is hard to evaluate the
implication of this information to data obtained here.
As Table 5 indicates, in this study the pre-test mean
was 36.1 and the post-test mean 38.8. But these students
represented all four high school grade levels and should
be expected to score higher.
Comparison of mean scores for all tests taken by
students in this research have been equated to appropriate
normative data only to establish their relative level of
achievement and the reliability of the results obtained.
The primary focus of this investigation, however, is the
relationship of post-test achievement to pre-test
achievement for each of these measures irrespective of how
they compare to national test norms.
The results reported in Table 6, page 101, contrasts
Oitir.i
T
TM 4 -mlme °Sraphed report of the CornellCritical Thinking- Project dated January 9, 1963; personallvsent to the writer by Dr. Ennis P y
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“ udent achievement with Initially
-expository" (e->i)
and initially
"inquiry" (I-*b) oriented experimental
classrooms and control classrooms. (E
—> E and 1
-^).
In general, students from contnnii rol sections were approximately
one year older (17 years), in their Junior rather than
sophomore year of high school and proportionately included
slightly more girls than students from experimental
sections. Conversely. E->I classes were made up of the
youngest students (mean age 15.7 years), with the fewest
number of juniors but with a slightly higher proportion
of males, student IQ waa stable among the three groups.
The change in teaching method experienced by these
students followed the research design as planned with two
exceptions. In the experimental category I—*, teacher #7 ,
School D. failed to follow the design format as anticipated.
This teacher in practice was not "inquiry" oriented and
consequently provided his students with a predominently
expository" presentation throughout the research period.
Control teacher #1, School A, in a similar manner
misjudged his method of presentation. Instead of acting
as a control I >1 he in actual fact became a control
E—>E.
Despite the limitations noted above, Table 6
reveals that as measured along the "Exposi tory-Inquiry
Continuum the difference in per cent of inquiry strategies
139used between the peri ode. ^ .)v,P i s of no change
" and "change"
amounted to a ri^o nf /to >se of 49 points for E-4I students, adrop of 30 points for I__,p ef „,udents while control
students experienced almost no change.
Before proceeding to an Interpretation of test
results the reader should be made aware of the limitations
within which accurate inferences may be drawn from
contrasts that emerge between experimental and control
sections based on raw data such as reported in Table 6.
Because teachers and students in experimental E
->I and
I-^E classes were paired within each high school, the
weight of school environmental '.»(i iactors are approximately
equal for both categories, The same is not true within
the control category. Two of the three control classes
(Teachers #1 and #2) came from the same school system and
that school system is not represented in either experi-
mental category. As noted in Chapter III. school
environments were not similar and it is probable that
differences in raw scores between controlled and experimental
sections are therefore biased to some degree. This
reservation applies primarily to raw data analysis since
the Analysis of Covariance techniques reported later
makes it possible to adjust statistically the Influences
of uncontrolled variables.
Examination of test score results in Table 6 reveals
that the mean pre-test minus post-test scores on the
Watson-Glaser instrument show a slight drop in student
achievement for all three groups. This pattern is not
true for the Torrance and Cornell tests. It is possible
that scores on the more conventional Watson-Glaser measure
suffered most from student reaction to the numerous tests
required of them towards the end of May-a period often
dominated by examinations to determine semester grades.
A pattern which repeats itself on both critical
thinking tests results. Relative to the experimental
categories, control students did less well on both
critical thinking post-tests. For the Watson-Glaser test
a mean change score of - 2.9 is obtained, while E ^ I and
I->E change scores are -1.2 and
-0.5 respectively. In
the Cornell evaluation control students mean change scores
amounted to 1.6 while E-n and HE students achieved
2
./ and 4,2 respectively.
There is not enough evidence available to derive a
satisfactory explanation for the failure of control classes
to perform as well on critical thinking tests as the
experimental sections. Two factors which may contribute
to this result are worthy of mention. First, because
variation of teaching strategies in Itself is a factor
Influencing what is learned, experimental sections may
have received a benefit not available to control classes.
HiSecond. as previously stressed> control
e only category In which school variables are not evenly
stributed. Support for this latter premise can be
obtained by referring to the individual class results in
Appendix, p. 235 . Students instructed by teacher #9School D (the third section in the control category) did’better than experimental students on the Watson-Glaser
test and about as well on the Cornell test.
No unusual trends emerge from the Cornell pre-test
and post-test results. Experimental categories improved
between 2.6 and 4.2 points. As ln the other tests ^
control group did less well both on pre-test scores and
improvement between pre-test and post-test.
Torrance fluidity and flexibility test scores
provide the most startling contrasts among design
categories. Table 6 (p. 101) provides the following mean
achievements;
Pre-test
Fluidity
Flexibility
Post-test
Fluidity
Flexibility
E;—>1 I—> e
77.4 76.8
^•1 39 .7
83.4 72.7
^5.2 41.1
E —> E
Control I—
)
1
71.0
37.8
68.6
40.3
Pre-test scores are remarkably similar between
experimental E-> I and I—?E classes. In evaluating the
* allure of control classes to achieve as high as
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experimental sections it is import to stress agaln the
loading of environmental variables in this classification.
Because of the relative equality of pre-test fluidity
results between E_i and I_ B experimental sections the
change in post-test achievement takes on added significance.
Th© mean student s;ain of p v t o-t-i a a.8 i students amounts to 6
points while the mean I-, E student achievement dropped
*•1 POlntS> F°r the total indent population it would
appear that teaching method does influence student divergent
achievement. Inquiry strategies which are designed to
involve students in developing alternative explanations to
solve problems appear to enhance divergent production.
Expository strategies which treat students as passive
partners m the educational process tend to reduce student
ability to generate divergent responses.
There is a corresponding Increase in flexibility
scores E > I sections, mis increase has important
Implications to the interpretation of the fluidity ratings
discussed above. Torrance stresses that while fluidity
and flexibility represent analytically separate
characteristics they contribute jointly to an estimation
of an individual's ability to generate alternative solutions
to a given problem. Production of many variations on a
single theme (fluidity) may be a "banal" exercise unless
there is a corresponding variety in the categories of
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alternatives considered (flexibility), m a product
improvement, problem the respondent might suggest the
importance of various color combinations ad nauseum
to the exclusion of considering such factors as size,
strength, weight or efficiency.
This insight serves to reinforce the importance
Of the impact of inquiry strategies on student divergent
thinking habits, The statistical significance of these
changes are treated in the discussion of the analysis of
covariance for students who took all six texts and
therefore represent a sub-sample of students covered in
Table 6.
It was thought desirable to check the stability
of the dependent measures (test scores) during the
initial period of "no change." For this reason each
class was randomly broken into sub-sections for testing
purposes only. Section A took the Watson-Glaser pre-test
at the beginning of the "no change" period and the
Torrance pre-test at the end of the no-change period.
Section B took the same tests in reverse order. If major
differences emerged in the test scores between the two
sub-groups it would cast doubt on the reliability of these
tests for the purposes of this research.
Table ? (pp. lot-105) reports the student and test
characteristics for these two sub-groups. Because of some
JLS'S'
confusion in the assignment to sections, sub-group A is
slightly larger than sub-group B (116 to 106). Stuaent
teristics in both sections are remarkably similar.
For instance the mean age varies only o.l of a year,
an equal distribution of males and females and
the mean difference in IQ amounts to less than 0.8 of a
point. The randomization procedure was obviously
effective, student test characteristics fall well within
the tolerance limits required of this study. Comparison
of the two sub-groups reveals the following differences
in their pre-test totals:
Torranc^Fluidity 2*9 pointsTorrance Flexibility ob joints
points
In a similar manner it was deemed advisable to
compare student and test characteristics of the 104 students
who took all six tests used as dependent measures with the
total sample of 222 students, it is these 104 students
who provide the data for the product-moment correlations
and analysis of covariance reported in the following pages.
The degree to which they are representative of the total
student population could be an important factor in the
interpretation of the data.
The comparison of the sub-sample to the total
population may be found in Table 8 (pages 107-108)
. In
an categories of student characteristics the 104 students
are representative of the total sample. Mean age varies
only 0.1 of a year, an equal distribution of males and
females are included and student IQ is only l.i points
higher.
As should be expected students who attend class
regularly, and hence were present during all testing
sequences achieved, somewhat higher mean scores on all
tests administered. Also post-test over pre-test
achievement is higher for the sub-sample of 104 students
than for the total sample. The appropriate mean test
results to substantiate these statements (taken from
Table 8) follow:
Watson-Glaser
Pre-test
Post-test
Torrance Fluidity
Pre-test
Post-test
Torrance Flexibility
Pre-test
Post-test
Cornell
Pre-test
Post-test
Mean Scores
Total Sample
Mean Scores
Sub-sample of
.
T04 students Di fference
63.8
61.9
65 .
6
64.7
1.8
2.8
74.8
7^.4
76.0
77.8
1.2
3.4
39.4
42.1
39.9
^3.7
0.5
1.6
36.2
38.8
37.0
41.0
0.8
2.2
These results are consistent with the premise that
the sub-sample differs from the total sample primarily in
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the regularity of their school attendance. To a small
degree it does Increase the impact of instruction on their
academic achievement for just that reason.
°relations
Data for the analyses of covariance calculations
reported later are based exclusively upon student total
test achievement. While the Torrance Fluidity and
Flexibility scores are treated as separate dependent
variables, both the Watson-Glaser and Cornell critical
thinking tests each contains several sub-sections. For
total test achievement to be indicative of student general
critical thinking abilities, a high correlation should
exist between test totals and sub-classification scores,
^bles 9 and 10 (pp. 109-110. in Chapter IV) report
internal correlations for the Watson-Glaser and Cornell
measures respectively.
Based upon data drawn from the sample of 104 students
who took all tests administered, the Watson-Glaser
instrument (Table 9 ) provides both the lowest and highest
correlations of total score to sub-category achievement:
the achieved correlation coefficients being r = 0.49
obtained in pre-test evaluation exercises; and r = 0.82
for post-test "deduction*' problems. Since the correlation
between the two scores is the square of the coefficient,
14 ?or r
, slightly less than 25* of the variation in pre-
test "evaluation" scores and almost 65* of the variation
in post-test
"deduction" scores can be predicted from
prior knowledge of student total test achievement.
For the Cornell test (Table 10) total test to within-
test category correlations fall within the above range
The smallest, r - O.65 involved pre-test
"interpretation
and evaluation;
" the largest, r . 0.79 was derived in the
post-test "apply correct criteria" category. Total scores
for both critical thinking instruments do appear to reflect
student over-all critical thinking abilities.
One additional point deserves comment. The slightly
higher within-test score to total-test score obtained in
the post-testing period over the pre-testing period
ndicat-s iu is possible for some practice effect to have
been a factor in post- test achievement. As noted,
previously, however, even if such a relationship did exist
it should not affect the analysis of covariance
computations since all research categories will be equally
biased.
Between Te st and Method Correlating
Product-moment correlations between the dependent
variables and between the independent and dependent
variables are reported in Table 11
,
Sections A and B.
P2G—t©St SCOTS ffit'oT e
tha „
SlS ^ C0«3^ted to each other and to
„
° meth°d °f ^^-ction during the period of
- change," while poet-test score totals are correlated
to each other and to the observed method of instruction
uring the period of "change."
The correlation between method of instruction andthe appropriate dependent variables are relatival, low in
oth circumstances, but with a noticeably higher correlation
reposed
.or all post-test dependent variables as the
following figures demonstrate:
V7atson-Glaser
Torrance Fluidity
Torrance Flexibility
Cornell
The extremely
and dependent variables
comment.
Product-moment
correlations between
method of instruction
during period of "no-
change" and pre-test
scores
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02
Product-moment
correlations between
method of instruction
during period of
"change" and pre-
test scores
0.20
0.17
0.14
0.10
during the pre-testing period desei
Presumably, if teaching style influences student
cognitive achievement the students should have been
conditioned by the prior classroom pattern and a stronger
pre-te^t correlation observed. Several factors work,
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however, to mitigate this assumption. First, we do not
ta~ ClaSSr°°m b8haVi0r before the research
took place, we can infer, and the writer does believe.
it was similar to the conditions observed during the period
of experimental
-no change" but we cannot be certain.
Second, since the research began early m the second school
semester, many students participating in the study had
only recently Joined their classes. Third, and in the
writer's opinion by far the most important, is the
influence of school effect.
It has been frequently noted in this paper that
student achievement on the dependent measures were
noticeably affected by school as well as class environment.
Each method of instruction rating really represents an
interaction between a method of instruction and those
school influences within which that instruction took place
The biasing effect of school environment can be overcome
by equally weighting this factor among subjects. Fortunately,
the pairing of of E >1 and 1-e E classes within each
school system had this result for experimental sections.
But in the product-moment correlations reported in Table 11
each of the subjects are treated independently. In light
of the above the low correlations between initial teaching
method and pre-test achievement is quite understandable.
This explanation should also serve to clarify the
mportance of the correlations which are reported between
method of instruction during the period of "change" and
post-test achievements. The school effect remains a
confounding factor. But the independent variable (teach-
ing method used) is known and only students who attended
their classes throughout the research period contribute
to the results obtained. A higher correlation should be
expected and it is reassuring that they did appear.
The pattern of dependent variable (test administered)
correlation to each other could be anticipated. The highest,
r = 0>84, WaS a°hieved between Torrance Fluidity and
Flexibility categories. The correlation between critical
thinking tests came next in importance (r = 0.64). As
might be expected the weakest correlation is between critical
thinking and divergent thinking tests with divergent
production slightly more consistent with Watson-Glaser
achievement (up to r = 0.34). As a general pattern higher
correlations were achieved in post-test examinations.
Analysis of Covariance
The research design of this study treated teaching
method as the independent variable and student achievement
on critical thinking and divergent thinking tests as
dependent variables. Each dependent variable was measured
by both pre-tests and post-tests. The discussion of
results to this point has sought to establish the degree
to which teachers did in fact change their method of
teaching (independent variable) and explore the extent
such change was associated with student performance on the
ery of tests administered (dependent variables). in
addition the stability of the dependent measures as used
in this study, as well as the degree to which the sub-
sample of 104 students are representative of the total
student sample has been considered.
To determine the statistical significance of the
effect teaching method had on student achievement as revealed
by their test scores, a series of analyses of covariance
were calculated. These analyses are based exclusively
upon data from the 104 students who took all pre-tests
and post-tests. Analysis of covariance procedures are
particularly suited to studies of this type since they
provide a statistical method
to increase the precision of the experiment and to
• • . remove potential sources of bias
.
libertv^n7
Wh<
f
re the ) experimenter is not at
d 1 ff^L£ afu i fn the sub ^ects at random to the
PP^57B?588f
th °dS °f trainin«* (^ner, 1962,
In effect the pre-test scores are used to predict
post-test achievement. The statistical significance of
differences among experimental classifications (E—>E,
^ °r I
->I) arc determined by an analysis of
152the deviation from these predicted wscores of student
achievement on no^t -t-oo+- «p s -test examinations.
®ls process has the benefit of removing differencesbetween students which were operant at the tine the pre-
tests were given. It does not remove any bias on post-test
acnlevement from factors whost impact came after the pre-
administered. Analysis of covariance techniques
therefore, do compensate for school effect present during’
the pre-testing period.
School effect presents no problem at all for
comparisons involving E-»I and I->E experimental cate-
gories for reasons discussed before. Because school effect
remains a possible source of bias for E-^E and i—j
control sections, they are treated separately in all
computations discussed hereafter, students from control
section I-I came from school ffk which was also represented
in E—H and I—>E sections. Only in E >E control sections,
from school #1 'which is not represented in any other
category, does school effect remain a major source of
possible bias.
The analyses of covariance reported in Tables 12-15
(pp. 113-116) Indicate those areas where there is
statistical evidence that method of instruction did
effect student cognitive behavior during the course of
his experiment. In these tables each dependent variable
153is treated separately. Where appropriate. P. soores
are converted into their equivalent t scores so that the
statistical significance of one-tailed null hypotheses nay
considered. Table 16 on page 119 provides the mean
change in post-test minus pre-test scores required to
interpret one-tailed analyses.
Watson-Glaser TVsf-.
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In the Watson-Glaser test (Table 12
, paee 113)
student achievement appears strongly Influenced by teaching
method—when all categories are compared the probability of
obtaining such differences would occur by chance less than
•01 of the time. Close perusal of the table reveals that
the most significant differences from predicted student
achievement occur between control sections E-^E and l_>i.
The one-tailed null hypothesis for this comparison-that
I—>1 students do not achieve significantly higher scores
than E —> E students-is rejected at the <.005 level. For
these two categories mean student achievement rose 3.0
points for I , I students while E—>E students dropped
by a mean of 4.8 points. Actually, E
-^E students show
significantly lower achievement than all other research
categories; I—>E students and E —>1 students both score
significantly higher than E
—>E . students at the <.025 level.
A constant high "inquiry-oriented" presentation would appear
more favorable in training students for critical thinking
tasks than primarily
"expository-criented" sequences.
Because contrasts involving E—
s
E students are
loaded with an uncontrolled school effect, these results
must be tentatively offered. Where school effect has teen
controlled, as in the comparison of E—>1 and I >E
students, no significant differences are rneren revealed. Mean
post-test minus pre-test aeereer sco s came to
-0.3 and
-0 1
respectively for students from these sections, it is
Possible that constancy in teaching method is recited to
influence student critical thinking habits and accounts
for the pattern uncovered. Replication of this study with
proper control for school effect is needed before
a definitive statement can be made. In any case, the results
of this study suggest stable
"inquiry-oriented" classrooms
student critical thinking processes, while too
***** a stress on expository presentations may actually
retaid critical thinking growth.
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signifi cance of teaching
_ tto4
" 1. reported
“ “ - >»• — »««.,
.Chl.cc.ent
"
categories is analyzed, statistical significance
achieved at the <. 025 level (Table 13). Careful
examination of the mean student post-test minus pre-
test scores for all categories reveals a consistent pattern
throughout that favors inquiry-oriented presentations.
AS “ (PagS 119) the mean recorded changes
amounted to
I-
E
I
E
->I
->I
->E
->E
+11
+ 6.3
- 5.3
- 8
The greater student exposure to inquiry techniques the
higher student fluidity scores.
A close correspondence in statistical significance
patterns emerge. Based on an analyses of the deviation of
student post-test scores from predicted accomplishment the
null hypothesis of no statistical differences among research
categories is rejected at the <.025 level. One-tailed
comparisons of treatment categories to each other are given
below (refer Table 13, page lib):
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E
E-
I
I-
I-
I-
~\r
score higher than I—
>
E = / m
z score higher than E-—>e = <*
>1 score higher than I r
-*1 score higher than E—* E = nP
"E score higher than E —>E = Hon^
"I SCOre higher than E—»I = None
** ""n » r » slSnlflcanC difference
f~* *- *"« -! experimental
ergent fludity production is rejected at the (.01 level
Of probability. This is important since school effect
een these two categories has been controlled. In
light of the many safeguards used to establish the
reliability of the data employed, such a high statistical
gnificance for this comparison documents that teaching
methods do effect student divergent thinking habits as
measured by the Torrance instrument.
Although the possible bias of school effects on
trol sections remains, the differences noted in other
comparisons for fluidity scores is entirely consistent
with the above statement. Students who experienced a
change in teaching orientation differed in their scores
at the (.025 level of probability from control students
who shared their initial teaching orientation. I_i
students scored higher than I—> E students and E
-I
students achieved higher scores than E-^E at the (.025
level just noted. When students whose change In
orientation was contrasted with control sections
representative of the new instructional method (I ,E,
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E >E and E > I , I—si comparisons) no significant
difference was obtained. Only the comparison of controlI— I, E >E sections to each other results in a slightly
weaker statistical difference (< n< i , v „U .05 level) than might be
anticipated under the circumstances.
Divergent flexibility scores result in a somewhat
similar pattern. From Table 16 we note the following mean
differences in student post-test minus pre-test
achievement
:
I—»I
E—>1
I—>E
E—>E
+5.7
+5.6
+1.3
+3.3
Control students s >E score relatively higher than one
would anticipate, but, by and large, the trend favoring
inquiry-orientations continues.
Statistical significance, however, is obtained only
in comparisons between students from experimental I >e
E I s-ctions. The probability of achieving their
covariance scores would occur by chance at the <.025 level.
But again, these are the categories in which school effect
was equally weighted. In these sections the change to
greater use of Inquiry instructional methods resulted in a
statistically significant rise in student flexibility
achievements over their counterparts who experienced a
resu.ction in inquiry sequences.
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Based on the data gathered during this research,
inquiry-oriented instruction enhances both flexibility as
«ell as fluidity achievement. Under increased use of
inquiry methods students became prone to produce not only
many alternate responses but significantly more t^oes of
answers. It is the increased efficiency in both divergent
categories that makes these conclusions regarding the
influence of teaching method on student divergent thought
processes important.
l6o
Cornell Test
Results of the Cornell Critical Thinking Test are
reported in Table 15. page 116. This was the only test
at was administered to students by their teachers rather,,
an guidance department personnel. It must be anti-
cipated. therefore, that test conditions were not as well
controlled. The Cornell instrument was intended to
evaluate student critical thinking abilities not covered
by the Watson-Glaser measure.
AH research categories showed an increase in mean
Post-test achievement minus pre-test scores (refer Table 16.
P. 119). However, no other patterns are discernible from
the data. Neither all research categories collectively,
nor comparison between any combination of paired categories
reveal statistically significant differences in student
accomplishment as measured by the Cornell test. Based on
the information available it is impossible to determine
whether this finding resulted from the confounding of
student achievement with variation in test administration,
from test insensitivity or from the fact that no such
differences in student critical thinking abilities did
prevail.
The analyses of Cornell post-test on pre-test
covariance scores do not indicate a measurable influence
of teaching method on student critical thinking
achievement within the contest of this research.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
for further research
Summary
It is generally acknowledged that little is known
about the relationships of teaching methods to student
achievement. Rather the results of past investigations
confront tho rs^r?PT* T»rieader with a maze of conflicting claims
and interpretations.
This study sought to develop one technique which
may contribute to an understanding of how teaching
style influences ’student cognitive behavior. It then
attempted to demonstrate the practicality of that
instrument under normal classroom situations. Several
premises underlie the manner of investigation used.
1. There is no best "method" of teaching. The goal
of curriculum specialists should be to distinguish those
specific characteristics which are enhanced by each
presentation style so that teachers can, with confidence,
select the method most appropriate to their purposes.
2. Methods of teaching can be analyzed in innumerable
ways. It is possible, however, to catagorize all
presentation styles within two basic classifications—
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expository-oriented and Inquiry-oriented. Defense for this
approach has been discussed in Chapters I and II.
3. There are no pure teacher types. All teachers
to some degree
, utilize both of the above methods of
Presentation. It is necessary to establish the proportions
Of each that teachers incorporate into their class activity
if research findings are to provide us with reliable data.
k ' DlreCt observation of classroom behavior is
necessary to verify the type of teaching method involved
m research on this topic. Measurement is required to
document the relat i nndVvi +.o sh p of teaching methods to student
behavior.
5. Personal characteristics of teachers modify the
impact of teaching method on student learning. We cannot
accurately predict the consequences of using a given method
under normal classroom situations unless we examine what
takes place within a normal classroom environment. It makes
a great deal of difference whether teachers utilize a
particular method in a manner consistent with their own
preferences or whether they operate under an experimental
situation in which their behavior is closely controlled.
The Expository-Inquiry Continuum
The "Expository-Inquiry Continuum” is an outgrowth
Of the previously stated premises. It is an instrument one
can use to systematically analyze the proportion of class
time devoted to expository-oriented and inquiry-oriented
instruction. The instrument was used to explore the
relationship of actual teacher performance to subsequent
student behavior.
_Re search nasio-w
In this research design, teaching method is treated
as the independent variable, while student achievement on
critical thinking and divergent thinking tests are treated
as dependent variables. To reduce inadvertent biasinm of
the independent variable (method used) participating teachers
were not informed of the specific ratur-P nr +.*•u n ure of this experiment
until after the research had been completed. To reduce
test situation bias both the Watson-Glaser and Torrance
tests (dependent variables) were administered by guidance
department personnel although the Cornell instrument was
administered to students by their own teachers.
As described in Chapter III. elements of two basic
designs by Campoell and Stanley were concurrently utilized
In this research; the simple Crossover Design and a modified
form of the Nonequivalent Control Croup Design (Campbell
and Stanley, 1963). All but two sources of invalidity
are theoretically controlled by such a procedure. One such
possible source, the inability to randomly assign students
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° ClaSS6S
’ 13 aV°lded by « covariance procedures.
The second threat of invalidity, that of reactive arrange-
ments. does remain a possible source of bias but only ln
statistical comparisons involving control students where a
school effect may act as a reactive element. It does not
appear to be a possible source of bias in contrasts between
perimental E —>
I
and I >e students where school effect
is equally weighted.
^ ancillary benefit of using the "Expository-Inquiry
Continuum" and teacher self-perception ratings was that it
became possible to derive the statistical probability that
the independent variable was controlled as planned in the
research design. Initially expository-oriented and
inquiry-oriented teachers did perceive themselves as
representing two distinct populations during both experi-
mental periods at the <.05 level. Comparison of the
observed performance of E-al and I—?s teachers also
indicates a significant difference in teaching behavior
between treatment categories. As important, experimental
teachers did successfully reverse their method of
instruction during the "change" period at the <.05 level.
The statistical evidence indicates that control of the
Independent variable was carried out as planned.
Class and Te st Characteristics
A sample of 222 students enrolled in nine high school
16?
social studies classes participated in this study. All
four years of high school were represented. They averaged
slightly over 16 years of age, had a mean IQ of 109 and
were almost equally divided between male and female students.
Student achievement on critical thinking and
divergent thinking tests have been treated as dependent
variables in this experiment. While the relationship of
post-test achievement to pre-test achievement is the
primary concern of this investigation, comparison of
observed results to national test norms is still appropriate.
Large deviations from normative data would suggest limit-
ations to any generalization based upon this research
data. Such a comparison (refer pp. 133
, 137 ) for thelr
IQ and grade level reveal that: students who participated
In this research closely correspond to national norms,
achieving slightly higher results in all cases where
normative data is available.
Two additional factors were examined to ensure the
validity of the data used in computing analyses of
covariance scores. First, the stability of the dependent
measures during the period of "no change" was found
acceptaole (refer pp. 1^3t 1^4). Second, the subsample of 104
students whose scores are analyzed in the covariance
computations are representative of the total student sample.
They differ mainly in the regularity of their school
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attendance and as a consequence recorded slightly higher
mean scores on all tests (refer pages 144
.
1*6 ). Thls
difference is considered well within reasonable limits for
the purposes of the analyses involved.
Test Correlations
Within test correlations suggest that total test
scores for both critical-thinking tests do reflect overall
critical-thinking abilities as measured by these instrument
The fact that post-test correlations were slightly higher
than pre-test correlations might indicate a practice
effec i, influenced student post-test achievement. Since, if
true, all research categories would be equally effected,
this factor should not bias the findings reported herein.
Eetweeri Test and Method Correlations
The low correlations recorded between test scores
and method experienced are believed to be explained by a
biasing school effect factor. Product-moment correlations
treat all paired scores as equal and independent. a
distortion caused by school environments would work to
obscure valid correlations that might otherwise emerge.
It is believed that analysis of covariance procedures do,
to some extent, adjust such inequities. In light of the
high significance levels obtained in analyses of covariance
computations on this same data it is suggested that
169
product-moment procedures are inappropriate to establish
primary relationships in studies involving a variety of
school districts.
Analysis of Covariance
The main thrust of this dissertation is to document
statistically tne affect of teaching method used on
subsequent student cognitive achievement. Conclusions
reached are based upon analyses of covariance of the data
uncovered. Such procedures are particularly appropriate
to the research design used as explained in Chapter V,
pages 150-152.
Conclusions
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Conclusions drawn from an analysis of the data
developed in this research are reported below.
Their arrangement into the three categories to which
ey relate should simplify an understanding of these
findings. The first set of conclusions pertain to
the use of the
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum" as a
research instrument. The remaining categories report
conclusions descriptive of teacher behavior and of the
relationship between teaching method and student
cognitive achievement.
Conti rm, in,
1. This study tape-recorded the verbal
activity of over 450 social studies
classroom presentations
. Of these more
than 100 were randomly selected for
analyses. Fifteen-minute segments were
then examined to determine the degree
to which teachers resorted to expository
and inquiry teaching methods.
Conclusion: The techniques associated
with the "Expository-Inquiry Continuum”
provide a practical means to measure
the proportion of normal classroom
activity devoted to expository and
inquiry sequences.
2. To be a useful research instrument.
classroom observational techniques must be
objective-- that is the quantification
of classroom behavior must be consistent.
Renter reliability (the coefficient of
observer agreement) is. an index of
an observational technique’s
objectivity, in this study, the three
judges Who independently rated
fifteen-minute tape-recorded segments
along the
"Expository-Inquiry
Continuum” achieved a reliability
rating of .98.
Conclusion: The objectivity of
the "Expository-Inquiry
Continuum” is satisfactory for
its intended use.
Teacher Change and Teacher Self-Perception
Since this study measured teacher
performance along the ”Expository-
Inquiry Continuum” during both
experimental periods several conclusions
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about teacher ability to modify their behavior
are possible.
The observed changes in teaching style
were brought about through each teacher’s own
fforts under normal classroom situations. Prom
Page 91 we find the mean change in per cent of
inquiry strategies recorded between research
periods for each treatment effect were
Experimental Control
?
= ^ E—
)
E and I—> I = +4
I—>E =
-32
Within the population characteristics
represented in this study the following
conclusions appear justified.
a. Hi p~n exposi tory-oriented teachers
can, of their own volition, alter
their method of presentation to
include much greater use of inquiry
strategies
.
b. High inquiry-oriented teachers can, of
their own volition, alter their usual
method of presentation to include much
greater use of expository strategies.
c. Teachers maintain a relatively stable
method of presentation unless a
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conscious effort to change teaching
style is expended.
2. Null hypothesis accepted
The possibility that a preference for
a given teaching method might be a factor
influencing a teacher’s ability to change their
normal method of presentation was evaluated.
The use of expository and inquiry strategies
by teachers of contrasting orientations were
compared in both "no change" and "change"
periods by the t tests reported in Table 4,
page 95 . No significant difference was
recorded
.
Conclusion: There is no significant difference
in the extent to which expository-oriented
teachers can, through their own efforts, resort
to an inquiry presentation, and inquiry-
oriented teachers can, through their own effort
resort to an expository presentation as
measured along the "Exposi tory-Inquiry
Continuum.
"
It should not be inferred that because
teachers are able to modify their method of pre-
sentation that they therefore have a clear
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understanding of the degree to which they resort
to expository-oriented and inquiry-oriented
sequences. Indeed, the evidence developed in
this study suggest they do not.
The mean error in teacher self-evaluation
to observed behavior in both experimental periods
amounted to an over evaluation of approximately 30
points (plus or minus U points) along the
"Expository-Inquiry Continuum." (Tables 2 and 3 ,
PP.91-92 ). This discrepancy indicates that
teachers who cooperated in this research tended
to overestimate their use of inquiry strategies.
1. Conclusion: Teachers have only a vague
sense of the degree to which they involve
students in inquiry-oriented and expository-
oriented sequences, and consistently tend to
overestimate their use of inquiry strategies.
2. Null hypothesis accepted
The possibility that a preference for
a given teaching method might be a factor
influencing the accuracy of teacher self
perception as to method used was evaluated
by a 2 x 2 analysis of variance procedure
(figures 3 and 4, p.9 6 ). No significant
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rence was obtained.
Conclusion: There is no significant
difference between high inquiry-oriented
teachers and high expository-oriented teachers
m the accuracy of their self-perception as
to method used.
Relationship of Teaching Method to Subsequent
Cognitive Achieveme n
t
The conclusions reported in this section are based
upon the statistical significance developed by an analysis
of covariance of student cognitive achievement within
each research treatment. For this reason their summary is
repeated in this section. A detailed report is available in
Tables 11 through 15, pages lllto 116
.
I—
*
E, E—*1
E—>E, I—>1
Torrance
Watson-Glaser Fluidity Flexibility Cornell
<.01 <.025
I— E,
I * E,
I —'E,
E—>1,
E—>1,
E —>E,
E—>1
E —iE
I—»I
E—>E
I 5= I
I > I
<•025
<.05
<.025
<.005
<.01
<.025
<.025
<.05
<.025
A. Conclusions Reached Concerning Student Critical
Thinking Achievement.
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Watson-Glaser Test
A cursory examination of the above
could be misleading. The Watson-Glaser
results may be distorted by school effect. As
Pointed out in the previous chapter (page 152)
all E >E students attended the same school
which, unfortunately, was not represented in
any other treatment category--and E —>
E
students dominate those contrasts which
report statistically significant differences
between treatments.
Replication of these findings are re-
quired before a definitive statement can be made.
Based on the data collected in this research,
conclusions concerning relationship of
teaching method to subsequent student critical
thinking behavior as measured by the Watson-
Glaser should be limited to the following:
Conclusions
:
a. It is probable that the type and stability
of teaching method used influence student
critical thinking behavior.
(Based on analysis of E —>1, I—>e,
E ^ E
* 1— treatments, d.01 level.)
b. It is probable that stable high inquiry-
177
oriented presentations enhance student
critical thinking abilities more than
stable high expository-oriented
presentations
.
(Based on analysis of E -> E I ^>1treatments, <.005 level.)
It is probable that variation in teaching
strategies which include a period of high
inquiry presentations enhance student
critical thinking abilities more than
stable expository-oriented presentations
.
(Based on analysis of E >1, E >Eand I—>E, E—
->E treatments, <.025*
-L0V0 j_
, j
Stable high inquiry orientations enhance
student critical thinking abilities more
than presentations which change from a
high inquiry-orientation to a high
expository- orientation.
(Based on analysis of I >1, I 2
treatments, <.05 level.)
Where variation in teaching strategies
occur, the order in which high inauiry-
oriented or high exposi tory-oriented
presentations are used will not affect
student critical thinking behavior.
(Eased on analysis of E—; I
,
I —> E
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treatments, no
di fferences
.
)
significant
• Cornell Test
Analysis of student achievement on the
Cornell Test of critical thinking stands in
sharp contrast to the pattern obtained on the
Watson-Glaser instrument. However, the Cornell
Test was the only dependent variable
administered to students by their own
teachers rather than guidance department
personnel. The failure of the Cornell Test
to reveal significant differences in student
critical thinking abilities between treatment
effects deserves some explanation, a beta
type error is possible-that although significant
differences did exist the procedures used in
this research failed to reveal them.
Factors which may have contributed to
a beta error are test insensitivity or a
confounding of student achievement with variation
in test administration. This latter possibility
leads the writer to conclude that in research
of this nature a serious factor remains
uncontrolled when teachers administer tests
upon which research findings are based.
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Conclusion: All null hypotheses must be
accepted. So far as the data collected in
this study indicates, there is no significant
difference between treatments on student
critical thinking behavior as measured by the
Cornell Test.
Conclusions reached concerning changes in student
divergent thinking performance as measured by the
Torrance Tests of Creativity.
Biasing of results due to school effects
presents no major problem in interpreting the
results of student divergent thinking achievement
as measured by the Torrance test. In comparisons
Involving students from E-> I and I—>E treatments
the school effect is weighted equally in both
categories. While it remains true that some
reservation must be held regarding significance
levels from contrasts involving 2
—>2 students,
they are much less important to the conclusions
which emerge from the analysis of the data. Also
the consistency of results, in itself, tends to
substantiate the statistical significance achieved
in specific comparisons between treatments.
1. Torrance Fluidity
The overall conclusion drawn from the
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analysis of covariance fluidity scores is that
use of inquiry strategies enhance subsequent
student fluidity production, while expository
strategies tend to retard student ability to
generate divergent responses. Apparently,
teaching methods which involve students in
developing their own alternative explanations
to problem situations reinforce student
fluidity capability, while strategies that
focus on a known acceptable answer retard
student fluidity production. Specific
generalizations about the relationship
between teaching method and student fluidity
achievement which are supported by this
research data are given below.
Conclusions
:
a. The degree to which teachers resort to
expository-oriented and inquiry-oriented
strategies aiid the stability they maintain
in using those strategies influence
subsequent student fluidity achievement.
(Based on comparison of E >1, I
E an(i 1—
->I treatments, <.025
level
.
)
b. Greater use of inquiry strategies enhance
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subsequent student fluidity achievement
while greater use of expository strategies
retard subsequent fluidity achievement.
(Based on comparison of s —*1 I—> etreatments <.01 level, and I—>jE—>E treatments <.025 level.)
c. Inquiry-oriented teachers who change their
method of presentation to include greater
use of expository
. techniques retard
subsequent student fluidity achievement.
(Based on comparison of I >x,I—>E treatments, at <.025 level.)
d. Expository-oriented teachers who change
their method of presentation to include
greater use of inquiry techniques enhance
subsequent student fluidity achievement.
(Based on comparison of E—>E, E »l
treatments, at <.025 level.)
Torrance Flexibility
Based on raw scores, the mean student
flexibility achievement was raised on post
tests for all treatments. This factor takes on
added importance in considering the significant
findings reported in student fluidity achieve-
ment noted above. Torrance (19 66) has noted
that a rise in fluidity rating without a
corresponding rise in flexibility rating should
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not be interpreted as equivalent to a rise in
fluidity achievement with a rise in flexibility
achievement. These analytically separable
divergent thinking traits contribute jointly
to an individual’s power to generate relevant
alternative solutions to a given problem.
The analysis of covariance computed for
student flexibility scores reveals that a
significant difference among treatments
occurred only between E—>1 and I—>E students
(^.025 level). But it is precisely this
comparison which involves the largest contrast
between teaching methods experienced by
students and, of course, that comparison in
which school effect is equally weighted.
Conclusion: Changes in the method of
instruction which increase the use of inquiry
sequences enhance subsequent student flexibility
achievement more than changes in instruction
which increase the use of expository sequences.
(Based on comparison of E —>1, I —>E
treatments at the <.025 level.)
Summation of Findings
The t<xpos i t ory—Inqui ry Continuum" is a practical
instrument to record the degree to which teachers resort
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to inquiry-oriented and expository-oriented sequences
under normal classroom conditions, it has the advantage
of distinguishing between teaching methods based on
classroom intellectual activity.
By having an objective measure of teacher behavior
as well as objective student achievement ratings, it is
possible to explore some of the ways in which teaching
methods influence student achievement.
In a series of covariance analyses of student
cognitive achievement ratings (dependent variables)
tabulated within treatment categories (independent
variables) the following relationships between teaching
method and student cognitive achievement emerge:
1. To a large extent the method of presentation
is par t of the lesson being learned by
students. Teaching method does influence
student cognitive behavior.
2. Student divergent thought processes, as
measured by the Torrance Test, are affected
by the method of instruction. Inquiry strategie
enhance and expository strategies retard
subsequent student divergent achievement.
3 • Student critical thinking behavior is not
adversely effected by inquiry-oriented pre-
sentations. It is probable that inquiry
184
strategies enhance student critical thinking
achievement, as measured by the Watson-
Glaser Test, to a greater extent than do
expository strategies although the failure of
this research to control school effect makes
this latter conclusion tentative.
Suggestions for Further
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Alternative Conceptual Models
This dissertation has sought to establish that when
instructional methods are distinguished by their intellectual
characteristics, it is possible to document causal
relationships between teaching method used and subsequent
student cognitive behavior. It has been argued throughout
that the techniques of classroom interaction studies can
be used in method research provided that each teaching
method studied is behaviorally defined. The creation of
the "Expository-Inquiry Continuum" was designed for that
purpose
.
Since any phenomena can be analyzed in a multitude
of ways, all conceptual schemes are, to some extent, only
arbitrary tools by which we organize information. None are
solely valid nor are any exhaustive in their power to
describe all the relevant relationships associated with the
phenomena under investigation.
A different catagorization of teaching methods will
obviously facilitate the discovery of causal relationships
not possible with the "Exposi tory-Inquiry Continuum." It
is recommended that additional conceptual models of
instructional teaching styles be developed which define
catagorical terms by their behavioral activity so that our
186
knowledge of teaching methods may be further enlarged.
Utilizin£
_bhe_ "Expository-Inquiry Continuum"
It is mandatory that the results reported in this
dissertation be thoroughly replicated before the findings
are accepted as valid. There are too many factors which
impinge on student behavior for any study of this size to
cloim a causal relationship has been proven. Rather the
conclusions should be viewed as distinguishing new areas
worthy of immediate investigation. This is especially
true of those generalized statements about student
critical thinking behavior based upon student achievement
on the Watson-Glaser Test.
It is recommended that replication studies
incorporate the following suggestions in their research
design
:
1* Replication of this research should be based
upon a larger sample than reported here. A
larger school sample as well as student sample
is needed.
2. School factors should be equally weighted among
all research treatments.
A team effort is probably necessary to achieve
the desired s tandardization of procedures in
any significantly large replication of this
3.
18 ?
research. A team approach would allow each
phase of the research design to become the
responsibility of one member of the team
facilitating standardization of that factor
within the variety of educational environments
sampled.
^ * Since knowledge of research objectives can
easily effect participant behavior, it is
desirable that cooperating teachers and their
students not be informed of the standards used
in evaluating classroom interaction nor the
tests to be used to assess student achievement.
5 • Needless biasing of the data can be avoided
by continuing the practice of allowing guidance
department personnel to administer student
achievement tests to all students involved in
the investigation within their school.
The results of this investigation has conclusively
demonstrated that teachers can of their own volition
alter their normal method of presentation from a high
expository-orientation to a high inquiry-orientation or
vice versa
. This indication of teacher adaptability should
have many implications for curriculum designers, since it
suggests that in curricula change
,
teacher motivation is
a strong influence on the success of the innovation
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attempted. Teachers are capable of improvising strategies
to reach novel curricular goals when they so desire.
However, the documentation of teacher adaptability
raises more questions than it resolves. Suggestions for
further research in this area follow:
1* Quality of instructional method is as at
least as important as the degree to which
that method is used. No attempt was made in
this research to evaluate the quality of
instruction. Further research is needed to
evaluate both simultaneously.
2. No attempt was made in this study to determine
whether a change in teaching style over a two-
month period influenced a teacher's normal
method of presentation after the research period
had ended. Further research is needed to
establish those conditions (including time
period) under which a teacher will tend to
incorporate what for them are novel techniques
into their normal teaching routine.
Those relationships between teaching method and
student cognitive achievement which appear to be established
by this research need further elaboration.
1. As pointed out in Chapter I, only four per
cent of the cooperating students ' normal
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activity hours involved social studies
instruction during the research period. Their
thinking habits were simultaneously influenced
by many uncontrolled factors. This writer
believes that the significant differences
recorded in student cognitive behavior do not
represent basic changes in student potentiality
but rather differences in students perception
as to the desirability of using these latent
characteristics. It is probable, however,
that with consistent reinforcement over longer
periods of time, student critical thinking and
divergent thinking habits are modified. Further
research is required to indicate those conditions
under which a lasting effect on student cognitive
behavior is achieved.
Research is also needed to explore if there is a
linear or curvilinear relationship between
application of inquiry strategies to student
divergent or critical thinking achievement. It
seems reasonable to anticipate a point of
diminishing returns. Is an inquiry rating of
60 along the "Expository-Inquiry Continuum”
significantly better than an inquiry rating of
^5 in enhancing subsequent student divergent or
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critical thinking achievement. Without available
research findings it is easy to falsely interpret
the conclusions noted in this document.
Undoubtedly, areas of further exploration will occur
to others, some may build upon the data reported in these
pages, others will wish to question the validity of the
conclusions presented. In either case, it is hoped that
our knowledge of teaching methods in general and their
application within the field of social studies will be
improved
.
APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPTION OF A FIFTEEN MINUTE TAPE-RECORDED
CLASSROOM DISCUSSION BROKEN DOWN INTO
EXPOSITORY AND INQUIRY SEQUENCES
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This transcription of a fifteen minute tape-recorded
classroom discussion has been randomly selected from those
recordings used in this research. It has not been chosen
for any special attribute other than the purpose it serves
in reflecting the varied problems of rating classroom
verbal activity along the "Expository-Inquiry Continuum."
An explanation of the coding system used to score
sequences within the appropriate category is in order.
Expository and Inquiry methods are distinguished by the
following symbols:
A. Expository Sequences
1. T - S Teacher explanatory, descriptive
or declarative statements
2. T - CS Teacher cites source where
acceptable answer available
3. T - CQ Teacher asks question requiring
convergent answer
k. S - CA Student attempts convergent
answer.
B. Inquiry Sequences
1. T - OQ Teacher asks open-ended question
2. T - EC Teacher refrains from closure
S ” I Student initiated discussion
Student provides divergent answer.
3.
4
. S - D
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EXPOSITORY INQUIRY TRANSCRIPTION
Student; Put them under military
control. J
T - CQ
T - RC
S - D
T - OQ
,
Is military control that bad?Just keeping. them in line aren't you?
Student: Not all the time. Do youhave to chose? It seems that— thQ ycan change their state governments.
Teacher: O.K. Sandy?
S - D Student ; I was going: to say (um)-
what you said. What else can you do-they didn t do in the war. Well, they
are doing the same thing they did
right before the war.
Teacher : Whose doing the same thing?
^l^IuJenjDL The Southerners are doing
the same thing to the poor——except
they aren't slaves but they treat themlike slaves still— still— because
they're equal to slaves.
Teacher; Don't you have any federal
government though helping these Negros?
We have the establishment, some one
brought up the other day, of the
Freedman's Bureau to help the ex-slaves.
Student
;
But there is something like
thirty million slaves down and you
simply can't help.
. . .
Teacher: But are you saying that the
former confederates are running the
states the way they did previous to
195
cont
EXPOSITORY INQUI RY TRANSCRIPTION
the outbreak of war?
S - D No. They still have the sameunits for them. They are not all in
v inaudible ) down in the South so thatthey are treated right— they are still
»^
n
f +.^?
a
^
ed~“you know the Southerners
are still treating them the way they
were. J J
T ~ OQ Teacher: Where ?
^ ^ Student i I mean the Northerners didn'ttreat them that great. I mean that
some Northerners just used it as an
excuse. You know--they just Dull it
up more. They just didn't like theSouth that much. And it's not like
the Negro comes up North and he is
treated like a king—and they are treated
as rotten up here
. I mean they are
poor and the people look down onthem—because they are different. All
over the country— i t ' s not like the
Northerners treated them nice. It justdidn t work out like that. I mean
it's just an attitude.
^ 3!oanheiif_ Well, what was the purpose offreeing them?
S - D Student
:
.
Well that was just—the people
didn't like the South anyway. It wasjust a few abolitionists stirred up the
people and I mean.
. . .
T ” °Q Teacher : (interrupts) Well, if the
people feel like this, why pass these
amendments to the constitution giving
them these rights? Why not just leave
it as it was previous to the war? Have
the same status - q uo after the war?
s ” D Student
:
It's just the way the felt.
They didn't like the South. I mean—
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EXPOSITORY I NO UI RY TRANSCRIPTION
1°^ JNNN wasn,t Just themselvesthat started the civil war— it was
Just an excuse— just something to cetback at the South for.
T - RC Teacher; Sue?
S “ D |3tudentj_ Well it was—Giving the
Negros these rights was like punish-
ment for the South and it also
preserved the democracy at the same
time so it wasn’t really wrong.
T RC Nell
,
then, the Negros arejust as bad off, if I understand whatSandy was saying, as they were previousto war. Tom?
S - D
T - CQ
S - CA
T - CQ
S - CA
T - S
Student^ I was going to say that Negros
were--could be called inferior--could
them inferior because they weren’t
educated. Like the Northerners actuallydidn't pass all these amendments to freethem just to get back at the South. I
would say that they also wanted to give
them a chance
.
Te acjisrj_ Weren’t they given opportunities
to hold public office after the war.
Whose side did they tend to take? Terry?
Student
:
I imagine the Republicans.
Teacher Why ?
Student Well, the Republicans were the
ones who had made them free. The
Republicans gave the Negros all these
protections of the 13 th, 14th and 15 th
amendments, so the Negros felt.
. . .
Teacher: (interrupts) Remember now,
the 15 th does not go into effect until
five years after the war.
cont
—
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EXPOSITORY
S - CA
T - CQ
S - CA
T - S
T - CQ
S - CA
T - S
inquiry
s - D
Student : Was it (inaudible).
. . .
Teacher^ It was to help the slaves.
Some are elected to office. They can
as Terry pointed out— they tend to so’
along with the so-called carpet-baggers
and the scallawags.
And you know the difference
between the two. Who were the scallawags?
Student
:
The Southern ones.
Teache r : Right] The Southern people who
sympathize with the union and try to
gain favors from the carpet-baggers,
who are the Northerners that migrated to
the South after the Civil War in hopes
of enriching themselves. In many cases
they did enrich themselves to a large
extent. Money was appropriated in order
to control the Southern legislatures.
Didn't they appropriate money, for instance,
for railroads which were never built.
South Carolina--a house was renovated
and supposedly furnished for the comfort
of the legislators and a bill for
TRANSCRIPTION
Student: Anyway, the Negros still feelthe Republicans are helping them— sothey'll vote for the Republicans
naturally. So the Republicans will gain,
But as Tom said, the Neecros
—
they were inferior—but they were even
worse off than they were before the war.Because before the war they were onplantations and they had clothing andfood and everything, but after theydidn't have anything.
Teacher:. What was the purpose of theFreedmans Bureau? Why all this money
spent by the Federal Government
exactly? ’
cont-
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EXPOSITORY
T - S
T - S
S - CA
T - S
INQUIRY transcription
s - I
OVer $200
'
000 was submitted
I or this renovation and the furnitureWhen the best estimates, then
Cost theD1 ab°ut $2000.Some of the states were almost bank-
needed noney to operate sothey borrowed from
. . .
£tudentj_ (Asks question about money-
words unclear) J
Teacherj. We loaned them money at aslightly higher interest rate than
anyone else would pay. So, againthey re draining the treasury— theSoutherners are not allowed to participatepolitically. Their states which hadbeen devastated, in many cases, duringthe war were not able to financially
set themselves up and the reaction inthe Southern states starts building
toward the Republican element.
.. .
d think one example of this wasthe foundation of an organization that
in existence, even though ithad died out for a few years, it is
now back— it is very strong throughout
the South. It even has some membershipin some Northern states. You see them
on television all the time.
. . .
Student: Klu Klux Klan.
Teacher; They are the ones who keep
"Fruit of the Loom" in business by
buying white sheets.
I* ~ OQ Donna?
Student
:
Are those the ones who were
passing the laws and stuffing the
votes ... (inaudible) and they were
stopping the Negros from having
cont-
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EXPOSITORY INQUIRY transcription
a chance to vote
.
T - S Tea_che r_:_ No. We are the ones who areforcing the Southern states to acceptthese amendments to the Consti tution.
S - I iLj^en^ Well, then it's the Southern
states then.
. , .
T - S
T®£9^1®1LL It’s the Southerners that are
against giving the Negros all this
freedom. The radical Republicans are
the ones who are forcing the will of
the union from what they say onto theformer confederacy.
H0 i o,0 Ann?
S - I Student: What kind of politicians are
they?
T - S Teacher: They still tended to be demo-
cratic as they had before the war. And
this is again—as someone pointed out,-
if you remember the other day—one of’ the
reasons that they wanted the Negros to
vote was that they would vote Republican
because it was the Republicans who had
given them their new found freedom. And
thus keep—keep the Democrats out of
office
.
H1W Student: I still don't rp.p.
T - S Teacher: Many people ars:ue that this is
the main reason radicals actually gave
the Negros their freedom and had these
amendments passed. It was just to stay
in power.
S - I Student: So what about the Ku Kim TClsr,'?
T - CQ Teacher: The KKK—what was the basis
oi tms organization?
200
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—INQUIRY
_ TRANSCRIPTION
S - CA Student: The conservatives?
T - S
they were conservativeSoutherners
—
people who wanted the oldway again.
T - CQ Sandy?
S - CA Student: Didn't the KKK sort of get atthe Negros-get at the offices andthings like this? Just, you know,
started bullying and things like that
• •
.
you know.
T - S Teacherj Yes, they tried to intimidatethe r egros to keep them from voting--
to scare those who held political
office off. They also bothered many ofthe scallawags and carpe t-baggers aswell—gave a little visitation in the
middle of the night-- they 'd warn you
not to vote or otherwise pay the
consequences. The symbolic burning
of the cross on the lawn— ~and many of
these felt that the Negros were that
supers titious--that they really couldfrighten them this way. And they didin many cases.
T - S
S - I Student: Would you call them (inaudible)?
Teacher: Yes, but when I used the term
conservative, Ann, was for the idea
that they wanted to preserve the old
way that existed before the war had
broken out. The plan, as you will see
later, dies out after a while and then
it is later reborn. Now, of course,
it is not going at the Negros but many
claim that they are anti-Catholic, anti-
Jewish, anti-Negro, anti-Northerner and
I suppose you could add a lot more to
the list.
S - I Student
:
Anti-democratic party?
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cont
EXPOSITORY INQUIRY
S - I
T - S
transcription
Stud^ntj_ When we lived in Georgiapeople across the street, she was
*
colored and he was white
—and we werefriends, And I can remember one nightyou know-
-when they came by and thepeople lit a cross and they soaked it
V?u°line ~“you know * so it would burn-and the people moved out. You knowbecause they were afraid to stay.
jffhgr ; Well, of course, this is abad si tuation-~even today in Southern
states. This is where the military hasbeen wise. You’ll find that most peoplein the military service that are
where there is an inter-racial marriage
are kept out of Southern states, forthis basic purpose.
S - I Student: I don't like that.
Teacher: No, not very much. So youhave this reaction by the Klan—bythese people. And you also find that
they start losing power. The amnesty
is passed which now gives many peoole
that previously could not hold office,
power to hold office again. When Gary
read us part of the 14th amendment the
other day, he did not read that portion
that forbade the former confederate
officers and officials from holding
office
. This amnesty act now changes
this and tells them in effect—Well,
Tom, you held office before, now you can
hold it again. The Freedmans Bureau by
1872 is fazed out. The Negros are now
left to shuffle for themselves-and with
the Southerners again gaining control.
And also, there is a reaction starting
in the north.
T - CQ Why would the Northerners be
against the radical element in Congress?
(pause) Why would they tend to say—well
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S - I
T - S
S
- i<
T - S
T - S and
T - CQ
TRANSCRIPTION
T - CQ
people
?
nS
Tom?
^ * d0ne ab° Ut
Sjudentj_ I thought you said the Northis radical Republican? Now, you surestthey don't want them in there.
SU£ge
}
did n°t say the entire Northwas radical Republican.
.^udentj_ The majority we re
--right?
^acher^ 1866 election, yes. Theradicals get in. Remember theirpolicies are not in full swing at thistime because they had been runn?^ intotrouble with Johnson. However, afterJohnson leaves office they have their
Y?? * They had it before because after
tn ^
ele
?,tlon thgy haT enough memberso override a presidential veto. Butis everybody in the North extremelyhappy a do ut what these people aredoing? (Pause)
. Look at it today. Are youhappy with everything your Northern
representatives and senators are doing?And yet, the number of people must be°content—must be happy when they are
reelected term after term.
Vihy would the North suddenlyturn against these people?
INTRODUCTION OF RESEARCH INTO SCHOOL SYSTEMS
!• Proposal to School Systems
Requesting their Cooperation
2. Schedule of Study for Guidance
Departments
PROPOSAL
(sent to school systems requesting their cooperation)
Research to Determine the Influence of Social Studies
Presentations on Student Cognitive Characteristics.
Theodore Belsky
29 College View Hts.
South Hadley, Mass.
PROPOSAL
Research to Determine the Influence of Social Studies
Presentations on Student Cognitive Characteristics.
PURPOSE:
This study will attempt to assess changes in
student cognitive style on the following
characteristics
.
1. Critical thinking as measured by Watson-
Glaser test or Ennis instrument.
2. Divergent thinking as measured by Guilford or
Torrance instruments.
3. Social studies skills as measured by Sequencial
Tests of Educational Progress.
BACKGROUND:
Previous research which attempted to compare the
effectiveness of types of social studies presentations
have reported conflicting results. Such contradictory
evidence may be accounted for by the fact that teacher
style and personality are at least equally important
factors as the method of presenting material in their
impact on the student.
METHOD OF RESEARCH:
This study will attempt to overcome the confounding
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Of teacher personality with method of presentation by
utilizing the same teachers in two styles of teaching
activities. In each of three school systems, two
teachers who are presently using different teaching
methods will be asked to reverse the style of their
class presentation.
The researcher will work with the teachers, who
are involved in this study, to facilitate this
transition, since there is an abundance of material
with which to work the content area of the course does
not need to be altered - only the method by which it is
presented to the class.
MEASURING PROCEDURES:
Students will be assessed on the relevant cognitive
characteristics at the start of the study. The teacher
will continue his current method for one month and
another assessment will be made to determine the stabili
of these characteristics as measured by the research
instruments
.
The teacher will then change teaching method for a
period of about 10 weeks. At the end of this period a
last assessment will be made.
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE:
Through the use of random sampling techniques only
207
one third of the class will taka1 Ke the appropriate test
for a specific cognitive characteristic at each
testing period. No test will require more than a
fifty minute period to administer. This will llmit
the number of testing periods needed to conduct this
study.
A tentative schedule follows:
Feb. lo 1 st testing period
Feb. ll _
March 3 Teacher maintains present teaching
March 3
March k -
May 15
March 16
method and course content
2nd testing period
Teacher changes presentation
method
.
3 rd testing period
End of study
MODIFICATION OF PROPOSAL:
The above is a brief resume of the research
involved for this study. Minor modifications may be
anticipated. However, no major changes in the above
design will be made without prior permission of the
proper authorities.
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Schedule of Study on Social Studies Methods
for Guidance Department
Feb. 24
Feb. 2
6
Mar. 18
May 21, 22
Study begins
of testing administeredGuidance Department by
Group "A M
Group "B"
Torrance Creativity
Watson-Glazer
2nd period of testing
Guidance Department.
administered by
Group "A " - Vfatson-Glazer
Group "B" - Torrance Creativity
Final period of testing
Guidance Department.
administered by
All students
- Torrance Creativity
All students - Watson-Glazer
NOTES
—
1
on March 3 instead of
days tQ each dahfl
Dates given are intended to serve as goals
from
t
fn?l
1
n
C
?
nSi
^u
rati °nS Wil1 Prohibit al^schools
ou i
l0 ing the exact schedule - however, dateshould be adhered to where possible. Where deviations
a??p^
e
?Hr
ar
^-
a
.
lternate dates Sh0uld as close??bhe scheduled date as possible.
Because tests require 45 minutes and 50 minutesrespectively where possible one hour should be
f
°^
6aCh testin£ Period in order to allowample time for directions and explanations
.
TEACHER AND STUDENT ORIENTATION
TO RESEARCH'
OUTLINE FOR TEACHER ORIENTATION TO STUDY
II.
III.
Explain Goal
- To investigate what differences changes
in teaching method has on subsequent
student behavior.
-A. Explain
- no pure types.
B. Can't let them know which student characteristics
will be measured. Promise not to measure
knowledge area.
C. Use analogy
1. Characteristics I am interested in
to social studies as "gracefulness" does
to physical exercise.
2.
. Similar to inve stigating weight lifting
vs. tennis physical education.
3. Gracefulness per se not taught in either
class. However, probably a by-product of
tennis not weight-lifting.
Present and discuss schedule.
Suggest characteristics of contrasting methods.
A. Expository
1. Teacher familiar with correct answer and
why answer is correct.
2. Shares explanation with class
3 • Give medieval background.
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IV.
V.
B. Inquiry
1. Stress concern with process of how
knowledge is obtained, rather than the
answer which is obtained.
2. Don't evaluate student answers
- only
manner in how reached.
3. O.K. to insist on disciplined inquiry if
they want.
O.K. to make transition in manner most comfortable to
teacher - not checkins on how students affected until
the end of the study.
If necessary, they can alter schedule by a few days to
accommodate own problems. However, essential that
teachers within each school begin, end and test
students at the same time.
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STUDS TT INTRODUCTION TO STUDY
Our school, along with several others, has been
asked to cooperate in a study to learn about some
haracteristics of high school social studies students.
You are being asked to respond to one or more tests which
will be given during the remainder of the school year.
To limit the inconvenience involved, not all students
of this class will be given the same test.
It should be stressed that the results of this
study will have absolutely no effect on any course
you may be taking. Neither the teacher nor any member of
our school faculty will learn the result of individual
scores
.
For your cooperation, at- the end of the study
each student will be given the result of his tests in a
sealed, envelope.
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STUDENT INTRODUCTION TO TORRANCE TEST
The test you are about to take will probably
surprise you. The examples used can be understood by
children as well as people your own age.
There is a reason for this. When we want to check on
the differences between age groups it is best to use the
same test for all groups involved. This means the test must
be understandable to the youngest person to whom it is given.
It is the answers which reveal the growth in abilities.
Therefore, do not hesitate to use any and all possibilities
which occur to you as you go through the test.
Respond as well as you can and have fun in using
your imagination.
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STUDENT INTRODUCTION TO POST-TESTING PERIOD
May 26. 1Q6Q
Remember the tests you took earlier? You are now
about to take different forms of the same tests. The
purpose is to determine if you have improved, and if so to
what extent you have improved, in your ability to (1)
think creatively and (2) to think logically. This can be
done by comparing your score from the first testing
period with the scores from this testing period.
We believe that you will be interested in the
results, just as we are. Your record on all tests taken
will be mailed to you this summer. However, your scores
will only tell you about yourself to the extent that you
do your best on all test items.
Thank you for your cooperation in helping us to
find out about the characteristics of social studies
students on a high school level.
teacher performance charts,
ratings expressed in
PERCENTAGE OF INQUIRY
STRATEGIES USED.
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RESPONSE TO TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES
!• Teacher Self Perception
Ratings Along the
"Expository-Inquiry
Continuum.
"
2. Citation of Resources and
Units Used Over the Period
of Research
teacher questionnaire
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I.
II.
Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100
Trade 15% 50% 25%
Inquiry"
0 25%
1)
50% (75?) 100
During last month:
100
Trade
_
Inquiry
0
comment written in: "did not consciously change
15%
25%
50%
~f
—
50%
25%
H—
-
0
*3 100comment written in: »offpv ^
owr tanes t mow
alter listening to some of my
t lo P ’ ^ more traditional than I thoughtI was or wanted to be." 0 °ni
Wn&t material did you use, or to what sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
1. Fenton - Carnegie Material
2. Oliver - Harvard Material
3* N.Y. Times Student Issue
Senior Scholastic
5. Assorted Newspaper, Magazine, and
accumulated materials.
Name: Teacher No. 1
School: A
Course Title: Problems in Democracy
Class (yr) 12
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
22 ?
I. Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100
Trade
T n n \ >Mr
(75p 50%
1
25% 0
x ui x y
0 (255) 50% 75% 100
During last month:
100
Trade (75^
.
50% 25% 0
Inquiry r
*
" '
—4 —
0
^3 50% 75% 100
II. What material did you use, or to what sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
1. No changes in teaching methods
2 . —
3 .. —
4
.
—
5 . —
Name: Teacher No. 2
School: A
Course Title: United States History
Class (yr) Jr.
j
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
228
II.
Name
:
School
Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100
Trade 75%
„ <
50 %
1Inquiry l f—
0 25% 50%
During last month:
100
Trade 75% 0 5°^
Inquiry
~i
25^ 50%
25%
% 100
25% 0
-+—-—~~—
—
75% 100
VJhat. material did you use, or to v;hat sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
Grg_aLt Decissions (Foreign Policy)
2 • Our American Economy
3 . -
ip. ~
5 . ~
Teacher No. 3
: B Class (yr) 12
Course Title : Problems of Democracy
teacher questionnaire
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II
Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
Duri ng first month:
Trade
Inquiry"
(100) 75^ 5Q% 25% 0
25%
75%
50#
50%
75%
25%
75%
100
0
0
During last month:
/l00 ;
Trade ( -
Inquiry ——^ -—— f
—
0 25% 50# 75%
c
100
What material did you use, or to what sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
1* Oliver series
- HR Game
2. Amherst series - Collective Security
3. Films
Tapes
5. —
Name: Teacher No. 4
School: B
Course Title: U.S. History
Class (yr) Jr
teacher questionnaire
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Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100
Trade
Inquiry
0
75%
25%
During last month:
- ±00 ft 75£Trade 7
Inquiry * ' ~ f
—
0 25%
50%
50%
50%
50%
75% 0
-j
—
¥
—
75% 100
25% 0
~r~~7—
-
75% 100
11. What material did you u«?* TrU .u se, or to what sources did
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
!• Old methods texts
2. Intuition
- I thought of what I
you
ought to do - then did the opposite
4.
5.
Fame: Teacher No. 5
School: C
Course Title: American Government
Class (yr) Freshmen
teacher QUESTIONNAIRE
231
II.
Name
:
School
Course
Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100
Trade 75%
—
r— _
50%
»/
25%
k
0
xiiquiry
0 25%
“f Um - - -
50%
r
75% 100
During last month:
100
Trade 75%
— —
-
50%
f
Zi% 0
.inquiry
0 25% 50% 75% 100
What material did you use, or to what sources did
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
you
1. Record of Mankind
2. E. Ewing Series
3.
Ed. Fenton
- 32 Problems
series on World Areas Study.
5 . —
Teacher No. 6
C
Title: World History II
Class (yr) 10
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
232
II.
Name
:
Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100
Trade
Inquiry
0
50%
50%
25%
75% 100
During last month:
100
Trade
75% 50%
:
25 ;
Inquiry h ~ H 1r ~~t
25% 50% 100
What material did you use, or to vrhat sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
1. Easic text — History of a Free People
2. Various documents and primary sources
3. i.e. View Points USA
4
.
5.
Teacher No. 7
School: D
Course Title: American History
Class (yr.) 11
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
233
I. Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
It 100.
Trade
Inquiry
0
During last month:
100
Trade
Inquiry
0 25$ 50$ ^75$ loo
II. 1 What /material did you use, or to what sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
1. The New Social Studies - Freiton
2 • Teaching the New Social Studies in Secondary
School - Freiton
3* Teaching the Social Studies - Gross, McPhle,
Frankel
A & P article: "The Essence of the New
Social Studio"
5. Suggestions from Nr. Eelsky and Mr. Vandervliet
Name: Teacher No. 8
School D
Course Title: World History IA
Class (yr.) 9
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
234
I.
II.
Please rate yourself as to teaching method used during
the period of this study.
During first month:
100 75%
Trade
_____ f.
Inquiry '
0 25^ (5°$) 75% 100
During last month:
100
Trade
_
Inquiry
75%
0 25%
What material did you use, or to what sources did you
refer, to help you change your teaching method?
!• Liberty and Security. Amherst Series Pilot
2
.
—
3 . —
ll,
5 . —
Name: Teacher No. 9
School: D Class (yr) 11
Course Title: American History
STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS:
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF EACH CLASS
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STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School A, Teacher #1
Sample
Size Mean S . D
.
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
mum
Mini-
mum
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Year in H,S
. 24 4.0 0 0 4 4Age 24 18.000 0.590 1.204 IQ 17Sex 24 1.708 (Male - 1. Female - 2 )
IQ 24 101.583 7.857 1.604 120 89
Method Experienced (Expressed in % of Inauirvi
"No Change" 24 14
"Change " 24 18
Degree
Altered 24 +4
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Vfatson-Glaser Pre-test
Inference 21 7.667 2.690 0.587 12 2
Assumptions 21 11.095 2.567 O .560 16 4
Deduction 21 14.571 2.441 0.533 19 10
Interp. 21 14.667 2.995 0.645 19 9Eval. 21 8.714 2.239 0.489 13 5
Total 21 56.714 7.676 1.675 73 41
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Inference 20 7.500 2.965 0.663 14 1
Assumptions 20 9.700 3.373 0 . 75^ 16 4
Deduction 20 14.700 4.342 0.971 22 7
Interp. 20 13.850 3.^53 0.772 21 7
Eval. 20 8.550 2.417 0.540 13 4
Total 20 54.300 12.031 2.690 78 38
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 19 79.211 22.419 5 . 1^3 122 35
Flexibility 19 36.579 12.790 2.93^ 56 4
Torrance Post--test
Fluidity 19 68.263 21.097 4.840 101 34
Flexibility 19 38.158 10.275 2.357 55 21
237
cont. Teacher #1
Sample
Size Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
mum
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. &
Eval. 23 12.167 5.700 1.164 21
Apply Correct
Criteria 23 6.652 4.33^ 0.904 16
Deduction 23 8.304 3.661 0.763 12
Assumption 23 3.391 2.607 0.544 7
Total 23 29.609 13.183 2.749 47
Cornell Post-test
Interp, &
Eval. 21 11.762 5.489 1.211 21
Apply Cohre ct
Criteria 21 5.048 4.118 0.898 13
Deduction 21 6.810 5.582 1.218 15
Assumption 21 4.950 2.809 0.613 10
Total 21 27.191 14.733 3.215 47
Mini-
mum
0
OOOO
0004
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STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School A, Teacher #2
Sample
Size Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
mum
Mini-
mum
SECTION A : STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Year in H .S . 29 3.000 0 0 3 3Age 29 16.621 0.562 0.104 18 16Sex 29 1.517 ( Male 1 , Female = 2 )
IQ 29 107.517 9.113 1.692 125 90
Method Experienced (Expressed in % of Inquiry)
"No Change’' 29 3
"Change " 29 9
Degree 29 +6
Altered
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Watson-Glaser Pre-test
Inference 25 9.920 2.515 0.503 14 4
Assumptions 25 11.280 3.458 0.692 15 1
Deduction 25 17.440 3.441 0.688 24 10
Interp. 25 17.440 3.083 0.617 23 12
Eval. 25 9.600 2.082 0.416 13 6
Total 25 65 . 680 6.473 1.295 80 53
YJatson-Glaser Post- test
Inference 29 9.448 2.836 0.527 16 5
Assumptions 29 9.310 3.902 0.725 14 0
Deduction 29 15.862 3.805 0.707 22 9
Interp. 29 13.759 3.450 0.641 20 6
Eval
.
29 8.793 1.800 0.334 13 5
Total 29 57.172 8.730 1.621 75 42
Torrance Pre- test
Fluidity 27 73.407 29.578 5.692 138 29
Flexibility 2? 39.704 12.563 2.418 64 14
Torrance Post--test
Fluidity 25 65 . 680 19. 908 3.982 108 32
Flexibility 25 41.240 9.435 1.887 57 25
239
cont. Teacher #2
Sample
Size Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
mum
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. &
Eval. 21 14.810 3.473 0.758 22Apply Correct
Criteria 21 8.288 4.808 1.049 18Deduction 21 11.619 3.667 0.800 15Assumption 21 4.714 2.918 O .637 8
Total 21 39.095 10.163 2.218 55
Cornell Post- test
Interp. &
Eval. 20 15.500 4.536 1.014 21
Apply Correct
Criteria 20 IO .750 5.721 1.279 21
Deduction 20 11.550 4.383 0.980 15.
Assumption 20 5.510 2.560 0.573 10
Total 20 42.750 14.090 3.151 62
Mini-
mum
7
UOOH
Ui
O
O
O
240
STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School B, Teacher #3
Sample s.E. of
_ _
size Mean S.D. Mean
Maxi- Mini-
mum mum
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Year in H.S. 18
Age 18
Sex 18
IQ 18
Method Experienced
MNo Change" 18
"Change 18
Degree
Altered 18
3.889 0.471
17.167 O .707
I.389 (Male
115.056 8.788
(Expressed in % of
55
7
-48
0.111 4 2
0.167 18 15
It Female = 2 )
2.071 131 100
Inquiry)
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Watson-Glaser Pre-test
Inference 16 11.875
Assumptions 16 11.375
Deduction 16 18.000
Interp. 16 19.688
Eval
.
16 10.125
Total 16 71.063
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Inference 16 11.313
Assumptions 16 11.938
Deduction 16 17.313
Interp. 16 18.938
Eval. 16 10.188
Total 16 69.688
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 16 90.000
Flexibility 16 45.125
Torrance Post-test
Fluidity 17 86.765
Flexibility 17 48.529
1.258 0.315 15 10
2.605 O. 65I 16 7
2.805 0.701 23 13
2.626 0.657 23 12
1.821 0.455 14 7
6.486 1.621 84 59
2.522 O. 63I 16 7
3.172 0.793 16 6
3.049 0.762 22 12
3.415 O .854 24 12
1.721 0.430 13 7
8.882 2.221 85 52
31.130 7.782 150 53
10.844 2.711 67 31
29.951 7.264 161 41
12.047 2.922 68 27
241
cont. Teacher #3
Sample
Size Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
mum
Mini-
mum
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. &
Eval. 17 16.235 4.906 1.189 22 1Apply Correct
Criteria 17 8.647 5.36^ 1 . 36 ? 21 0
Deduction 17 12.235 3.133 O.76O 15 3Assumption 17 6.941 1.819 0.441 10 2
Total 17 43.706 10.421 2.527 63 25
Cornell Post-test
Interp. &
Eval. 18 16.889 4.404 1.038 24 9Apply Correct
Criteria 18 10.889 5.040 1.188 21 3Deduction 18 12.667 2.701 0.637 15 8
Assumption 18 6.722 2.296 0.541 10 1
Total 18 47.167 9.972 2.350 63 28
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STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS
: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School B, Teacher #4
SECTION A
:
Sample
Size Mean S.D.
student characteristics
S-E. of Maxi- Mini-
Mean mum mum
Year in H .S. 28 3.071 0.262
Age 28 16.464 0.637Sex 28 1.571 (Male =
IQ 28 114.286 8.214
ithod Experienced (Expressed in % of
"No change" 28 22
"Change " 28 61
Degree
Altered 28 +39
0.050
0.120
L
,
Fenu
1.552
4
18
= 21
134
3
16
98
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Watson-Glaser Pre-test
Inference 25 11.480
Assumptions 25 11.280
Deduction 25 18.400
Interp. 25 18. 160
Eval
.
25 9.960
Total 25 70.080
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Inference 26 11.692
Assumptions 26 10.885
Deduction 26 18.385
Interp. 26 18.923
Eval. 26 10.154
Total 26 70.039
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 26 82.385
Flexibility 26 42.115
Torrance Post-•test
Fluidity 25 91.280
Flexibility 25 48.720
2.347 9.470 16 6
3.781 0.756 16 1
3.069 0.614 24 13
3.223 0.645 24 12
2.318 0.464 13 3
9.513 1.903 92 53
2.620 0.514 17 7
3.735 0.732 15 3
3.645 0.715 25 10
2.314 0.454 23 14
2.092 0.410 13 5
9.573 1.877 85 52
30.373 5.957 156 33
12.638 2.478 74 24
31.231 6.246 144 34
13.969 2.79^ 75 24
cont* Teacher #4
Sample
Size Mean
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. &
Eval
.
24 14.167
Apply Correct
Criteria 24 9.583
Deduction 24 13.250
Assumption 24 4.792
Total 24 42.292
Cornell Post-
-test
Interp. &
Eval. 24 14.917
Apply Correct
Criteria 24 11.333
Deduction 24 13.042
Assumption 24 5.917
Total 24 45.583
S.E. of Maxi- Mini-
S.D. Mean mum mum
3.726 0.761 22 5
3.283 O. 67O 15 2
1.984 0.405 15 72.126 0.434 10 2
6.504 1.328 54 26
4.559 0.930 24 3
4.104 0.838 19 4
2.157 0.440 15 8
2.918 0.596 11 0
9.789 1.998 59 21
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STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School C, Teacher #5
Sample
Size Mean S.D
S.E. of
Mean
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Maxi- Mini-
mum mum
Year in H.S. 26
Age 26
Sex 26
IQ 26
1 0 0
14.731 0 . 6o4 0.118
1.5 (Male = 1, Female
no data available
Method Experienced (Expressed in
!'No Change” 26 74
”Change” 26 27
Degree 26 -.47
Altered
of Inquiry)
1
16
2 )
1
14
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
YJatson-Glaser Pre-Test
Inference 17 7.353
Assumptions 17 7.294
Deduction 17 15.177
Interp. 17 14.647
Eval
.
17 8.589
Total 17 53.059
Watson-Glaser Post-Test
Inference 19 8.158
Assumptions 19 9.684
Deduction 19 14.947
Interp. 19 13.947
Eval. 19 7.579
Total 19 54.474
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 21 72.238
Flexibility 21 36.000
Torrance Post- test
Fluidity 15 65.667
Flexibility 15 38.533
1.801 0.437 11 4
3.236 0.785 13 3
2.352 0.570 18 12
3.081 0.747 19 8
1.326 0.322 10 5
6.456 1.566 69 41
2.566 0.589 12 3
2.605 0.598 14 5
1.682 0.386 18 12
3.407 0.782 22 9
2.694 0.618 12 1
6.720 1.542 69 42
17.326 3.781 112 43
7.649 1 .669 49 23
13.558 3.501 86 39
8.667 2.238 49 17
cont. Teacher #5
245
Sample
Size Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
TTHITn
Cornell Pre- test
Interp. &
Eval. 16
Apply Correct
13.813 4.983 1.246 21
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
16
16
16
16
3.938
8.438
3.250
27.250
2.516
4.131
2.517
11.275
0.629
1.033
0.629
2.819
9
15
8
45
Cornell Post-
-test
Interp. &
Eval
. 14
Apply Correct
14.000 4.930 1.318 24
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
14
14
14
14
4.143
7.288
2.571
27.571
3 . 656
4.615
2.503
11.291
0.977
1.233
0 . 669
3.018
12
15
7
49
Mini-
mum
4
£-000
-pr
Vjj
o
ro
o
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STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School C, Teacher #6
Sample
—
—
-
Size Mean S. D.
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
S.E. of Maxi- Mini-
__Mean mum rmim
Year in H.S.
Age
Sex
IQ
22
22
22
22
2 0
15.636 0.492
1 . 22 ? (Male = 1,(no data available)
0
0.105
Female
Method Experienced (Expressed i, T 4 N
"No Change" 22
^ f a n % of Inquiry)
"Change" 22 91
Degree i, 1 • „.v
;
•
Altered 22 +83
2
16
2 )
2
15
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Watson-Glaser Pre-t
Inference 20
Assumptions 20
Deduction 20
Interp. 20
Eval. 20
Total 20
Watson-Glaser Post-
Inference 15
Assumptions 15
Deduction 15
Interp. 15
Eval. 15
Total 15
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 20
Flexibility 20
Torrance Post-test
Fluidity 17
Flexibility 17
;st
10.250 2.573
10.400 2.780
17.100 4.229
17.350 2.455
19.500 1.670
64.700 9.206
est
10.867 2.999
11.200 3.234
16.333 3.457
1? . 067 3 • 150
8.867 1.995
64.333 10.369
71.850 19.626
40.450 8.14?
74.059 24.185
41.706 8.037
0.575 14 5
0.622 14 5
0.946 24 11
0
.
549 22 13
0.374 12 6
2.059 82 4?
0.774 17 5
0.835 16 5
0.893 24 10
0.813 21 11
0.515 12 6
2.677 85 46
4.389 107 46
1.822 52 28
5 .866 122 33
1.949 54 25
cont. Teacher #6
Sample
Size
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. &
Eval. 22
Apply Correct
Criteria 22
Deduction 22
Assumption 22
Total 22
Cornell Post-test
Interp. &
Eval. 19
Apply Correct
Criteria 19
Deduction 19
Assumption 19
Total 19
Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Mean
15.091 ^.576 0.976
7.773
11.409
4.500
37.818
4.105
3.018
2.632
11.672
0.875
0.644
0.561
2.489
15.158 2.930 0.672
8.158
11.368
5.105
40.316
5.009
4.071
2.536
9.701
1.147
0.934
0.582
2.226
Maxi-
mum
22
13
15
8
52
19
18
15
10
59
Mini-
mum
3
0
2
0
7
9
0
0
0
17
STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS:
248
descriptive statistics
School D, Teacher #7
Sample
— Size Mean S.D,
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
S.E. of Maxi- Mini-
maan mum mum
Year in H.S. 26
Age 26
Sex 26
IQ 26
Method Experienced
"No Change" 26
"Change"'
-
26
Degree 2 6
Altered
3 0.400
16.654 0.892
1.539 (Male =
112.000 10.186
(Expressed in % of
6
6
0
0.078 4 2
0.175 18 15
1, Female = 2)
1.998 128 98
Inquiry)
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Watson-Glaser
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interp.
Eval.
Total
Pre-test
20 10.000
20 10.650
20 15.500
20 16.450
20 9.500
20 62.100
Watson-Glaser Post-test
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interp.
Eval.
Total
Fluidity
Flexibility
Fluidity
Flexibility
23 9.826
23 11.000
23 15.652
23 15.783
23 9.087
23 61.348
:t
22 71.^55
22 39.227
st
22 66.682
22 37.091
1.835 0.410 13
2.254 0.504 14
3.236 0.724 22
3.203 0.716 21
1.670 0.374 12
7.711 1.724 75
2 .I 67 0.452 14
3.358 0.700 15
3.785 0.789 21
4.210 0.878 21
I .807 0.377 11
9.764 2.036 74
22.548 4.08 7 122
10.104 2.154 60
21.709 4.628 120
8.462 1.804 55
6
5
10
9
6
49
5
4
4
5
4
28
35
23
32
21
cont. Teacher #7
1
249
Sample
—
Size Mean
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. &
Eval. 25
•Apply Correct
Criteria 25
Deduction 25
Assumption 25
Total 25
Cornell Post-test
Interp. &
Eval
. 23
Apply Correct
Criteria 23
Deduction 23
Assumption 23
Total 23
S.D.
S
.E . of
Mean
Maxi-
mum
Mini-
mum
3.004 0.601 22 10
3 . 3^1 0.668 13
3.316 O.663 15 22.393 O.479 8 06.158 1.232 46 25
3.157 0.658 22 12
3.925 0.818 18
2.817 0.587 15
J
62.083 0.434 8 06.900 1.439 52 25
14.880
6.080
9.920
4.320
3^.560
15.826
8.304
11.130
5.391
40, 609
STUDENT AND TEST CHARACTERISTICS:
250
descriptive statistics
School D, Teacher #8
0 0
0.608 0.143
(Male 1, Female
11.071 2.610
Year in H.S. 18 1
18 14.611
18 1.444
IQ 18 102.889
He
n^cKlen018 <EXPf ’3384 in *
"Change*' 18 26
Degree
Altered 18 *20
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Wat son-Glaser Pre
— test
1
16
2 2 )
123
1
14
84
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interp.
Eval.
Total
16
16
16
16
16
16
8.938
10.438
17.313
16.438
10.125
63.250
3.065
4.211
3.135
3.385
2.730
9.581
O .766
1.053
0.784
0.846
0.682
2.395
13
16
23
21
14
81
3
3
10
8
5
44
Watson-Glaser
Inference
Assumptions
Deduction
Interp.
Eval.
Total
Post-
17
17
17
17
17
17
test
9.588
9.471
16.059
16.177
8.588
59.882
3.144
3.826
2.657
3.302
2.266
10.942
0.762
0.928
0.644
0.801
0.550
2.654
15
15
20
23
12
81
5
3
10
11
5
42
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 15
Flexibility 15
75.^00
39.867
18.788
8.782
4.851
2.268
100
51
29
19
Torrance Post-
Fluidity
Flexibility
test
13
13
78.846
42.462
23.968
12.060
6 . 648
3.3^5
119
59
36
26
cont. Teacher #8
251
Sample
Size
Cornell Pre-test
Interp. & ??
Eval.
•Apply Correct
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
15
15
15
15
Cornell Post-test
Interp &
Eval.
Apply Correct
Criteria 15
Deduction 15
Assumption 15
Total 15
Mean
15 14.267
6.200
10.267
3.267
33.000
15 15.867
7.400
8*733
3.467
35.200
S.D.
S.E. of Maxi-
Mean mum
4.183 1.080 21
4.601 1.188 16
2.840 0.733 14
2.314 0.597 7
8.I85 2.113 46
3.833 O.990 22
3.043 0.786 12
5.134 1.326 15
2.137 0.551 10
10.037 2.592 53
Mini-
mum
0
6
0
18
0
0
1
21
252
STUDENT AMD TEST CHARACTERISTICS: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
School D, Teacher #9
Sample
Size
.
Mean S.D.
S.E. of
Me an
Maxi-
Trmm
Mini.
SECTION A: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
mum
'N- Year in H
Age
Sex
IQ
0000
.
CO
. 3 . 06? 0.365
16.833 0.648
1.6 (Male = 1
.
112.033 9.54?
0 . 667
0.118
Female = 2)
1.743
4
18
127
2
16
100
”e
^o
d
ChaSe"
enCe
30
(E
^
reSBed in * °f
"Change” 30 27
Degree
Altered 30 -6
SECTION B: STUDENT TEST CHARACTERISTICS
Watson-Glaser Pre-
Inference 23
Assumptions 23
Deduction 23
Interp. 23
Eval. 23
Total 23
Watson-Glaser Post.
Inference 29
Assumptions 29
Deduction 29
Interp. 29
Eval. 29
Total 29
Torrance Pre-test
Fluidity 26
Flexibility 26
Torrance Post-test
Fluidity 25
Flexibility 25
est
10.217 2.907
10.217 3.205
17.696 2.010
16.739 2.783
9.913 2.314
64.783 7.610
test
10.035 2.732
11.483 2.181
17.448 2.640
17.345 3.569
9.655 1.818
65.966 8.942
62.539 18.096
36.615 9.051
71.640 25.318
41.120 11.483
0 . 606 16 4
0 . 668 14 1
0.419 20 13
0.580 23 12
0.483 16 6
1.587 82 50
0.507 16 6
0.405 15 4
0.490 23 13
0 . 663 22 10
0.338 14 7
1.661 87 52
3.549 96 32
1.775 52 21
5.064 132 29
2.297 70 20
cont. Teacher #9
253
Sample
Size Mean S . D •
S.E. of
Mean
Maxi-
mi vm
Cornell Pre-test
III Uiu
Interp. &
Eval. 26
Apply Correct
14.154 5.049 0.990 21
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
26
26
26
26
6.077
11.154
5.192
36.500
4.399
2.976
2.885
9.042
O .863
0.584
0 . 566 .
1.773
17
15
11
52
Cornell Post-
-test
Interp. &
Eval. 27
Apply Correct
13.667 5.151 0.991 21
Criteria
Deduction
Assumption
Total
27
27
27
27
7.778
11.704
5.667
38.741
3.896
2.715
2.270
9.117
0.750
0.523
0.437
1.755
15
15
10
52
Mini-
mum
1
0
6
0
15
1
0
5
1
13


